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ABSTRACT

AN INVESTIGATION OF FLUID FLOW DURING INDUCTION STROKE OF A

WATER ANALOG MODEL OF AN IC ENGINE USING AN INNOVATIVE

OPTICAL VELOCIMETRY CONCEPT -- LIPA

By

Bernd Stier

Optical measurements on an axisymmetrical quartz component engine research model

were made to evaluate the flow field encountered during induction. The measurement

technique is LIPA (Laser Induced Photochemical Anemometry), a non-intrusive

velocimetry concept that provides an investigator of fluid flow with a tool to attain planar

information about three-dimensional velocity and vorticity vectors in a single measurement

step. The goal of this investigation is to further develop this measurement technique and

apply it to study the induction stroke of a water analog model of a four-stroke internal

combustion engine.

The research conducted in the water analog model is a fundamental scientific inquiry

into the flow fields that develop in the induction stroke of an engine at idling engine speeds.

As this is the first investigation of its kind using LIPA technique, our goal has been to

quantify, in a preliminary manner, the flow field features that develop during the intake

stroke. In the process a more comprehensive understanding of the flow field features was

developed, and tied to the quantifications. The study evaluated the flow field of the intake

stroke by estimating fields of velocity and vorticity. On the basis of these data, information

about fluid dynamics during induction at engine speeds of 10, 20, and 30 RPM

(corresponding to 170, 340, and 510 RPM respectively, when air is the flowing medium)

for three different valve lit_s was obtained. The overall development of the flow field, its

energy content (kinetic, fluctuation) for the different settings of the engine parameters,

vorticity information, and cyclic variations have been quantified. These have been discussed

in terms of mixing performance.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The underlying scientific objective of this work is essentially two-fold. The two

'projects' consist of the application of Laser Induced Photochemical Anemometry (LIPA)

-- an innovative optical velocimetry concept -- to a relevant and important fluid dynamics

problem (induction fluid flow within an engine cylinder) in order to demonstrate the

technique's potential and usefulness in the field of fluid dynamics in general, and the

attempt of advances in engine research -- especially for four-stroke internal combustion

(IC) engines -- by describing phenomenons of engine performance on fluid dynamical

grounds based on the data acquired by LIPA in particular. The four-stroke IC engine will

be represented by a motored axisymmetric water analog model. Water is the required

medium for the employment of LIPA in this application.

I. 1 History_ of Research performed in IC Engines and pertinent free Jet

Experiments, and of Applications of LIPA

The engine research community is constantly seeking further optimization of an engine's

performance. The latest round of discussions about improvements in engine performance

on the verge of the completion of the millennium was partly encouraged by the US Vice

president's ecological imperatives to produce 21 st century automotive vehicles that achieve

higher engine efficiency accompanied by a lower level of pollution than their ancestors. To

accomplish this honorable goal by pushing for advances in engine performance the engine

itself cannot be regarded a black box with respect to fluid flow generated within an engine
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Arcoumanis et.al. (1987), and Arcoumanis and Whitelaw (1987) evaluated fluid flow in

the model cylinder employing LDA at different locations in the engine chamber, and flow

visualization, determining velocity and turbulence intensity distributions in selected planes

as well as streamline plots.

Hot-wire and LDA technologies have been widely and exclusively employed in engine

science up to recently for the quantification of flow fields (Lancaster 1976, Witze 1977,

Rask 1979, Lee et.al. 1993, and Yoo 1994). These technologies are single probe

measurement concepts, thus, their application provides velocity information at only one

location in the flow field at a time. In order to extract planar information of the flow field,

such as vorticity vectors and length scales, from velocity information one has to assume

homogeneity and isotropy of the flow field. This assumption has been shown not to be

true. Several investigators proved that the intake stroke and the beginning of the

compression stroke are clearly inhomogeneous and anisotropic (Semenov 1963, Winsor

and Patterson 1973, and Witze 1977). Recently, velocimetry approaches have become

multi-point in nature with the implementation of techniques such as PIV and PTV (particle

imaging and tracking ideas). LIPA, also a planar velocimetry approach, promises to be a

very useful and important tool to investigate the physics of flowing fluid, as, for instance,

in the case of this study during the intake stroke of a reciprocating engine.

Since water is the flowing medium in this application and water is incompressible, fluid

dynamical issues can be explored only during the induction stroke. Nonetheless, previous

results show that the induction stroke is an important part during an engine's cycle. The

induction stroke sets up the flow field for the subsequent compression stroke which in turn

provides the initial flow situation for the combustion process of the cycle. The induction

stroke has, concerning mixing of air and fuel for example, a very direct influence on

combustion performance since most of the mixing process takes place during intake.

Furthermore, there has been evidence for a profound correlation between the



establishmentof fluid dynamicquantitiesduringintakeandcompression,andcombustion

performance.In particular,Witze et.al.0984) showedthatan increasedlevelof

turbulenceintensityexhibitedbytheflow fieldis favorablefor thequalityof combustion.

Optimizationof the combustionprocessis theultimategoalandcrucialstepin theattempt

for improvementof engineperformance.

Thecomplexityof theflow fieldexperiencedduringinductionrequirestheflow field to

bedissectedinto fluid dynamicallymeaningfulelements,e.g.vortex structuresandintake

jet, whichhaveto beidentifiedandthenanalyzedseparately.Investigationsof singledout

flow structuresandtheir effectonengineperformancehavebeenconductedinnumerous

investigationsexaminingflow structureslike swirl -- arotationalflow aboutthecylinder

axis-- andtumble-- rotationalmotionaboutanaxisperpendicularto thecylinderaxis--

which are generated during induction by specially designed boundary conditions. Both

experimental as well as computational studies have been performed. As it turns out,

existence of these flow patterns improved engine combustion. The effects of swirl have

been investigated by Kent et.al. (1989), Hen_riot et.al. (1989), Shack and Reynolds (1991),

Moriyoshi et.al. (1991), and A_ta et.al. (1991). The effects of tumble on engine

performance have been studied by Kent et.al. (1989), Henriot et.al. (1989), Omori et.al.

(1991), and Hadded and Denbratt (1991).

Complex flow structures such as swirl and tumble, whose characteristic lengths scale

with the radius of the engine cylinder, provide high stratification of the flow field and store

and preserve (angular) momentum. Also, transport is mostly done through these large

scales. By stratifying the flow, swirl and tumble inhibit mixing mechanisms that would

intermingle the different phases inherent in the flow field -- fuel/air -- thoroughly. In

breaking up, these structures provide the flow field with high turbulence intensities which

are preferable for enhanced mixing and subsequently for improved combustion

performance. A compromise must be found in connection with the timing of the break-up



of theselargescalestructuresbecausethesoonerbreak-upoccursthemore

homogeneouslytheflow fieldwill bemixedat thetimeof combustion.Thelater swirl or

tumblebreaksup, thehigherwill bethedegreeof turbulentintensitybythetimeof

combustion;thenagain,the latertheybreakup thelargerarethelengthscalesof flow

structuresprior to combustion.

WhenemployingReynolds'decompositionmethodto an instantaneousvelocityvector

(seeTennekesandLumley1972for amodemaccount)to takeintoconsiderationthe

turbulentcharacterof theflow field encounteredduringengineperformancethemean

velocityin thedecompositionisusuallyevaluatedby anensembleaveragingtechnique.

Thevelocityfluctuationpartof thedecompositioncannot,for engines,beattributed

directlyto turbulenceinherentin theflow field.Theengineprocessbeingperiodic,more

preciselyreciprocating,introducesvelocityfluctuationsthat aredueto variationsin bulk

flow velocityfrom enginecycleto enginecyclewhich is termedinenginescience

terminology'cycle-to-cyclevariability'.Separationof velocityfluctuationsdueto cycle-to-

cyclevariabilityfrom thosedueto turbulentflow within anenginecyclehasbeen

attemptedinmanystudies.A reviewon themostimportanttechniqueshasbeenprovided

by CataniaandMittica (1989).A summaryof thereviewis furnishedin sectionV.3.2.2 of

thiswork. A simplisticmodelto separatethetwo sourcesresponsiblefor velocity

fluctuationswasassumedin this investigationandits implementationaswell asresultson

thebasisof theprocedurearepresentedin sectionV.3.2.3.

In theageof explodingcomputerpowerit becomesveryattractiveto attemptthe

predictionof flow fieldsin thefield of fluid dynamicsusingcomputationalabilities

(computationalfluid dynamics,CFD).Naturally,CFDhasbeenemployedin engine

research.Someinterestingpapersonnumericallysimulatedflows in enginesciencehave

beenpublished.Henriotet.al.(1989),Moriyoshiet.al.(1991),andAi'taet.al.(1991),for

instance,undertookaneffort to modelswirlingmotionin anengine.Gosmanet.al.(1984)
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andAata et.al. (1990) calculated three-dimensional air motion and port-valve-cylinder

flow, respectively. Recall from the first paragraph in section I. 1 that Trigui et.al. (1994a)

most recently applied CFD to the combustion stroke of an engine.

Unreliable and inaccurate initial as well as boundary conditions are partially responsible

for differences between calculated and experimental results. Furthermore, calculated

results diverge from experimental ones with time or crank-angle as the in-cylinder flow

develops. An attempt has to be made to provide accurate initial and boundary conditions.

This investigation will yield some for an axisymmetrical engine.

The understanding of fluid dynamics of the annulus jet that enters the engine cylinder

through the valve is crucial for the comprehension of the fluid dynamics exhibited by the

entire flow field in an engine cylinder during induction. After studying the flow field

development during the intake phase of the water analog model at three different valve

lifts and constant engine speed on the basis of fields of velocity vectors provided by LIPA

the importance of the intake jet became obvious.

A free jet in general, after leaving the geometrical constraint and entering the ambient

fluid, incorporates basically two regions which can be described as 'transitional flow' and

'turbulent flow' (Yule 1978, see Figure V.2.5). At the beginning of the transitional flow,

first order instabilities lead to waviness of the jet flow immediately after it leaves the

geometrical constraint (this is not valid for very low Reynolds numbers, however, valid for

the range of Reynolds numbers covered in this study). These first order instabilities are

followed spatially by a roll-up of the shear layer of the jet forming a coherent vortex ring

with simultaneous occurrence of entrainment of ambient fluid. At the end of the

transitional flow the coherent vortex ring breaks up into small scale vortices which are

embedded in large scale eddies. The core of the jet which exhibits potential flow in the

transitional jet region breaks up as well. From then on the flow is turbulent.



Yule (1978)examinedanaxisymmetricjet. He foundthat the lengthof thetransitional

flow isReynoldsnumberdependentandthatfor a Reynoldsnumberof about5000--

basedon thediameterof thenozzleandthevelocityof theflow in thenozzle-- thebreak-

up of vortex rings occurs atter four diameters of the nozzle. Dahm et.al. (1992) performed

flow visualization on coaxial flows. For one parameter set examined, the velocity of the

outer jet was significantly higher than the velocity of the inner jet and the velocity jump

across the inner mixing layer (between inner and outer jet) was of roughly the same

magnitude as the jump across the outer layer (between outer jet and quiescent ambient

fluid). This is similar to what is encountered in the case of the incoming jet of an engine

and, indeed, the street of vortex rings created in the transitional phase, as visible in the

visualization results by Dahm et.al., exhibit strong similarity to vortex streets visualized by

experiments within this work. Dahm et.al, found that the potential core of the transitional

flow ends abruptly (for the parameter setting given above) at about 7 widths of the annular

orifice -- (do-di)/2 -- downstream. The variation of the length of transitional flow with

annular orifice turns out to be an important feature in the overall development of the flow

field encountered in engine research during induction (section V.2.3). Champagne and

Wygnanski (1971) also investigated coaxial jets employing Hot-wire technology; they

found the length of the external (outer) potential core of the jet to be approximately 8

times the width of the annular orifice and assert that the length appears to be independent

of the velocity ratio between external and internal jet.

Ko and Chan (1978) analyzed an annular flow, i.e. the velocity of the internal jet of a

coaxial jet is zero, using Hot-wire probes. They named the transitional jet region 'initial

merging zone'. In their study the position at which the annular potential core ends was

found at about 6 widths of the annular orifice downstream and the investigators infer from

their data that the length is independent of the conditions in the center of the annular jet.

Furthermore, they cite several earlier works in which annular and two-dimensional dual jet



flowshadbeenstudied.Ko andChanextractfrom informationgivenin thesepublications

the positionsat whichreattachrnentof theouterjets occur, i.e. the merging of two

maxima in the velocity profile to only one maximum, _'_d plot the results in a diagram of

'Distance to Reattachment' vs. 'Diameter Ratio' of orifice. A conclusion from this plot can

be drawn stating that reattachment length -- and thus the length of the potential core

which is arguably proportional to the reattachment length -- scales with the width of the

annular orifice. In another study by Chart and Ko (1978) on annular jets the investigators

observed that the annular-jet results agree in connection with overall pressure intensity

very well with the results for a single jet and coaxial jets within the first four-and-a-half

widths of the annular nozzle downstream from the orifice. They suggest that the jet

vortices are not so easily affected during their formation and during their initial

propagation downstream.

Rockwell and Niccolls (1972) examined planar, two-dimensional jets by applying flow

visualization. Although Rockwell and Niccolls do not explicitly state the length for which

a potential core exists in the jet flow in their application, their pictures depicting the planar

jet indicate that the length of the potential core -- and thus the length of the transitional

flow -- is longer than 6 widths of the annular orifice. They outline, however, that any

study of the 'breaking length' is relatively meaningless without careful specification of the

upstream spectral history of the confined flow. Furthermore, they found that the region

where vortices are defined moves downstream with decreasing values of the Reynolds

number. Also for two-dimensional jets, Miller and Comings (1957) distinguished a

'transition flow region' from the 'fully turbulent region' where the transition flow region

extends from the nozzle to a location 7 times the width of the nozzle downstream.

Experimental information on free jets (White 1991) suggests that the mean-velocity

profile for the velocity component in axial direction is self-preserving beyond about twenty

jet diameters (x/d>20). The mean-velocity U of the profile in a cross-sectional plane can



be,afterestablishmentof self-preservation,evaluatedat anypointby U=Usf(rl) whereUs

is thevelocityat thecenterlineandfisa functionofrl accordingto f=-sech2(rl)with

rl=7.67y/x. It shouldbenotedthatthebeginningof self-preservationof themean-velocity

profile coincideswith thedisappearanceof thecoreof irrotationalflow, andthat it canbe

observedfrom experimentalresults(flow visualization)that theexistenceof thepotential

coreis terminatedby thebreak-upof vortexstructures.Theobservationof thetermination

of thepotentialcoreestablishesabridgebetweenanalyticalandflow visualizationresults.

Thefact thatthetransitionallengthscaleswith thewidth of theorifice for fixed

Reynoldsnumbersleadsto theassumptionthat thetransitionallengthof the incomingjet

in themodelengineof thisstudydifferswith valvelift. In sectionV.2.3 anattemptismade

to link fluid dynamicalbehaviourexhibitedbytheflow field duringinductionto the length

of thetransitionalflow experiencedby theintakejet.

Theopticalvelocimetrytechniqueemployedin this investigation (LIPA) was

introduced and developed at the 'Turbulence Structure Laboratory' at Michigan State

University by Professor R.E. Falco. Development of the method and implementation of

LIPA to study a model of a four-stroke engine will be discussed in detail in chapter II. So

far, L/PA has been applied in several research projects at the 'Turbulence Structure

Laboratory'. Studies involving LIPA as a measurement technique to evaluate flow fields in

terms of fields of velocity vectors were performed for measurements in a Stokes' layer and

of the circulation of a vortex ring (Falco and Chu 1987), evaluations of vortex structures

in connection with an airfoil (Falco et.al. 1988), determination of the skin friction on a

compliant surface (Falco and Chu 1988), a nozzle flow at supersonic velocities

(Falco et.al. 1989), quantification of the flow field of a two-stroke engine (Hilbert 1991,

Hilbert and Falco 1991), examinations of a subsonic jet (Cfieselmann 1991), studies of

flow properties of wet solids (Falco and Nocera 1991), and evaluation of the flow of a

two-phase fluid in a vertical pipe (Buchner 1992). For all these investigations, maps of
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velocityandvorticity informationwerederivedfromtheflow field of theflowing medium.

Experimentswereconductedusingthreedifferentmediaasbasisfor theworking fluid

whichservedasvehiclefor thephosphorescentdye:Kerosene,Nitrogen,andwater.LIPA

wasextensivelyusedasphotochromicvisualizationtechniquebyChu(1987).

1.2 Outline of Investigations performed for this Work

One purpose of this work was to apply LIPA to the model of a four-stroke IC engine in

order to gain new qualitative and quantitative understanding of the fluid dynamics of the

engine's intake flow. This application of LIPA was to provide fields of velocity and

vorticity vectors which will, among other goals, answer questions about mixing

performance. We also hoped to establish an alternative to conventional processes of

examination of an induction flow, e.g. LDA, PIV techniques. Preliminary LIPA results

have been published by Stier and Falco (1994).

Investigations were performed in an effort to study in single measurement steps the

flow field of the induction stroke in the entire engine cylinder as well as the annular free

intake jet. For the former project, the influence of the variation of valve lift are examined

in the water analog model at three different engine speeds in a range of 10 to 30 RPM

which correspond to 170 to 510 RPM, respectively, for air. For the second project, results

will be presented for two valve lifts (3 and 9 mm) at two engine speeds (20 and 30 RPM;

corresponding to 340 and 510 RPM, respectively, in air). Fields of instantaneous as well

as ensemble averaged velocity vectors will illustrate the development of the flow field

during induction. Vorticity distributions are generated from the velocity fields which will

be used to examine mixing performances. Several parameters are defined in this work

which attempt to analyze flow fields stemming from different settings of the engine's

parameters valve lift and engine speed.
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As mentioned in section I. 1 a simple approach offers a separation of velocity

fluctuations due to cycle-to-cycle variations and turbulent motion inherent in the flow

field. RMS fluctuations as well as turbulent intensities are presented.

To grasp the fluid dynamics in a qualitative approach flow visualization experiments

were performed. Results of the unfolding of the flow field during intake will be given for

1.5 and 20 RPM engine speed at 3 mm valve lil_.

As for the velocimetry technique LIPA itself, several requirements for this technique

had to be established prior to its employment. These included finding optimal quantities

for the constituents of the phosphorescent dye, writing a grid of laser lines into the flow

field, and implementing algorithms to reduce data automatically. Only vague sketch-book

ideas existed on the latter issue prior to this application of LIPA.

The strategy for the generation of fluid dynamical results on engine flow within this

work was to, within the available timeframe, collect as much information as possible on

the flow field encountered during intake of the axisymmetric model, to draw conclusions

on the basis of this information, and to participate in the overall attempt of painting a

picture that exposes fluid dynamics encountered during induction.

The study will, however, barely go into depth at any point with respect to aspects of

fluid dynamics. In general, the author had to be satisfied with scientifically scratching the

surface of topics relevant within engine science (e.g. mixing and cycle resolved analysis).

However, going into depth was not the prime goal of this work. The goal was to establish

the general mode showing the viability and promise of engine research using LIPA. With

this work in hand as basis, a researcher can concentrate on special issues in the study of

the induction stroke of this water analog or any geometrically more challenging model and

apply suitable LIPA configurations for designed tasks.



Chapter II

DESCRIPTION OF LIPA AND LIPA'S IMPLEMENTATION

IN EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

Velocimetry techniques based on the photoluminescence of the working fluid have been

experimented with more intensively after laser power has been made available as a strong

source of energy. Popovich and Hummel (1967) first suggested the idea of

photoluminescent flow visualization and quantification. At the 'Turbulence Structure

Laboratory' of Michigan State University various studies have been released employing

LIPA (Laser Induced Photochemical Anemometry), a velocimetry concept based on a

phosphorescent working fluid. These studies investigated, for example, vortices in

connection with an airfoil (Falco et.al. 1988), the flow field of a two-stroke engine

(Hilbert 1991, Hilbert and Falco 1991), and the flow of a two-phase fluid in a vertical pipe

(Buchner 1992), to repeat three of the projects that were outlined in the 'Introduction' of

chapter I. Just recently, several investigations involving LIPA and LIPA - related

velocimetry approaches at other universities (Chu et.al. 1991, Yurechko and Ryazantsev

1991, Lempert et. al. 1993) have documented the usefulness of this measurement concept

in laboratories around the world. The techniques taking advantage of the

photoluminescence of the convecting fluid provide planar -- and it is possible to extent the

technique to the third dimension -- instantaneous velocity and vorticity information about

a flow field.

In this work LIPA has been applied to the induction stroke of a water analog model of

a four-stroke internal combustion engine in order to yield two-dimensional flow fields in

terms of maps of velocity vectors. From these, vorticity distributions will be inferred

immediately. The purpose of this research in the field of engine science employing LIPA is

12
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-- asoutlinedin the introduction-- to demonstratethepotentialof andpromoteLIPA in a

practicalapplicationof LIPA in a discipline of fluid dynamics, and to, among other issues,

illustrate cycle-to-cycle variability of the engine's reciprocating process and to undertake

an attempt to attain information on mixing performance during induction in order to

achieve advances in engine research.

II. 1 LIPA as Velocimetry Technique

II. 1.1 LIPA's concept

LIPA is a fairly new velocimetry concept which takes advantage of phosphorescent

properties of the working fluid. It is optical, and thus non-intrusive, in that it is based on

the excitation of molecules -- which exhibit photoluminescence, or photochromism (color

change) upon stimulation by an energy input -- in the fluid whose flow field is to be

examined. LIPA's underlying idea for the evaluation of a velocity vector is to simply place

an energy input at any location of the flow field, thus illuminating a fluid 'particle', and

visually following the illuminated and radiating fluid particle as it convects with the flow

field. There is no slip between the traced fluid particle and the flow field as can be

encountered in most common measurement techniques such as LDA or PIV. In fact, not

even temperature gradients (if neglecting an insignificant increase of temperature in the

flow field due to the energy input) or concentration gradients (since the phosphorescent

additive dissolves thoroughly within the working fluid) exist which could signify a source

of error. Furthermore, after an energy input to the fluid has been released, the fluid

exhibits only negligible changes in its properties (e.g. bleaching of phosphorescent matter)

and can therefore readily be used for next excitation. The fluid dynamical approach in

connection with LIPA is Lagrangian as opposed to LDA and Hot-wire anemometry.
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II. 1.1.1Demandtowardschemistry as godfather of LIPA

Chemistry has to provide the dye that enables the marking of fluid particles in the flow

field. The dye has to incorporate photoluminescent properties, has to dissolve thoroughly

in the flowing medium, and ought to be safe to use and reasonably priced.

The phosphorescent dye used for LIPA which serves as an additive to append

photoluminescence to the list of properties of the working fluid was designed and

produced by the Department of Chemistry at Michigan State University under the

direction of Professor D. Nocera. The 'LIPA dye' consists of three constituents; the

vehicle for the phosphorescent compound is water (H20). The actual phosphorescent

matter (providing excitable molecules) is Bromonaphthalene (BrNp). BrNp would, if

exposed directly to water molecules, experience a quenching effect (lose its

phosphorescent property) necessitating a protection (coat) for the BrNp molecules. This

coat is facilitated by the other two components in the compound of the LIPA dye, namely

a sugar, Glucosyl-[3-cyclodextrin (GI3-CD or for short CD), and an alcohol, tert-butyl

alcohol (t-BuOH). These two components represent, in terms of a model, a cup and a lid

for this cup, respectively, in which the BrNp molecules are embedded. Water as flowing

medium together with the composition of the three constituents being dissolved in water is

referred to as %IPA - chemical'. An optimum for the ratio of amount of alcohol, t-BuOH,

necessary for a given amount of sugar, CD, had been evaluated by Buchner (1992). A

recipe for the manual engendering &the LIPA chemical is given in section II.2.1.2. More

information about the LIPA dye can be obtained from Ponce et.al. (1993).

II. 1.1.2 Principle of evaluation of array &velocity and vorticity vectors

LIPA's purpose is to deduce from a three-dimensional flow field planar two-

dimensional (2D) velocity vectors which are projections on the imaging plane. Intrinsically
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LIPA provides2Dvelocityvectorsbecausedataareinferredfrom 2D imagescapturedby

animagerthatcontaintwo-dimensionalconvectioninformationof the illuminated

particles.Sinceit isverydifficult, if not impossible,to providepoint energy inputs at

different locations in the flow field at the same time to achieve planar velocity information,

the excitation and illumination of fluid panicles is accomplished in this work by imposing a

grid of laser lines onto the flow field where the laser is the source of energy. Now,

intersections of lines define the fluid particles which ought to be traced.

In this work, planar fields of velocity vectors are evaluated by recording the imposed

laser grid when the working fluid is quiescent (here, engine is not running) to obtain the

initial origin locations from where fluid particles convect (A', B', C', and D' in

Figure II. 1. lb), and capturing LIPA grids during engine performance a certain time interval

after a laser pulse illuminated fluid particles to obtain the locations where fluid particles

convect to (A", B", C", and D" in Figure II. I. lb). Velocity vectors can then be evaluated in

the flow field by determining in the recorded images the distances fluid particles convected

during the chosen time interval (also referred to as time delay). The evaluation is a simple

division of traveled distance by the time interval. The time delay should not be too long

since LIPA's intrinsic assumption of linearity of the fluid particle's path between its initial

and convected position should not be violated. A scheme of evaluations of velocity vectors

at the four points of a quadrolateral can be seen in Figure II. 1. lb. Note that the origin of

the evaluated velocity vector is located half-way between A' and A".

Vorticity vectors can easily be deduced from the distribution of velocity vectors. If one

considers a quadrolateral spanned by the origins of four velocity vectors (Figure II. 1.1 c)

one can consider the area of this quadrolateral a fluid particle associated with a

characteristic length scale of the order of the resolution of the laser grid. Under

consideration of distortion and rotation of this fluid particle set forth by the convection

mechanisms at the four comers one is able by applying fluid dynamic identities which
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incorporate information on the velocity vectors at the corners to infer a vorticity vector for

this fluid particle where the origin of the vector is situated at the center of the area of the

quadrolateral.

In general, vorticity is calculated from a velocity field by

6.) = V × V (II. 1.a)

which can be reduced for two dimensions (x, z - plane) to

0u 0w

co= Oz 0_ (II.l.b)

where for this notation co is a 'point' quantity.

An alternative approach for vorticity evaluation incorporates the determination of

circulation. Along the contours of an assigned area, e.g. the quadrolateral in Figure II. 1.1 c,

the circulation about that area can be evaluated by the following line integral,

F = 3gV.dg (II. 1.c)

the line being a closed curve in the velocity field. The circulation for the abovementioned

quadrolateral can be determined by a piecewise summation of averaged velocity

projections onto the considered quadrolateral (Figure II. 1.1 c) multiplied by the distances

between the corresponding velocity origins. The following equation then links vorticity

and circulation:

F = I (69" n)dA or (II. 1. d)

codA
co -" (II. l.e)

A
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In this form an 'area averaged' vorticity is evaluated.

The evaluation scheme for 'area averaged' vorticity vectors presented by

equations II. 1 .c and II. 1 .e is more suited for the form in which velocity information is

available in this investigation (namely discrete values within the flow field) and thus

adopted for this study.

A thorough analysis of error inflicted by the employment of LIPA on the basis of

double differencing the LIPA grid -- which is the actual practical procedure to obtain

vorticity -- can be found in Falco and Nocera (1993).

II. 1.2 Phosphorescent characteristics of employed LIPA - chemical

From empirical experience it can be asserted that the five-component mixture [water as

the convecting medium, KSCN to refractive index match water to quartz -- see

section II.2.1.1 -- and three components from the LIPA dye] used as working fluid,

possesses, with respect to the ability of phosphorescence, hardly any shelf-life. An attempt

to reactivate a four week old compound by adding alcohol -- which is the component that

goes out of solution at the highest rate through evaporation during the LIPA experiments --

was unsuccessful. Even within 24 hours it could be evidenced that the fluid lost a

considerable amount of its phosphorescent potential.

To quantify the above stated observations, an investigation was carried out to

determine the comportment of the phosphorescence of the LIPA- chemical with time

when not being in use -- shelf-life -- as well as its behaviour through the conduction of sets

of experiments -- problems with evaporation of alcohol component, exposure to laser

energy, etc. The objective was to find out (a) the effect ofintermolecular action on the

phosphorescent material while the LIPA - chemical is in storage and Co) for what time

frame it will be scientifically meaningful to employ the phosphorescent chemical in LIPA
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experimentsbeforethequalityof the lasergrid in terms of level of illumination decreases

to a non-acceptable level. A third chemically interesting issue is whether the

phosphorescent matter can be reactivated after depletion of phosphorescent activity -- as

suggested by the designer of the LIPA dye -- by supplements of the alcohol component.

In order to obtain information on the time-dependence of the LIPA - chemical -- being

in storage and in use -- a scheme of experiments had been devised. Eight point data series

that determine the time interval of detectability of the phosphorescence aRer excitation by

an energy input were to be performed. These data series were taken before and after a

body of actual LIPA experiments as well as shortly before the chemical is put into storage

and immediately after it is filled into the model engine. For every point in the data series a

grid of laser lines was recorded with the fluid quiescent for a fixed exposure time and

f-stop of the imager for eight different time delays (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, and 20 ms) -- a

time delay being the time between the pulsing of the laser and the recording of the

illuminated scene. In order to establish a curve where the degree of light intensity of the

radiation emitted by laser grids is plotted versus time delay, the mean pixel intensity in the

area covered by the laser grid was evaluated.

The results from the above outlined experimental operations are summarized in

Figures II. 1.2 and II. 1.3. In Figure II. 1.2 curves of pixel intensity versus time delay were

evaluated on ...

CL III:

CL IV:

CL V:

CL VI:

... the day after engendering ofLIPA - chemical; before body of

experimental procedure (LIPA)

... the same day; after body of experimental procedure

... day 2 after engendering ofLIPA - chemical; no LIPA experiments

... day 4 after engendering ofLIPA - chemical; no LIPA experiments

Note that no LIPA experiments were performed between the evaluations of curves IV

and VI.
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It wouldhavebeenvery interestingto observe,qualitatively,thephosphorescenceof

the LIPA - chemical before & after a set of experiments on the very same day it was

generated and the degradation of it between day zero and day one of its engendering.

Unfortunately, the decrease of laser power during the experimental phase on day zero of

the generation of the LIPA - chemical and the recharging of the laser prior to the

experiments on day 1 (CL III and IV) turned the two data series, CL I and II, into

ambiguous information. For curves III through X laser power was constant.

Curves III and IV illustrate the degradation of the LIPA - chemical because it was in

use. Apart from some waviness in curve HI at the lower time delays -- which are

presumably due to limitations in accuracy of the applied detectability evaluation

procedure -- curve IV experiences a substantial shif_ down to a lower intensity level. This

decrease in intensity level is due to bleaching of the phosphorescent dye.

The shift down in intensity from curve IV to V -- which is conceivably smaller than the

shift from curve HI to curve IV -- is caused by intermolecular activity within the LIPA -

chemical while the chemical is not in use (shelf-life). The same argument applies for the

decrease in intensity from curve V to VI. The decrease from the intensity level as

encountered 2 days after the LIPA - chemical had been mixed (curve V) to the level as

encountered 4 days after the LIPA - chemical had been generated (curve VI) is smaller

than the decrease in intensity level from curve IV to curve V although only one day passed

between the evaluations of the phosphorescence-detectability curves in the latter case.

This suggests a non-linear behaviour of the degradation of the phosphorescent properties

of the LIPA - chemical when in storage.

In Figure II. 1.3 the effect of adding successively four complements of t-BuOH, 5 ml

each, to the LIPA - chemical after the evaluation of the data series leading to curve VI, is

demonstrated. It can be asserted that adding amounts of the alcohol component to the

LIPA - chemical does not yield the desired refinement. For the most part of the range of
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timedelaysexaminedtheadditionof alcoholdoesnotchangethelevelof light intensity

radiatedfrom thegrid of laserlines.At smalltimedelaysadecreaseof intensityiseven

encountered.

11.2 Experimental Apparatus and Method of Data Acquisition

11.2.1 Water analog model of four-stroke IC engine

The experiments for which LIPA was employed were performed in a motored water

analog model of a four-stroke IC engine with fiat cylinder and piston heads using an

axisymmetrically seated, stationary valve. This most basic and simplified configuration as

apparatus for investigation in engine research was chosen to enable the investigator to

concentrate on the extraction of fluid dynamic quantities and their influence on mixing of

air and fuel with residual fluid in the engine cylinder -- stemming from the previous cycle --

during induction, without being compelled to include considerations about the influence of

complex boundary conditions. And also to demonstrate the applicability of LIPA without

casting expensive engine environments.

Since LIPA is an optical measurement technique and the energy source used for this

study is a UV laser (see section I1.2.2.1) all components of the engine model in the vicinity

of the area of investigation (piston head, engine cylinder wall, valve, and bottom of fluid

reservoir or cylinder head) are made of quartz -- for a complete depiction of the apparatus

of the engine model in form of a drawing as well as of an anatomization of its elements see

Figure 11.2.1 -- to ultimately accomplish thorough optical and visual access. Ultimately,

because the difference between the refractive indices of quartz and water, and also

between quartz and ambient air which causes electro-magnetic waves to bend at

water/quartz/air interfaces, requires an effort to refractive index match the three phases. If

the index of refraction of, for instance, the working fluid was different from that of the
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quartzcylinderthecurvedcylinderwallwould functionasalensandthemappingof

intersectionpointsonto theplaneof the imagerwouldnot reflecttheir reallocationsin the

physicalspace.

Refractiveindexmatchingof theentiresystemwasattainedby embeddingtheengine

modelin anaqueousmediumthatwasrefractiveindexmatchedwith respectto quartzand

byusingindexmatchedwaterastheworking fluid in thecylinder.A Plexiglastank holds

theaqueousindexmatchedfluid (seeFigure11.2.1a). The tank has a quartz window to

allow the UV light energy source to enter the test facility. A more detailed description of

refractive index matching procedures can be found in section II.2.1.1 'Refractive index

matching of experimental environment'.

Figure 11.2. lb which displays the dissected components of the model engine shows a

Rulon O-ring Rulon was found to be a material (plastic) that could be used as O-ring for

a water/quartz environment (for more information on the O-ring see Appendix A).

The experimental fig has been provided by the Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, MI.

An advantage associated with the use of water as the base for the working fluid is that

the kinematic viscosity of water is 17 times lower with respect to the kinematic viscosity

of air -- the standard flowing medium for engines. Thus, if equating Reynolds numbers,

LU
Re = --, (II.2.a)

v

where L is a characteristic length, U is a characteristic velocity, and v is the kinematic

viscosity, piston speeds can be 17 times lower in the water analog model in order to

produce equivalent flow field dynamics. Typical Reynolds numbers -- based on the width

of the annulus (orifice) and the velocity of the flow in the orifice -- range in this

application between low Re and Re=6300. For this engine configuration, the Reynolds

number is -- to within a negligibly small margin -- independent of the valve lift; it is
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however,dependentonthecrank-angle.Themaininfluence of the Reynolds number on

the fluid flow in an engine is manifested by the dependency of the creation and destruction

of toroidal vortex structures -- in the shear layer of the intake jet -- with Re.

A disadvantage associated with water as the base for the LIPA - chemical is its

property of incompressibility. Hence, an effort had to be made to avoid the compression as

well as the expansion stroke during engine performance (for the layout of the cam-shaft

employed to omit compression & expansion see Appendix A).

11.2.1.1 Refractive index matching of experimental environment

Considerations of refractive index matching is always worthwhile contemplation when

phases of different refractive indices are involved in an optical system. Every medium has

its specific index of refraction n. The index of refraction of a medium can be manipulated

by changing the composition of the medium's chemical synthesis. The most convenient

medium to be manipulated is a liquid phase. The index of refraction of water (H20), for

instance, which is smaller than that of quartz (see Table 11.2.2), can simply be matched to

that of quartz by adding an agent with an index of refraction that is greater than that of

quartz and that dissolves in water thoroughly.

The point in a parameter space where a medium, a liquid for instance, is refractive

index matched -- e.g. with respect to the quartz used for the model engine nquartz -- is a

function of the wavelength of the light for which index matching is to be achieved as well

as of the ambient temperature (see Table I1.2.2). For the experiments performed for this

study the index matching agent for water was Potassium Thlocyanate (KSCN). KSCN has

an index of refraction greater than quartz, dissolves in water, and is transparent with

respect to energy from a UV laser beam. Analytically, the quantity of KSCN needed to

refractive index match its solution with water to quartz can be calculated by the following
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formulation derived by Buchner (1992) whose derivation was based on equations in a

review about refractive index matching considerations by Mohr and Ertel (1986):

S[%] = nt°'a; - nl (II.2.b)
n 2 - n t

where ntota I has to be equal to nquartz in order to index match for quartz, n I is the index of

refraction for water and n 2 the one for KSCN. S represents the anhydrous solute weight

per cent.

Apart from the theoretical prescription of the quantity needed for KSCN to index

match water to quartz, scientific research incorporating trial and error led to the following

'rule of thump' recipe from empirical observation: 2000 ml H20 + 2000 g KSCN +

270 ml H20 index matches quartz at about 15 ° C for 308 nm wavelength. When the

temperature of the solution increases more KSCN has to be added in order to refractive

index match. The mixing of water and Potassium Thiocyanate is strongly endothermic

(i.e. the solution becomes very cold).

Table II.2.2: Indices of refraction for diverse materials

Conditions for

Temperature and

Wavelength

20 degree C, 308 nrn

20 degree C, 589.3 nm

25 degree C, 589.3 nm

Indeces of Refraction

Water I KSCN I Q.a_z I DHN I "e_ne

1,485

1.333 1,532 1.458

1.474 1.372

For flow visualization experiments involving a photochromic chemical by Kodak --

procedure and results will be described in section IV. 1 -- a chemical that belongs to the

family of oils is preferable for being the basis of the working fluid. Decahydronaphthalene

(C 10H18) turned out to work very well in connection with the Kodak chemical.
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Decahydronaphthalene(DHN) absorbsalmostno energyat 308nmwavelengthandhasan

indexof refractionof 1.474-- at 25° C and589.3nmwavelength,TableI1.2.2-- which is

fairly closeto the oneof quartz.To completelymatchtheindexof refractionof DHN to

that of thequartzengineanotherorganiccomponentwith a low indexof refractionhadto

befoundthatfurthermoreexhibitshightransparencyin theUV rangeof thespectrumof

electro-magneticwaves.Duringthephasein whichthis suitedpartnerfor DHN was

soughtit wasexperiencedthatthehighertheration/min theformulaCmHnfor organic

chemicals,thehigherwasthetransparencyof thechemicalat 308nm.At theendof the

testingphase,Hexane(C6H14) was chosen as the index matching agent for DHN whose

index of refraction is 1.372 -- also at 25 ° C and 589.3 nm wavelength, Table 11.2.2.

Contributions of 74.44 Vol-% Decahydronaphthalene and 25.56 Vol-% Hexane constitute

a working fluid that is refractive index matched to the quartz used for the model engine at

operating conditions. Note that the evaporation rate for Hexane is considerably high when

the DHN/Hexane solution is exposed to air.

Due to the fact that oils are not aggressive towards the metal components in the engine

apparatus -- in the contrary, they rather serve as lubrication -- the DHN/Hexane mixture

was used as the index matched fluid in the outer tank embedding the quartz cylinder. This

constitutes a rather prophylactic measure for the possibility of leaking.

For further empirical observations on refractive index matching refer to Appendix B.

11.2.1.2 Recipe for engendering ofLIPA - chemical

After the flowing medium for the LIPA experiments (water/KSCN solution) was

properly index matched for quartz the fluid had to be 'loaded' with the phosphorescent

compound (BrNp molecules protected by sugar/alcohol shield; see section II. 1.1.1). The

loading process was accomplished by the following steps:
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1. Add necessary amount of CD (for 4.5E-03 M CD in 800 ml H20/KSCN, an amount

of 4.62 g CD is needed); stir vigorously.

2. Add necessary amount of t-BuOH (for 4.5E-03 M CD in 800 ml H20/KSCN, an

amount of 42.3 ml t-BuOH is needed; this is 5.78E-01 M); stir.

3. The current mixture is, with respect to the desired matching of refractive indices to

quartz, low on KSCN; add about 14 g KSCN to index match again.

4. Filter fluid through regular coffee filter.

5. Add one drop of BrNp as phosphorescent material; stir vigorously.

II.2.2 Aspects of data acquisition and its facilitation

II.2.2.1 Generation of laser grid -- optical assemblage

The optical accessories necessary for the generation of the LIPA grid of laser lines

which is superimposed onto the flow field and their configuration are exhibited in

Figure 1I.2.2. The energy source used (providing monochromatic, coherent light) is the

excimer laser LPX2 from Lambda Physik Lasertechnik. It was operated at 308 nm

(UV waves in electro-magnetic spectrum) by using a Xenon Chloride (XeCI) gas mixture,

the buffer gas being Helium (He). The exiting laser beam is of rectangular shape with

dimensions 20 by 65 ram; the frequency range of laser pulses comprises 1 to 200 Hz with

a pulse length of 17 ns; the maximum output attainable is 250 mJ per pulse; the laser can

be triggered externally.

The implementation of the grid of laser lines as employed for the majority of LIPA

experiments -- examination of fluid dynamics in a plane at one circumferential position 0

that covers most of the engine cylinder -- is accomplished as follows (for a sketch of the

setup refer to Figure II.2.2a): The exiting laser beam -- after diverting the beam by two

mirrors -- is splitted by a half-transmitting mirror into two sub-beams -- under 45 ° the

half-transmitting mirror splits the beam into two sublets of equal intensity. For each sub-
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beam a convex quartz lens (500 mm focal length) focuses the beam at the measurement

site. The long focal length assures the thinness of the laser grid lines at the region of

interest. After passing through the lenses each sub-beam is divided into several parallel

lines by means of a grating which is incorporated by an array of aluminum coated, parallel

slim mirrors glued onto a base body. For a scrutinizing view of the beam divider see

Figure II.2.2a. The laser lines from the two coplanar sets of parallel lines intersect at the

area of investigation under a certain angle. This angle constitutes a compromise: On the

one hand, the angle was to be as close to 90 ° as possible for reasons that will become

clear in section 117.3. However, since both sets of laser lines enter through the cylinder

wall and since the Plexiglas reservoir as well as the metal piston are not transparent with

respect to UV - light the two sets of parallel laser lines had to be adjusted in such a way to

avoid blockage of energy by these mechanical parts. [A solution where one set of laser

lines enters vertically through the quartz piston head in order to achieve intersection

angles of 90 o was considered and implemented, but had to be rejected, since from a

certain crank-angle during the induction stroke on, the penetration of the laser lines was

insufficient to sustain a grid in the upper part of the cylinder (attenuation, too much dye);

information could only be obtained during early intake.] The plane spanned by the

generated grid of laser lines intersects the cylinder axis of the engine. Local assignment of

intersections of the laser grid, thus the definition of locations where the velocity vectors

were to be evaluated, occurred rather randomly in the implementation phase of the grid.

The reader is referred to Appendix B 'Optical issues' for more information on the

generation of the LIPA laser grid.

The laser grid implemented by the setup in Figure II.2.2a is depicted in Figure II.2.3a; it

covers for quadrant I of the x, z - plane at the investigated circumferential position 0 most

of the cylinder. 74 locations were considered for the examination to be distinct enough and

therefore qualified for data reduction. By these 74 locations a spacing between points of

about 6 mm could be achieved. For one intersection of two laser lines the major axes of
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the formedtypicalridge-shapedcoreare,in thedigitizedimage,about11x 30 pixel in

length; thus, the area of the core is represented by 330 pixel (Figure II.2.3a). Laser lines

intersect in general under an angle of about 50 ° . The longer major axis of an intersection

coincides roughly with the x - axis of the reference frame.

In section V. 5 a more thorough investigation of the annular intake jet is furnished by

employment of an investigation grid offering a closer spatial spacing of laser line

intersections than the one achieved by the optical setup in Figure II.2.2a. In order to attain

the more dense spacing, 150 mm focal length lenses replacing the 500 mm lenses were

placed behind the grating (the setup is shown in the photograph of Figure II.2.2b).

At 15 locations velocity information could be obtained. The locations are depicted in

Figure II.2.3b along with the geometry of a typical intersection of two laser lines. The

number of pixel within the ridge-shaped core of a typical intersection is here significantly

higher than for an intersection of two laser lines for the investigation grid in Figure II.2.3a.

Since the process under investigation is a reciprocating one where one boundary moves

vertically, throughout parts of the intake stroke laser lines were blocked by the piston and

only a certain number of intersection areas -- which increases with crank-angle -- could be

evaluated for the first part of the induction stroke. Consequently, for the laser grid in

Figure II.2.3a, not until shortly atter midstroke could all 74 locations be studied. Thus, in

the data reduction process, a map of locations had to be assigned to each crank-angle

before midstroke to notify the data reduction process where information is available.

Optical systems generating the grids of laser lines were implemented using a mechanical

support construction consisting of simple iron rods and aluminum elements connecting the

rods where mirror and lens components were held in place by clamps that were screwed to

the iron rods (Figure II.2.2b). Naturally, the degree of fine tuning of optical elements

achievable with such an optical system is rather low; however, sufficient precision was
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accomplishedfor thegenerationof lasergridsemployedfor theexperimentsconducted

within thisstudy.A systembasedonanopticalbenchor tablewith micrometeradjustable

enclosuresfor opticalelementswill enabletheexperimentalistto realizegrids with close

spacingof intersectionsof laserlineswherelaserlinesareverythin.

II.2.2.2 On howto acquiregridsof laser lines that constitute LIPA - data

Data acquisition was performed for the bulk of the experiments according to the

scheme in Figure II.2.4a. Figure II.2.4c contains a more physical description of the

abstract quotation of devices in Figure II.2.4a; Figure II.2.4b displays the engine apparatus

and the imager in a photograph.

According to Figure II.2.4a, a motor puts out a constant angular torque that drives the

cam-shaft. (The unique characteristics of the cam are described in Appendix A.) The cam-

shaft generates for the induction stroke a sinusoidal movement of the piston -- the

induction stroke being the mere subject of study in this work -- as input to the 'Volume of

Investigation'. The measure for data acquisition of LIPA images is provided by the running

engine model (for more detailed information on timing of the data acquisition process the

reader be referred to Appendix C). An optical encoder which is mounted to the shaft

between motor and cam and which serves as mechanical-electronic interface puts out a

signal at every degree of rotation of the (cam-) shaft. This signal is transferred to an

'electronic signal valve' which serves as an 'AND' filter letting through information only

when a signal fulfills two requisites: It is every 1st, or 2 nd, ..., or 10 th (choosable) signal

AND it belongs to the crank-angle range &between 10 o prior to the beginning &the

intake stroke and 10 ° after the end of the intake stroke. (More on the 'electronic valve' can

be obtained from Appendix C.) The output from the 'valve' is forwarded to the excimer

laser and triggers it to pulse (to build up the grid of laser lines in the engine cylinder),

contributing to the 'Volume of Investigation' as another input, Figure II.2.4a. The signal
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fromthe 'valve' is also conveyed to a frequency generator that can manipulate incoming

electronic information (e.g. delay transmission of incoming signal). This 'delay' generator

schedules data acquisition for the imager. The imager receives input from the 'Volume of

Investigation' in optical form. Because of the timing procedures enforced by

synchronization requirements (Appendix C), for 10 RPM engine speed, data were

obtained for every other degree crank-angle; for 20 RPM the flow field was examined at

every 4 th, and for 30 RPM at every 6 th degree crank-angle.

To capture LIPA images an assembly of a regular Video camera by Canon and an

image intensifier lens (IIL) mounted in front of the camera has been used (for more

information about the imager see Appendix D). The optical axis of the imager system is

perpendicular to the plane spanned by the grid of laser lines. Information on the timing

procedure for the imager system can be gathered from Appendix C. The Video camera

saves the received information onto tape (Figure II.2.4c). This information is digitized by

an imaging processing facility [incorporated by MegaVision and working in conjunction

with a Sun 3/260 Workstation; for a thorough description of the MegaVision system read

Appendix D] and the images containing LIPA grids are then stored in the memory of a

Sparc2 SunWorkstation. Implemented software, then, extracts coordinates of illuminated

fluid particles from the LIPA images with subsequent calculation of fluid dynamic

quantities such as velocity, vorticity, and fluctuation intensities. Implemented algorithms

will be discussed in chapter III 'On the Methodology of Data Reduction'.

II.2.2.3 Results from preliminary preparation-activities for series of LIPA experiments

Alter an extensive experimental phase preceding the actual LIPA experimental series

where the LIPA method and chemical were tested thoroughly and results were recorded

using the 35mm-4ML movie camera (series 2000) by Photo-Sonics, Inc., onto

T-max 3200 black&white film from Kodak, the acquisition of an image intensifying system
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enabledtheapplicationof theabovementionedVideocamcorderfrom Canonto capture

LIPA - dataonvideotape.In thedataacquisitionsetupusingthemoviecamera

implementedfor thepreliminarytestingof theLIPA concept,themoviecameratriggered

thelaserona60 fps (framespersecond)basisto buildup thelasergrid in theflow; no

synchronizationwith therunningenginewasaccomplished.Someresultsfrom theground

settingquestwith themoviecameraarepresentedin FiguresH.2.5andII.2.6.

FigureH.2.5showsalasergrid depictingtheorigin locationsof intersectionpoints

prior to convection,andgridsexhibitingdistortedlaserlinesfor 20RPM enginespeedand

6 mmvalvelift inblack&whitefor thebeginningof anenginecycle.Note thatonesetof

laserlinesentersthroughthepistonhead.ThepicturesinFigureII.2.5 holdvaluableLIPA

information.

In FigureII.2.6 color (ASA 1000,E6 processing)picturestakenwith themoviecamera

of theearlyinductionstrokeof themodelengineareshownwhere,again,onesetof lines

entersthroughthepistonhead,Figure11.2.6alsoexhibitsimagesof onelasergrid

showingorigin locationsaswell asgridscontainingconvectedintersectionsof laserlines.

In thebackgroundof the lasergrid showingdistortionandthuscarryingthecurrentLIPA

information-- FigureH.2.6bthroughe -- onecanperceive,nebuously,thehighlydistorted

remainsof the lasergrid that wasgenerated16.67msbeforethegrid that representsthe

currentLIPA information.A detectabilityof theLIPA - chemicalwell beyond17ms

enabledtheacquisitionof thispicture.The recording of'this image constitutes a genuine

success for performing quantification and qualification of the flow field in one step.

II.2.2.4 Matrix of conducted LIPA experiments

Experiments involving the application of LIPA to quantify the flow field of the

induction stroke of a model of an IC engine comprise a variation of two engine

parameters, namely engine speed and valve lift (VL; the valve lift is defined as the vertical
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length of the orifice between valve and head of engine chamber). For the experiments in

the investigation of the whole engine cylinder (74 locations, Figure II.2.3a) the matrix in

Table II.2.3 a depicts the settings of engine parameters examined. (A double-'x' indicates

that there is flow visualization information available for that particular setting to which the

LIPA results can be compared.) Table II.2.3b denotes the experimental series that have

been conducted in order to investigate the intake jet with the close-up look at the valve

(15 locations, Figure II.2.3b). Note that by conversion of the engine speed as encountered

for the water analog model in this work to an equivalent speed for an engine using air as

working fluid -- by equating Reynolds numbers -- investigated engine speeds are 170, 340,

and 510 RPM.

It should be noted at this point that due to memory limitations of the SunWorkstations

fluid dynamical quantities could be averaged only over a confined number of engine

cycles. For 10 RPM engine speed (data available at 90 crank-angle events within one

realization of an intake stroke, see section II.2.2.2) the number of engine cycles over

which averaging was performed is 21; for 20 RPM (45 crank-angle events) the number

is 42, and for 30 RPM (30 crank-angle events) it is 63 ECs. The higher the resolution in

crank-angle the lesser is the number of engine cycles due to constant memory of

computer; however, on the other hand, the smaller the engine speed the lower are the

cyclic variations (see section V.2.2) and the less important is thus the need for sample size.

Table II. 2. 3: Matrix of experiments performed for the investigation of

(a) whole engine cylinder and (b) intake jet.

Engin_SP_d _ !! i_!vcLift[_J _]'
........3..................t....................6..............................9.........

10 x x x

20 xx x x

30 x x x (a)
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Engine: Speed _.

[in RPM]
I0

20

30

3 Valve Lift6 [in Tm] 9

xx x

x (b)

H.2.3 Estimates for parameters relevant for description of quality of LIPA - data

II.2.3.1 Delay time

In general, a map of velocity vectors is evaluated by taking two images of the grid of

laser lines during convection of the flow field and determining the distances that

corresponding intersection points traveled during the time interval between the acquisition

of the two images.

For this work, the LIPA - data representing the 'first' image are, as mentioned above,

taken with the working fluid quiescent (i.e. the piston is not moving). These images

contain grids which depict the origins of intersection locations of laser lines prior to

convection -- they will be referred to as 'undistorted' or 'reference' grids (Figures I1.2.5a &

II.2.6a) -- and were recorded always fight before a set of data incorporating one setting of

the engine parameters was acquired. Uncertainties about accurate inference of the origins

from the reference grids will be discussed in section Ill.3.

In order to resolve the range of velocity magnitudes encountered in the investigated

model engine (0 - 3.5 m/s), and with the prerequisite of linearity of particle paths in mind,

time delays for acquisition of the LIPA information consisting of laser grids that present

illuminated particles after their convection with the flow, were in the range between 0.3

and 1.1 ms. No imager device was available to take images at a rate of 1000 Hz or faster

which would enable the experimentalist to record successively the reference image and its
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distortedrelative.This lackof equipmentforcedtheinvestigatorof this studyto record

the undistorted grids with the working fluid quiescent. Undistorted grids were acquired a

certain time delay after the laser pulses (in fact the same time delay as was used for the

corresponding data set was chosen) in order to avoid fluorescent background noise in the

images.

The images containing the convection information were taken during engine

performance a certain time delay (between 0.3 & 1.1 ms) after the laser pulsed and the

energy input illuminated the fluid particles. These images hold data that are referred to as

'distorted' grids (Figures II.2.5b-e & II.2.6b-e). Now, a field of velocity vectors can be

inferred by calculating the quotient of the distance each fluid particle convected to the time

delay between the application of the laser grid and the acquisition of the distorted grid.

This time delay is a crucial parameter for the conduction of LIlaA experiments. It ought to

be estimated by considering the highest occurring velocity magnitude in the flow field that

the investigator is interested in to evaluate. LIPA is, for the current study, based on the

assumption of linearity between a fluid particle's original location and the location it

convected to, as mentioned earlier. Linearity means that only the first term in an expansion

is used and that higher order terms are negligible. Under this assumption velocities are

deemed to be constant and locally uniform between the acquisition of the two images

which contain the reference and the distorted investigation grid. Nonlinearity of a particle's

path is usually associated with the region of the highest velocities and the highest spatial

velocity gradients, it is the region where one generally finds highest strain. In this

application of LIPA to the water analog model of an IC engine the highest velocities and,

thus, the highest nonlinearities occur in the region governed by the incoming annulus jet.

Hence, it is meaningful to estimate a reasonable delay time by the reciprocal value of the

quotient of the velocity at the jet centerline v c and a characteristic length ld_, which is of

the order of distortion allowed under the requirement of linearity.
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(II.2.c)

For 20 RPM engine speed and 6 mm valve lift a typical velocity magnitude in the seat

area of the valve is calculated to be about 2 m/s. Linearity is assured, according to visual

observations during the distortion of laser grids, at convection distances smaller than

1.3 mm (corresponding to 10 pixel in a LIPA image). Plugging these numbers into

equation II.2.c yields a delay time of 0.65 ms. This first estimate was used in a preliminary

test phase. Eventually, the delay time for 20 RPM and 6 mm VL was corrected to 0.7 ms.

II.2.3.2 Exposure time

The exposure time expresses the time interval for which the CCD array of the

camcorder is exposed to the illuminated scene in the model engine. The exposure time

ought to be as small as possible to avoid blurting in the image. Variation of illumination

intensity within the investigation grid that is spanned by the laser lines in the measurement

area -- in x - and z - direction of the reference frame -- inflicts a manual adjustment of the

exposure time.

Variation of intensity within the laser grid occurs in the x - direction because the laser

line entering the cylinder through the wall experiences attenuation so that the intersection

points further in towards the cylinder axis have lower maximum intensity. Then, the level

of energy intensity inherent in each laser line differs from line to line before the lines'

entrance into the cylinder -- basically for two reasons: the initial laser beam that leaves the

laser is inhomogeneous over its rectangular extent, and, due to the fact that the two

splitted laser beams go through the focusing lens before they are divided by the grating so

that the mirrors situated on the beam divider further away from the lens reflect higher

intensity light (Appendix B). Furthermore, there are two laser lines that pass through the
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quartzbottomof thereservoirwhicharefor thisreasonweakerthantheotherlines

involvedin thegenerationof the grid.

The exposure time was adjusted so that the intersections of laser lines close to the

lower cylinder wall exhibiting highest light intensity would not saturate the phosphor in the

image intensifier [saturation of the phosphor is equivalent to assuming pixel values of 255

after digitization into the 8-bit grey scale scheme provided by the MegaVision system].

The exposure time was thus found empirically by trial and error. For the main body of

experiments it was between 1 and 10% of the delay time.

By leveling out the differences in intensity distribution exhibited by the laser lines the

determination of exposure times can be made easier.

11.2.3.3 Quality of LIPA- data

In order to create a quantitative and objective measure to compare the grade of a

particular realization of a laser grid within the flow field, a quality factor is defined. This

quality factor will also enable the investigator to decide what kind of data reduction

process can be employed (section III. 1). The suggested quality factor Q incorporates

information about intensity of illumination (which depends on laser power, concentration

of LIPA dye and age of chemical, and so forth), the sharpness and thinness of the laser

lines, the grade of index matching, the distance of penetration of laser lines into the flow,

and the degree of image intensification (photon magnification) and resolution provided by

the imager. Q is proportional to these parameters. Q is reciprocal to the intensity level of

the background, the exposure time (fuzziness of lines), and the time delay between the

application of the laser grid to the flow and the recording of the LIPA image (diffusion of

energy in lines). In a very simple, just-plug-in formulation of the above mentioned

influences on the quality of LIPA grids a mathematical proportionality relation reads:
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INT* SHARP * THIN* INDMATCH * PENE* MAGN * RES
Q _-__ (II. 2. d)

(BACK + 1)* ATop • AToe_ay

where INT/(BACK+I) can be replaced by information about contrast of the laser lines in the

test facility achieved in the image. BACK is given as pixel intensity. This is why BACK is

incremented to avoid a Q of infinity when BACK is zero. Since no data are available to compare

an evaluation of this quality factor to, no quantification of Q will be furnished in this work.

To get a qualitative impression of the grade ofLIPA - data that were acquired for this

work three images beating information on one undistorted -- (a) -- and two distorted grids

-- (b) and (c) -- recorded for 20 RPM engine speed and 3 mm valve lift as data for the

investigation of the whole engine cylinder are displayed in Figure II.2.7. The images were

recorded with the image-intensifier/Video combo. As mentioned in Appendix C, the

camcorder was turned by 90 ° in order to make most use of the CCD array of the Video

camcorder, thus, the valve is on the right side of the picture, the cylinder wall at the

bottom, and the piston head on the left side. In Figure II.2.7b and c one can hardly

perceive distortion of laser lines. Highest distortion is, during engine performance,

encountered at the axis of the intake jet. This axis is in the lower right corner of the

pictures. With a scrutinizing look one can discern slight waviness of the laser lines. Low

distortion assures the assumed linearity of particle paths. Furthermore, the pictures

demonstrate that fairly deep penetration -- beyond the axis of the cylinder -- could be

accomplished in the experiments.

In Appendix D it is noted that for calibration purposes a fixed reference point was

added to the LIPA images. This reference point can be seen in the pictures of Figure 11.2.7

in the upper lett corner. It is situated within a crescent-shaped area formed by the mirror

that reflects the light from an LED onto the CCD array of the camera.



Chapter III

ON METHODOLOGY AND ACCURACY OF DATA REDUCTION

LIPA can be efficient and survive profound criticism from the velocimetry community

only if the data reduction process of raw data provided by the acquisition of LIPA

information (distorted grids of laser lines) from LIPA's application to a flow field, provides

a high level of accuracy along with quickness in the deduction of results. Consequently,

the data reduction process ought to be thoroughly automated. Quickness of the data

reduction process, then, in terms of automation, is ultimately limited by the speed and

communication abilities of computer systems; quickness is, thus, basically a matter of

hardware and only to a limited extent a matter of software. Accuracy is, as far as data

reduction is concerned, considerably affected by the method and architecture of the

software that infers fluid dynamical information from the raw data. The focus of research

in the field of computer science, as far as LIPA is concerned, has to be on the

implementation of software that is suited to reduce LIPA - data with the highest degree of

accuracy attainable, while keeping a squinting eye on the progress of computer hardware.

For this work, all essential hardware/software requisites for data reduction of LIPA

information were available with the exception of an algorithm that extracts coordinates of

illuminated fluid particles from an image, and algorithms for the calculation of fluid

dynamical quantities as well as their statistics. On the administrative side, a demand

towards the data reduction process incorporates the process being able to manage the vast

amount of data necessary for statistical independence of flow quantities that describe

turbulence inherent in an encountered flow field. Data administration utilities and routines

designed for this purpose were implemented on a UNIX platform. Limitations in computer

memory forced the process of data reduction to seek a compromise between

37
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administrative necessities and sample size for the generation of fluid dynamic quantities.

These limitations confine, in this work, the total of frames over which ensemble averaged

results can be obtained to a certain number.

The generation of algorithms that calculate the actual fluid dynamical quantities

associated with a flow field was performed on a FORTRAN platform; the algorithms do

not bear any significant or fundamental scientific innovations and will, thus, not be

deliberated in this work. The same holds true for the utilities which are written in a UNIX

environment and serve to administer the LIPA - data. Therefore, only the so,ware that

detects illuminated fluid particles in the LIPA images will be discussed.

In order to implement the so,ware inferring coordinates of illuminated fluid particles

from LIPA images, the illuminated particle itself as it is represented in an image has to be

examined thoroughly. The particular realization of a grid of laser lines as it was achieved

in this study, in connection with the resolution provided by the imager system and

digitizing facility, yielded at intersections of laser lines illuminated areas that consist -- in

the digitized images -- of about three hundred pixel (Figure II.2.3a); hence a fluid particle

is represented in an image by an area of illumination. Within these areas which are

surrounded by a background of constant intensity, the distribution of pixel intensities (on a

range of 256 grey scale levels) resembles -- speaking in metaphorical terms -- that of a bell

or an igloo sitting on fiat ground; see Figure HI. 1.4b. The intensity values within the

intersection area (IA) are significantly greater than those of the background. In order to

calculate a velocity by considering the spatial distance between two temporally separated

occurrences of the same fluid particle, this intersection area -- spanned by the crossing

laser lines -- ought to be represented by one intersection point (IP) which comprises the

center of a pixel. It is an imperative to any algorithm that determines intersection points

from LIPA images to find the representative IP within this area consistently. As long as
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thisrepresentationis chosen consistently the intersection point can be any characteristic

point within the IA, e.g. the spot with the highest pixel intensity.

Motivation for the generation of sot_ware that was to automatically infer the

coordinates of intersection points (illuminated fluid particles) from LIPA images was

derived from the fact that deduction by hand is enormously time consuming and greatly

imprecise. In fact, a sufficient amount of data necessary for statistical independence of

velocity fluctuation information would not have been assured if data reduction had been

performed manually.

Figure III. 1 gives an idea of the uncertainty about hand-sampled coordinates of

illuminated particles. For this plot three different persons deduced intersection points from

a distorted laser grid in a LIPA image independently, each intersection point five times.

-- The dotted lines are results from the application of an algorithm that reduces extensive

laser lines to one-pixel, skeleton representations of a laser line; crossings of these skeleton

lines denote intersection points of the laser grid. -- Not only is there considerable

fluctuation within one cluster of the five points for one intersection and one person, but

the centers of the three clusters neither coincide with each other for one intersection nor

do they coincide with the intersection point suggested by automatic data reduction.

III. 1 Illustration of two Approaches to deduce Coordinates of Intersection Points

from LIPA Images, and Pre-Conditioning of these Images

For the inference of the coordinates of illuminated particles from LIPA images --

namely the coordinates of their intersection point representations -- two basic approaches

had been considered. One approach incorporates the reconstruction of two laser lines in an

intersection area that lose the information about their edges within the IA due to their

crossing. After the recovery of the lost information the laser lines can be shrunk to
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'skeleton' lines or 'centerlines' (with a width of one pixel) whose crossing denotes the

intersection point for the particular intersection area. The other approach constitutes a

more simplistic model where the algorithm looks essentially for the area of highest

occurring pixel intensities within an intersection area and chooses its peak as intersection

point. For both algorithms FORTRAN is the computer language they are composed in and

FORTRAN77 the utilized compiler.

As has been experienced during data reduction, the point of highest intensity in an

intersection area moves with respect to the intersection of the skeleton representations of

the two intersecting laser lines. The problems in connection with these occurrences will be

discussed later in this chapter.

HI. l. 1 Reconstruction of Intersection Area (ILIA)

This approach is the more complex and precarious one. In order to apply it to LIPA

images to infer intersection points from the grid of laser lines, a considerable contrast

between laser lines and background is a necessary prerequisite. The process of IP

deduction, which involves the recovery of information about the edges of the two

intersecting lines which make up an intersection area and thus the reconstruction of the IA

(RIA), consists in its most general form of the following computational procedure (for

nomenclature refer to Figure III. 1.1):

[] First, an edge detection routine extracts within the intersection areas those dots from

the two laser lines involved in an intersection that depict edges of the lines. Edge detection

was based on a threshold criterion: An edge is defined at a location within a LIPA image

with the property that a transition occurs of pixel intensity from intensities lower (higher)

than a certain threshold to higher (lower) than this threshold. The applied threshold is

determined based on information of local pixel intensity distribution by employing a
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statisticalanalysisona setof pixelvaluesthat consistsof randomlychosenpixel intensities

drawnfrom anIA andits vicinity.

[] Next, eachsingleedgeelementin thedetectedcloudof dotsis assignedto its

respectiveline it liesonby clusteringtheelementsaccordingto thenearest-neighbor rule

(Jain and Dubes 1988). Thus two crossing lines are portrayed by the 'chaining' of edge

elements. During the chaining procedure four significant points -- 'crucial points' -- are

marked: these points are localized where the edges of the two laser lines cross. They are

detected when during the chaining procedure a significant change in direction of the

congregating chain is experienced.

[] The next step is to consider two of these crucial points (any pair except a pair of two

opposing points). The goal is to interpolate the edge of an interrupted laser line between

these two considered points. In order to do so the ten closest edge elements of the two

corresponding edges (which are chained away from the IA) at each of the two crucial

points are considered. With these twenty data points one can perform any interpolation

procedure thinkable. For this study a first order least square fit had been applied. Now, the

recovery of information about laser line edges which was lost in the intersection area due

to the crossing of the laser lines has been accomplished.

[] The ultimate objective of the RIA algorithm is, however, to deduce the

representative intersection point from the intersection area. For this, the recovered laser

lines are shrunk to skeleton lines using the edges of the laser lines found by interpolation

and the pixel intensity distribution within the intersection area. By intersecting these

skeleton centerline representations of the laser lines it is possible to find the IP

representation of the fluid particle for this approach.

The results achieved with the RIA approach were satisfactory when, in a preliminary

test phase, applied to a set of undistorted LIPA grids originating from a different LIPA

project.
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The outlined procedure is established to find the IP for any IA; no a priori knowledge

about shape, size, intersection angle, or orientation of the examined IA is necessary.

Concern about deformed intersection areas after distortion of the laser grid which would

cause problems when applying versions of RIA that require specific information about an

IA was motivation to seek an algorithm of generalized form.

Preliminary procedures incorporating the shrinking of grid lines to a width of one pixel

with subsequent intersection of the shrunk lines in order to find a one-pixel representation

of the IA by using components of an existing software package provided by MegaVision

(refer to Appendix D for more information on MegaVision) constituted the first step of

and were the basis for the RIA approach. It turned out that the accuracy obtained by the

MegaVision software was not sufficient so that software had to be implemented that was

better suited for the task.

Edge detection software from the computer science literature such as 'Sobel' and %oG'

(see Ballard and Brown 1982) had been implemented to serve as step 1 in the

computational procedure outlined above. This software has been applied to LIPA image_

with minor success. All edge detection algorithms employed require by definition an

abrupt change in pixel intensity as one examines a cross-section in an image in order to

acknowledge an edge. The distribution ofpixel intensity within a laser line is, however, of

rather Gaussian nature condemning the edge detection algorithms to fail.

III. 1.2 Search for Highest Intensity Spot in IA___

The second approach was originally implemented to support the first approach outlined

in the preceding section. It was meant to serve as a 'second opinion' corroborating the

result of the application of the RIA approach to a LIPA image. For the approach discussed

in this section, the area of highest pixel intensity is found within an intersection area and its
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centeror peak-- thehighestintensityspot(HIS) -- isdefinedastheintersectionpoint of

anIA. Theoff-setbetweentheIPsdetectedby theILIAoptionandtheHIS optionandits

variationfor oneIA with severalLIPA imagesof informationwasto beusedasameasure

for accuracy.TheHIS approachrepresentsamoresimplisticmodel;its merepresumption

is thatthe laserlinesintersectproperlyenoughin orderto generateabell-shapedintensity

distributionwithin anIA.

Thecomputationalprocedurefor HIS comprisesa scanningroutinewhichscrutinizes

anintersectionareato determineits subregionof highestpixel intensityandto appointits

centerastherepresentativeintersectionpoint for anintersectionof two laserlines.

Theprocessof findingthehighestintensityspotbeginswith acoarseassignmentof a

startingpoint in thevicinity of theareaof highestintensitywithin anIA. Information

aboutstartingpointsisreadilyobtainedfrom thelocationsof theIPs in thereference

grids.Aroundthisstartingpoint anareaof 10x 10pixel isexamined.In orderto find the

highestintensityspotin thesquareareaconsistingof thesehundredpixelaroundthe

referenceIP thecomputeralgorithmintegratessubsequentlyfor everyoneof thehundred

pixel the intensitydistributionovera squarematrixof 7 x 7 pixelwherethepixelunder

investigationis thecenterof thisappliedmatrix.Thealgorithm,thus,takesinto account

informationthatis containedin thevicinityof eachexaminedpixel in the 10x 10pixel

array.Thereis apreassignedweightfor eachof the49membersof thismatrix.The

weightsin thematrixwerechosenon thebasisof anoptimizationprocedurethat

incorporatedempiricalobservations;thethree-dimensionaldistributionof theweights

resemblesthat ofa 2D Gaussiandistributionandis depictedinFigureIII. 1.2.Thecenter

pixel of that matrixthat exhibitsthehighestintegratedintensitywithin the 10x 10pixel

arraywhenthemovingaverageis appliedto anIA is selectedtheIP for anintersection

area.With thismethodthecoordinatesof anIP canbeevaluatedto within a half pixel.
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This is one contributing issue in connection with spatial resolution achievable with LIPA.

The program implementing the HIS approach is listed in Appendix E.

III. 1.3 Issues concerning the two IP detection approaches and the decision for one over

the other

The advantage of the HIS over the RIA approach is that it is more stable and less

sensitive to the 'landscape' of pixel distribution in a LIPA image. The disadvantage

associated with HIS is that HIS's detection algorithm is confined to the digital pixel

pattern (resolution) established during the digitization of the images. Furthermore, HIS is

more sensitive to noise in the measurement procedure (for the occurrence of noise and its

impact on accuracy read section 111.3); a consequence of this sensitivity is that the moving

of the highest intensity spot within the intersection area during convection of the IA as a

whole is detected. A necessary criterion for RIA is the presence of a certain contrast in the

images to discriminate between background and IA. In terms of the quality factor defined

in section I1.2.3.3 by equation II.2.d, RIA requires a higher value of this factor than HIS.

RIA also requires a certain extension of the intersection area. An advantage in conjunction

with RIA is that it overcomes the limitation prescribed by the chessboard-like pixel pattern

by shrinking laser lines to their skeleton representations. All things considered, the RIA

approach yields more accurate results.

As a matter of fact -- as experienced during manual data reduction -- the human

cognition system (i.e. eye and brain) uses both forms of information: it looks for the

highest intensity occurring within an IA and at the same time incorporates information

about the shape and orientation of the laser line edges that form the IA. A phase II

algorithm should try to simulate and adopt human nature behaviour.

Only in an ideal case do the two intersection points as deduced by RIA and HIS fall

together. That is when the two crossing laser lines exhibit the theoretically exponential
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cross-sectional distribution of intensity and the phosphorescent chemical is distributed

homogeneously within the intersection area. The application of RIA and HIS to a LIPA

image generated within a previous project that employed LIPA as velocimetry technique

yielded coordinates for IPs that did not coincide, however, lay very closely together (see

Figure I17.1.3). It is not necessary that RIA and HIS find their respective IP at the same

coordinate pair as long as the axis connecting the two detected IPs assumes a consistent

length and position in 2D space for one IA for the frames containing the undistorted and

the distorted LIPA information. As soon as this assumption is violated, however, models

have to account for the variation of this axis.

In the grid of laser lines employed in the experiments conducted for this study the

intersection point evaluated by HIS was generally off in x - direction (longer major axis of

IA) when compared to the IP detected by RIA. It was off in the direction towards the

cylinder wall, i.e. towards the origin of the laser lines.

The quality of the LIPA images that contain the distorted and undistorted grids which

were acquired within this study was insufficient to apply the RIA approach, i.e. Q was too

low. In particular, the condition that the contrast between the illuminated areas and the

background being sufficient was violated. This was because of high background noise in

the regions between the laser lines caused primarily by lower order laser light that is

diffracted at the grating (read Appendix B 'Optical issues' on influence of diffraction).

Thus, for the data reduction of all LIPA information, HIS was employed. This implies that

one has to be concerned and conscious about relocation of the highest intensity spot

within the IA. It was possible to perceive this relocation for some intersection points by

eye, essentially for the close-up grids in the investigation of the intake jet; the IP as

deduced by HIS moved considerably within the intersection area when observed over

several reference grids. The question emerges of what specifically are the causes for the

movement of the intersection point within an intersection area. Two sources for the
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movement are thinkable as most prevailing: Vibration of the experimental rig and small

scale convection mechanisms in the flow field where only vibration in the apparatus yields

uncertainties in connection with reference grids. The effects of convection mechanisms

forcing IPs to roam within intersection areas for distorted LIPA grids will be discussed

next.

In order to resolve the fluid motion associated with a certain length scale the

intersection area of two laser lines has to be much smaller than this length scale. Fluid

dynamics on length scales that are of the order of the major axes of an IA distort the

intersection area. This causes IAs to not only translate but to also rotate and twist, thus

deform. In this context, incorporating convection of the highest intensity spot within the

intersection area into the translation of the IA as a whole by an application of the HIS

approach, assures LIPA's strict assumption to merely consider translation of a fluid

particle. The movement of the highest intensity spot within the borders of IAs during

convection contains also valid convection information which through HIS is used in the

data reduction process. Deformation of the IA was encountered mainly in the experiments

in connection with the study of the intake jet -- as mentioned above -- and there

particularly at the edges of the jet. This data should be analyzed in the awareness of the

problem of relocation of the highest intensity spot within the IA. As soon as it is possible

to quantify the mechanisms within the flow field that cause the highest intensity spot to

move within the IAs more precisely, it is legitimate to utilize this data unrestrictedly.

To accommodate partly for the disadvantage in connection with HIS, namely the

restriction to the resolution-imposed pixel pattern, was one reason why coordinates of

intersection points in the reference grid were averaged over several reference grids

yielding a non-integer number for the origin of a fluid particle before convection. Through

the application of the averaging procedure considerable fluctuation of lP coordinates for

one IA over several 'undistorted' grids was encountered. This 'phenomenon' is due to the
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movement of the IP within an intersection area; it will be dealt with in more detail in

section III.3. By averaging pixel intensity over a bell shaped area of 7 x 7 pixel in order to

infer the highest intensity spot in an intersection area (as described above) a further

increase in certainty about the actually evaluated location of the IP, and thus accuracy, is

achieved. The application of the HIS algorithm enables the investigator to reduce data so

ambiguous -- for which intersection areas exhibit rather flat regions of highest intensity --

that it cannot be reduced properly by hand.

III. 1.4 Computational manipulation of LIPA images

The LIPA images as they are offered at the output of the video camera, stored on tape,

and then digitized by MegaVision are, as they present themselves in digitized form, of

minor quality concerning pixel intensity distribution. The images require comprehensive

conditioning.

First of all, every other horizontal line contains no intensity information because there

was information available for only every other line due to the manner of data acquisition

(sampling in RS 170 mode) as discussed in Appendix C. This problem was taking care of

by just filling in every line that is without information with the content of the neighboring

line. It is likely that better results are obtained by interpolating between preceding and

proceeding lines instead of just copying the neighboring line.

Next, as can be seen in Figure 117.1.4a the distribution of pixel intensities is very rough.

High frequency fluctuation of pixel intensity with moderately high magnitudes is

encountered in the intensity distribution within a LIPA image. The tribute had to be paid

for using a non-scientific video camera purchased from the commercial video market.

Scientific cameras would offer an additional electronic feature that intelligently prepares

the image for scientific use. The problem was being taken care of by applying a simple

3 x 3 averaging procedure on the image which yields an astonishingly smooth surface of
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the intensitydistributionin the3Dplot; seeFigureIII. 1.4b.By this averagingprocessthe

linesin aLIPA imagewhichcarriedno informationandwerereplacedby asimplecopying

process(asdiscussedin theprecedingparagraph)are,asapositivesideeffectof the

averagingprocess,adjustedto their neighboringlinessothatonearrivesnow at a

smoothedimagewith 512x 512pixel.Thedisadvantagewith averagingproceduresis, on

theotherhand,thatsinceaveragingis of anintegratingnaturethereisa lossof contrast

experiencedin the images.Transitionsarediminishedor at leastweakened.This lossof

contrastcontributesto the inhibitionof theapplicationof theRIA approachfor the

deductionof intersectionpointsfromLIPA images.

In orderto increasethedynamicrangeandthustheaccuracyof thedatareduction

processeverypixelunitwascut into four sub-pixelsnamed'quarts'.After the liberationof

thequartsfrom their constraintto assumethevalueof thepixel'host'a3 x 3 averaging

procedureis appliedon the 1024x 1024quarts(stemmingfrom the512x 512original

arrayof pixel) inwhich,as initial conditionprior to theaveragingprocess,thequartskeep

thevaluesof their pixelhosts.Thecoordinatesof IPscanbeevaluatednowto within a

quarterof apixel of theoriginalimage.

All threeelementsthat conditiontheLIPA imageareincorporatedin theFORTRAN

programthatimplementstheHIS approachasa prestagepreparationprior to the

applicationof HIS itself.For a listingof thesoItwareseeAppendixE.
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III.2 Mathematical Formulation of Fluid Dynamical Quantities

III.2.1 Reynolds' decomposition as basis for a model to separate sources of velocity

fluctuations

According to Reynolds' decomposition theorem for turbulent flow (Tennekes and

Lumley 1972, Fox and McDonald 1973, Potter and Foss 1982) an instantaneous local

velocity vector can be decomposed into an invariable mean part and a part constituting

velocity fluctuations. The mean velocity can be obtained by different methods, for example

ensemble averaging procedures. Reynolds' decomposition reads:

v = 7+v' (III.2a)

There are three components responsible for velocity fluctuations v' as encountered in

the reduced data &this work, two of which are due to fluid dynamics &the flow field

-- cycle-to-cycle variability and turbulent motion of the flow field -- whereas the third

component is related to 'noise' in the velocimetry system. Noise is defined to consist of all

errors that are encountered in the data reduction process (e.g. vibration of experimental

apparatus). Thus v' can be decomposed as follows:

V'= V'CtC +Vtturb +V_Noise (III.2.b)

In this study the mean velocity is calculated using ensemble averaging (EA) techniques.

Considering this and plugging III.2.b into III.2.a, III.2.a yields for an instantaneous local

velocity vector as encountered in sections V.3 and V.5.2

V = VEA + V'ctC +V'_arb +V'Nois e (III.2.c)

An effort has been undertaken in section III.3 to eliminate the 'noise' component from

equation III.2.c. In section V.3.2 an attempt is made to quantify the individual fluctuation

sources V'ctc and v't,,rb which are in this work functions of crank-angle, location within flow
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field, and engine cycle. Summation ofvza + V'ctc gives a local mean velocity for a

particular crank-angle and engine cycle.

Ill.2.1.1 Fom_ulations employed for ensemble averaging

Figure III.2.1 helps to explain the procedure of ensemble averaging which was

performed to obtain V in equation III.2.a as mentioned in the preceding section. Sketches

of LIPA images are exhibited for one engine cycle (EC; #5) at different crank-angles --

horizontal mode -- and at one crank-angle (28 °) for eight different engine cycles -- vertical

mode. The averaging software ensemble averages at one crank-angle and one location

within the flow field over all investigated engine cycles. This yields the local ensemble

averaged velocity vecto( at that particular crank-angle. EA velocity vectors are functions

of location within the examined flow field and of crank-angle v_. c.,. In mathematical

terms this reads:

1 N

V-_o_.ca= v _,_, = -_ _.= V,o,.ca.Ecj (III.2.d)

Velocity fluctuations are expressed in terms of a Root Mean Square' (RMS) value

evaluated over all v' encountered during the application of an ensemble averaging

procedure. VRM s is calculated according to the following formula:

N
N i=l

= Vloc,CA,EC_- Vto_,Ca
"=

(III.2.e)
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N in equationsIII.2.d andIII.2.e is thenumberof enginecyclesavailablefor the

averaging procedure. As mentioned in section 11.2.2.4 this number had to be limited due to

confined workspace of the employed computer system.

To find out about the legitimacy of the ensemble averaged numbers the convergence of the

ensemble averaging procedure was checked during the calculations performed by the

software, by monitoring the change of the RMS value of the velocity fluctuations as d_ita

were being added by the ensemble averaging process. From this, satisfactory convergence

was observed during the ensemble averaging procedure where towards the end of the

incorporation of all data available for a certain set, the change of the RMS value

describing the fluctuation of events about the mean was only between 2 and 3% between

the incorporation of two succeeding events.
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III.3 Critical Assessment of Accuracy Issues for LIPA

At the end of the two chapters that introduced LIPA as a velocimetry technique and

that described the general data acquisition and reduction procedure, a section discussing

critical issues in connection with the application of LIPA in general, and for this study in

particular, is mandatory to follow. Some topics concerning accuracy have already been

discussed in depth elsewhere in this work so that in this chapter, for reasons of

completeness, a mere repetition has been furnished of these matters. -- In fact, throughout

the entire text of this work one can find issues concerning the accuracy of LIPA that are

being assessed critically. --

LIPA is based on the underlying assumption that the influence by convection processes

on the development of the flow field is much larger than the influence by diffusion

processes. The parameter that describes the relationship between the flux of momentum

and the rate of mass transport between flow structures is Schmidts number which is

defined by

v
Sc = -- (III.3.a)

D

where v is the kinematic viscosity and D the mass diffusion coefficient. Schmidts number

for water assumes a value of about 600. This number indicates that the influence on fluid

flow associated with convection processes with water as the base for the working fluid is

three orders of magnitude higher than that associated with diffusion mechanisms which is

sufficient to consider diffusion processes as negligible in this work. For air, Sc is about 1.

Thus, in air LIPA has to be careful about the effects enforced on the flow field by

diffusion.
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III.3.1 Overview of encountered sources of error in connection with the LIPA technique

III.3.1.1 Movement of intersection point within intersection area as main source of error

Artificial or virtual velocity fluctuation enforced by the method of evaluation of an

instantaneous local velocity is intrinsic -- to various degrees -- to almost all anemometry

techniques; for every technique one has to seek a minimization of this effect. The primary

source of error as it presents itself in this work is established by the fact that the

intersection area (IA) -- marking of fluid particle -- does not consist of just one pixel

which would be considered the representative intersection point for the IA, but has

extension and thus a certain intensity distribution within the area. As mentioned earlier a

relocation of the spot representing highest intensity -- which is detected by HIS -- within

the intensity distribution of an intersection area can be observed for one IA and several

reference grids. This relocation of the IP is undesirable and constitute the main error

source. The relocation due to convection as deliberated upon in section III. 1.3 is captured

by the HIS approach and included in the calculation of velocities. In order to separate the

relocation mechanism due to noise in the system from that due to convection and study

these issues individually, undistorted reference grids of laser lines where only influences

by, e.g., vibration in the apparatus are encountered since the images are recorded with the

engine quiescent, should be considered for the study of the influences of noise on the

relocation of the highest intensity spot. This has been done in the proceeding paragraphs.

It has been observed during the interrogation of reference grids that the intensity

distribution within an intersection area varies from laser pulse to laser pulse with respect

to highest intensity regions due to a non-homogeneous, vacillating distribution of the

LIPA - chemical in the Water/KSCN solution. The alteration of the non-homogeneous

distribution in between laser pulses, specifically within the intersection areas, is caused by

'noise' where supposedly vibration of the experimental rig constitutes the main influence.
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Theredistributionof theLIPA - chemicalon themolecularlevelenablesthehighest

intensityspotto movewithin theIA. SincetheHIS approachemployedin thisstudyfinds

thespotrepresentingthehighestintensitywithinan IA, thealgorithmfindsadifferent

intersectionpoint with everylaserpulse.A quantitativemeasurefor themovementcanbe

found inTableIII.3.1.

Theuncertaintyin connectionwith therelocationof thehighestintensityregionwithin

an intersectionareaaccountsfor thestrongestcontributionto thethird componentof the

threefoldvelocityfluctuationmodel,thethird componentbeingthe contributionof system

"noise"V'Noiseto velocityfluctuationsin connectionwith theapplicationof the

velocimetrytechnique;seesectionIII.2.1, equationIII.2.b.

Statisticallaw impliesthattheuncertaintyin conjunctionwith theundesiredmovingof

thehighestintensityregionwithin anintersectionareadueto 'noise'cancelsout for the

referencegridswhenanaverageis takenoveran infinitenumberof instantaneous

velocities.Hence,theeffectcomprisingtherelocationof theIP within anIA vanishes

hypotheticallyin theEA domain.Themeanbecomesunaffectedbythemovementof the

highestintensityregionwithin an intersectionarea,not thefluctuations.Onehasto, thus,

payenhancedandmorecarefulattentionto theplotsthat containinstantaneousvelocity

data.Theuncertaintyin connectionwith noise-relatedmovementof theIP is removedas

well in theevaluationof meanvelocityprofilesin cycleresolvedanalyseswhencurvefit

routinesareemployedto instantaneousvelocityprofilesaswill bedonein sectionV.3.2.

In thisstudyreferencegridsaretakenprior to a setof experimentswith theworking

fluid quiescent.This approachofferssomeadvantagesasoutlinedin chapterII. What the

acquisitionof referencedatawith theenginestandingstill alsosignifies,however,is that

onedoesnotreallyfollow onespecificfluid particleduringdataacquisitionof distorted

LIPA gridsin theexperimentalphase,asis the ideaof theLagrangianapproachassumed

by LIPA, sinceacquisitionof initial origin locationof fluid particleandlocationparticle
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convectedto aredecoupled.Thisconstitutesasourceof errorbecausedueto 'noise',that

relocatesanintersectionpoint withinanintersectionarea,thelocationof anIP within an

IA for aparticularintersectionof laserlinesinanundistortedgrid recordedwith the

working fluid quiescentis statisticallydifferentfromtheonein thereferencegrid that

containstheinitial positionsfor anacquireddistortedgrid andthat cannotbecaptured

becausethe samplingrateof the imagerisnot highenough;section11.2.3.1.In thiswork

setsof initial fluid particlelocationsfrom undistortedgridsarethereforegeneratedby

statisticallyaveragingovertwentyreferencegrids.

Thefact that theacquisitionof referenceinformationis decoupledfrom theacquisition

of thedistortedgridstogetherwith thefact thataveragingisperformedover20 reference

grid realizationsto deducethe initial positionsof fluid particlesimplies,with respectto the

•LagrangianapproachemployedbyLIPA, thatonefollowsa fluid particlethatpresumably

leavesfrom alocationwhereoneassumesit to bebasedon statisticalprobability.Since

onecannotaverageoveraninfinitenumberof LIPA gridsin theensembleaveraging

process,i.e.removeuncertaintydueto 'noise'in thesystemcompletely,theuncertaintyin

connectionwith themovementof thehighestintensityareawithin anIA becauseof'noise'

remainsin thedatadiscussedin thiswork. Thisuncertaintyis afunctionof thedegreeof

fluctuationof the intensitydistribution,andthereforemovementof the intersectionpoint,

within theIA aswell asof theextentof the intersectionarea.

Therearewaysto avoidtheabovediscussedproblems:1)Theextensionof the

intersectionareashouldbeonlya fractionof thedistancethe averagefluid particletravels.

(An enhancedeffort on theopticalsideof theLIPA techniqueshouldbeundertaken.)

2) For everydistortedgrid its ownoriginalreferencelasergrid atthe momentwhenit is

imposedonto theflow field shouldberecordedduringengineperformancesothatone

considersthe intrinsicoriginof theconvectedfluid particle.(A cameraofferingan

appropriatesamplingratehasto beavailablefor this.)
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III.3.1.2 Intersection angle, resolution of LIPA image, and dynamic range as issues in the

discussion of accuracy

The fact that for the investigation grids employed in this study two crossing laser lines

do not intersect under an angle of 900 poses another unfortunate condition upon the data

reduction process. Due to the thus established inequality in length of the two major axes in

each intersection area, unequal uncertainty in conjunction with the relocation of an

intersection point within an IA is forced upon the detection of the intersection point

coordinates for the x - and z - direction. As mentioned in section II.2.2.1 the laser lines of

the grid that covers most of the engine cylinder exhibit intersection angles of about 50 °

yielding a ratio of the major axes of about 3. Thus, because of the ridge-shaped pattern of

the IA with the longer extension being in x - direction the uncertainty in the deduction of

an IP in connection with the x - direction is potentially three times higher. In the x -

direction there is a higher sensitivity to a change in the intensity distribution due to system

noise within the IA.

An interesting issue to be discussed can be formulated by the question of how the

number of pixel in LIPA images (not necessarily resolution) effects the accuracy of the

data reduction process in conjunction with the uncertainty impelled by the movement of

highest intensity regions within an intersection area. The influence of the number of pixel

in a LIPA image on the extraction of accurate positions of intersection points has been

investigated in the following by detecting IPs in ten undistorted grids employing the HIS

approach, evaluating the fluctuation in the detection of these IP locations for a particular

intersection area, and comparing these results for different LIPA images having different

numbers of pixel displaying the grid information. The values representing a measure for

the fluctuation of the detected IP locations that will be compared for different LIPA

images with different numbers of pixel in the images, are obtained according to the
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following scheme:For oneIA, thevariationof thecoordinatesof detectedintersection

pointsoverseveral(10) referencegridsis evaluatedinanRMS approach.Thisvariationis

determinedfor eachintersectionareain the setof thetenimageswith thesamenumberof

pixelwith subsequentevaluationof themeanof thesevariationsoverall intersectionareas.

Two representativenumbersfor thex - andz - directionareobtainedasmeasurefor the

fluctuationencountered.Theresultsfor four setsof LIPA imageswhereundistortedgrids

arerepresentedby a differentnumberof pixelfor eachsetarepresentedinFigureIII. 3.1.

First of all, thereis fluctuation, indicating the existence of error due to system noise

(ideally the fluctuation for the reference grids should be zero, of course). Secondly, the

eminently higher uncertainty for proper evaluation of IPs in the x - direction for cases I, II,

and III is due to the abovementioned fact that the extension of the intersection area of

laser line crossings is greater in the x - direction than in the z - direction (non-

perpendicular intersection of laser lines).

In Figure Ill.3.1 the four cases I - IV represent the following stages of manipulation

(conditioning) of the reference grids: Number I depicts the uncertainties about accurate

detection of initial positions in the images containing undistorted grids after all

conditioning steps as outlined in section I17.1.4, namely the filling in of missing

information with subsequent application of an averaging procedure and quartering of pixel

units, have been conducted (1024 x 1024 pixel in image). Number II denotes the

uncertainty after filling in lines of information and averaging over the image; no quartering

of pixel units is performed (512 x 512). For number III only the missing information has

been added to the image (256 x 512). Number IV reflects the uncertainty about the

detection oflPs in a reference grid after those horizontal lines that do not contain any

information have been taken out in the images (256 x 512). This move corresponds to a

virtual 50% compression of the -- real physical world -- engine cylinder in x - direction by

the mapping of the cylinder into an image. Along with this compression in the x - direction
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the extension of the longer axis in the intersection areas is cut in half and, thus, reduced to

be fairly close to the width of the IA in z - direction.

A very obvious feature in the plot of Figure III. 3.1 is the dramatic decrease of the RMS

fluctuation in connection with the detection of intersection points in x - direction for

case IV to almost the level of uncertainty experienced in the z - direction. This can be

attributed to the fact that for case IV the length of the intersection areas is only slightly

longer than the width of the IAs and that therefore the accuracy is of the same order for

the two directions. The remaining difference is arguably not due to the difference in the

number ofpixel used to display the grid information for the x - and z - direction but is due

to the fact that the axis of the IA in x - direction is still longer than the one in z - direction;

thus indicating the minor influence of the number of pixel in an image on accuracy in

connection with the movement of an IP in an IA, since the number of pixel for the z -

direction is twice as high when compared to the one for the x - direction. The increase of

the variations about detected IP locations in x - direction as encountered in a transition

from case IV to case III illustrates the disadvantage in conjunction with the elongation of

one major axis of the IA and thus the demand for laser lines to intersect perpendicularly in

order to avoid non-isotropy in the data reduction process. The fluctuation in the

unmanipulated z - direction when comparing III and IV is considerably smaller for case IV

-- although for III and IV the same number of pixel is used to display undistorted grids

(256 x 512) -- since the effect of the modifications performed on the LIPA images in the

x - direction for case IV enters the calculations of the fluctuation of IP coordinates for the

z - direction through the use of the 'Gaussian' shaped bell that was utilized to deduce IPs

(section III. 1.2). The bell couples results obtained for quantities in x and z.

The RMS fluctuations in connection with the detection oflPs in intersection areas as

presented in Figure III.3.1 appears to be effected only marginally by the increase in the

number of pixel within a LIPA image (see sequence III to I in Figure III.3.1). However,

there is a weak but perceivable trend for the fluctuations that suggests that with increasing
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numberof pixel ina LIPA imagethevariationsaboutthedetectionof coordinatesof

intersection points inherent in a sequence of images containing reference grids are

decreasing. -- For validity considerations of the numbers in Figure III.3.1 bear in mind that

a sample size of ten is not exceedingly representative. -- With an increase in the number of

pixel in a LIPA image two effects concerning the sought after decrease in fluctuation

intensity and thus increase in certainty are working against each other: Since the centers of

neighboring categories (pixel units) into which highest intensity spots can fall are closer

together in the case where a larger number of pixel are used in an image, fluctuation

decreases with an increase of pixel units. However, on the other hand when using a

smaller number of pixel in an image, the probability that events fall into the same pixel unit

is more likely. A more detailed study including considerations from this phenomenon

would be beyond the scope of this study.

In summarizing the above analysis one can say that an increasing number of pixel in a

LIPA image does not effectively improve the accuracy in the detection process of

reference data in conjunction with the attempt of elimination of errors due to system noise

that forces the region of highest intensity to move within an intersection area. Of course,

an increase of the number of pixel representing distorted and undistorted grids improves

the accuracy of the data acquisition process as a whole (e.g. dynamic range) and that is

desired.

The accuracy of LIPA in general is strongly dependent on the resolution that can be

achieved during digitization of the flow field. For the 'whole cylinder' approach 7 pixel

represent about one millimeter in a digitized LIPA image. A maximum distortion of

1.3 mm in real space was allowed in one direction in order to ascertain linearity between

two points. This 1.3 mm is approximately represented by 10 pixel after digitization. The

accuracy in connection with the detection of intersection points in the digitized images is

-- with respect to the pixel scheme in the images -- a quarter of a pixel after quartering
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pixel units (as was outlined in section III. 1.4). This leads to a hypothetical dynamic range

of 1:40 -- based on velocity magnitudes -- if one considers 10 pixel of maximum

convection for a fluid particle in each direction. The actual effective dynamic range is

smaller as will be delineated in section 111.3.3 when uncertainties due to the movement of

the highest intensity spot within the IA are included.

Certainty about the inference oflPs from IAs is enhanced due to the facts that

1) averaging was performed over several reference grids in order to find the initial

locatio.ns of the fluid particles which frees the HIS approach from its restriction to assign

coordinates of illuminated particles within the pixel pattern, and 2) the IP detection

algorithm (HIS) examined arrays of 7 x 7 pixel to find highest intensity spots, thus,

including information of each pixel's environment yielding a higher accuracy than the

•nominal one of a quarter of a pixel.

III. 3.1.3 Miscellaneous sources of error

In any data acquisition and reduction system unavoidable sources of error are

encountered of whose extent the investigator should be aware. Some of these sources of

error which enter V'Nois e in equation III.2.b are addressed in this section.

When data are to be ensemble averaged, corresponding data blocks have to, in the EA

procedure, exhibit identical engine speeds and have to be drawn from equal crank-angle

positions of the piston. There are uncertainties encountered in this context for this study

due to instabilities in engine speed in the experimental phase and due to difficulties in

proper assignment of LIPA images to crank-angles during the data reduction process

(more on these difficulties can be found in Appendix C). Also, problems arise when two

maps of instantaneous velocity vectors from different engine cycles or different sets of

data are to be compared. The results in the maps are off marginally by engine speed and

crank-angle.
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Uncertaintiesabouttheabsolutevaluesof thevelocityvectorsarisedueto reading

errorsin the calibrationprocessusingawhite squarein thedeterminationprocedureof

appropriatescalingfactors(pixel/mm;AppendixD). Thiserroris unimportantin the

comparisonof theresultswhichstemfrom anapplicationof oneparticularinvestigation

grid, e.g.lasergrid for thestudyof thewholeenginecylinder(fixedfocuslengthof the

imager).

Furtherelementsinfluencingtheaccuracyof LIPA includethesizeandtheshapeof the

'Gaussian'bellusedto detectIPsin theHIS approach,depthof field, changein indexof

refractionof liquidsdueto changein ambienttemperatureandevaporationof constituents,

perturbationof the intakeflow dueto vibrationof theexperimentalrig, etc.

Thecontributionof all theseerror sourcescanbeconsiderednegligiblein thefaceof

thosedelineatedin theprecedingtwo sections,but aresummarizedherefor thepurposeof

completeness.

111.3.2 Actual quality, ofLIPA - data

The HIS software itself has demonstrated to deliver sufficient accuracy, that is to say

the algorithm itself is exact, i.e. it finds the region with the highest occurring intensity

within the assigned area (10 x 10 pixel). The decision and confirmation for HIS as being

the IP detection approach of choice in this study, however, has to be made on grounds of

an analysis incorporating the issue of how well the detected highest intensity spot serves as

a representation for an intersection area. Or rather what is the degree of the variation of

detected IPs for a particular IA in consideration of several reference grids. That leads

immediately to the question: What is the degree of quality of the raw data -- LIPA images

-- necessary so that the HIS approach yields results that are of acceptable accuracy? What

actually is 'acceptable accuracy'?
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For reference grids the intersection points deduced by HIS should be for one IA

consistently at the same pair of coordinates, thus the detection of IPs in images of

undistorted grids should essentially be fluctuation-free. That was not the case in this work

as could be seen in section 111.3.1.2 (otherwise the discussion of issues describing the

accuracy of LIPA would be a brief one).

With LIPA, a quantification of the (in)accuracy encountered in the data reduction

process due to relocations of an intersection point within an intersection area can be

conducted based on the images that contain the undistorted grids. The fluctuation in the

detection of IP locations for these grids should be zero so that any value different from

zero encountered in the following analysis of reference grids can be considered inaccuracy

induced by the measurement technique. The quantification of the inaccuracy of reference

data -- used for the generation of fields of velocity vectors in chapter V -- as it is reduced

by employing HIS, was based on the approach used to obtain fluctuation measures to

demonstrate the effect of the number of pixel in a LIPA image on data reduction in

section Ill.3.1.2. The presented numbers in Figure II1.3.2a and b are, thus, for each set of

engine parameters and direction (x and z) an average of RMS fluctuations over all

fluctuations encountered at the individual intersection areas in the reference images. In

fact, the evaluation of the RMS fluctuations was a by-product stemming from the

calculation that determined the mean coordinates for initial positions of fluid particles in a

LIPA grid conducted over 20 reference grids. Figure Ill.3.2a holds a comparison of

RMS fluctuation values for the uncertainty in connection with the relocation of an IP

within an IA for the laser grid with which the whole engine cylinder has been examined. In

Figure 111.3.2b the fluctuation numbers are exhibited for the laser grid with which the

intake jet has been examined (close-up grid).

From Figure 111.3.2a which contains the fluctuations encountered in the reference grids

for the investigation of the entire engine cylinder one can see that the fluctuations in
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connection with the x - direction are about four times higher compared to those in the

z - direction. (The sequence shown is for the three valve lift cases examined at 30 RPM

engine speed; Table I1.2.3.) This is an immediate reflection of the difference in length of

the major axes within intersection areas for the x - and z - direction even if the

encountered value of four does not match exactly the one of three found for the ratio of

the major axes of an IA earlier in this chapter. In the z - direction the inaccuracy is

marginally higher than the resolution with which I-HS detects intersection points, namely a

quarter ofa pixel (see section III. 1.4). In the x - direction the uncertainty is in the average

one pixel and a half, a considerable vagueness in the determination of a velocity vector.

The values describing the RMS fluctuation for the x - and z - direction are, to within the

accuracy obtainable in conjunction with a sample size of 20 reference grids, essentially

congruent when considering all nine sets of data stemming from the nine engine parameter

settings (Table II.2.3).

The values for the RMS fluctuations associated with the close-up grid of laser lines in

the investigation of the intake jet in Figure III.Y2b are twice as high for the z - direction

and about 1.5 times as high for the x - direction when compared to the corresponding

values for the investigation grid applied to the entire engine cylinder. The difference in the

proportionality factors for the x - and z - direction is due to the fact that the major axes of

the IAs encountered in the laser grid that is employed for the investigation of the intake jet

do not coincide with the x - and z - direction of the reference frame of the engine cylinder

(see Figure II.2.3b), thus decreasing the ratio of major axis in x - direction to the one in

z - direction. The overall increase in uncertainty for the close-up laser grid is experienced

because an intersection area consists of about twice as many pixel in connection with this

close-up grid when compared to the 'whole cylinder' investigation grid. There is a clear

correlation -- almost linear -- between the size of an intersection area and the degree of

accuracy, as should be anticipated. Uncertainties of around 2.6 pixel as stated in

Figure III.3.2b for the x - direction is considerably high. A fluctuation of 2.6 pixel means
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that theflow directionof fluid particles that convected a distance of less than 2.6 pixel

-- which corresponds to 0.34 m/s for 20 RPM engine speed and 9 mm valve lift -- in the

digitized image cannot be resolved, i.e. 2.6 is the threshold for direction ambiguity. The

values for the three cases examined in connection with the close-up grid are for the x - and

z - direction congruent again to within the certainty achievable by a sample size of 20.

Overall, the accuracy in the z - direction, particularly for the 'whole shot' laser grid, is

satisfactory which is why velocity fluctuation data are being furnished only for the

z - component.

The reader should bear in mind that the numbers for the fluctuation in the determination

of IPs in reference grids in the previous paragraph are averages over the entire area of

investigation. If one breaks these average values up and discusses the distribution of

uncertainties in connection with individual intersection areas over the area covered by a

laser grid one notices quickly that the distribution of the inaccuracy is dependent on

several parameters. For instance, the uncertainty about the detection of the accurate IP in

an IA increases with the penetration of the laser lines. For 20 RPM engine speed and

3 mm valve lift the distributions of the RMS fluctuation -- representing the variation in

conjunction with the detection of intersection points in reference information -- are for the

close-up laser grid exhibited in Figure Ill.3.3 for x - and z - direction. In the plots the laser

lines enter from right. The gridlines in the x, z - plane of the 3D needle plot depict the

orientation for one set of parallel laser lines. The line-up of the needles in the plot under

450 denote the other set of laser lines. It can be seen that the uncertainty increases -- in the

average -- with penetration of the laser line, however, does not increase with penetration,

speaking in mathematical terms, in a monotone way. The ups and downs in the measure

for the fluctuation for one laser line can be explained by the fact that not all laser lines

within one set of parallel lines exhibit equal intensity, as outlined in section 11.2.3.2 and
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Appendix B. This generates IAs of different intensity distribution along one laser line and

thus different values of fluctuation.

The characteristics of the fluctuation profiles for the laser lines with penetration are, as

one should expect, essentially the same for the x - and z - direction (Figure III.3.3a & b).

The average value of 'four' found previously describing by how much the uncertainty is

higher in conjunction with the x - direction compared to the one in the z - direction is

reflected by Figure III.3.3. When considering the individual uncertainties associated with

the individual intersection areas it turns out that there are proportionality factors between

the uncertainty in z and x in the range of about 2 to 5.

Some security check mechanisms have been implemented to avoid the most crude

mislocations of intersection points within intersection areas.

[]During the IP detection process a detected highest intensity spot that lies outside the

assigned area of 10 x 10 pixel is discarded. Recall that a convection of 10 pixel was

assumed to be the limit within which the convection can be considered linear. This limit

was set empirically by watching laser lines distort on a TV monitor.

FIAt the final computational level, a filtering procedure is applied in order to eliminate

stray velocity vectors. If the velocity fluctuation of a local instantaneous velocity vector is

higher than 3 times the RMS fluctuation encountered at this location during the ensemble

averaging process, this vector will be removed. The value of 3 was determined empirically.

III.3.3 Estimation of errors in plots of velocity_ vectors

Following will be given a rough quantification of the order of errors encountered in the

diverse presentations of fields of velocity vectors within this work.

For velocity plots containing instantaneous velocity vectors one has to add the

uncertainty associated with the fluctuation of the detection of the intersection point due to
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the movementof thehighestintensityregionwithin anintersectionarea-- as introduced in

section III.3.2 -- to that associated with image resolution. Two globally averaged -- over

all examined intersection areas -- numbers for the uncertainty in the detection of the IP

due to relocation of an intersection point within an IA for the x - and z - direction are

determined from an analysis of reference grids for each &the two laser grid realizations

('whole cylinder' and close-up) independent of engine parameter setting. These numbers do

not, naturally, reflect the exact fluctuations in connection with each individual intersection

area. However, they can be considered good approximations for each IA. For the 'whole

cylinder' and the close-up investigation grids the measures for the uncertainty in the

detection of the IP due to system noise are depicted in Table 1II.3.1. The summation of

the uncertainties for the two sources of fluctuation mentioned in the first sentence of this

paragraph is performed in this table. The numbers in row three are the actual measures for

the uncertainties of the velocity vectors in pixel which will be denoted along with a

reference velocity vector in the maps depicting velocity vector distributions in chapter V.

From this row it can be inferred that the best accuracy attained in this application of LIPA

has a dynamic range &about 17. Numbers in row four &Table III.3.1 show errors in

percent when referring to the maximum convection allowed for fluid particles for each

direction of 10 pixel.

Table III.3.1: Uncertainties in the maps of velocity vectors

Field of...

... instantaneous ...

Uncertainty

due to ...

mov. of IP in IA

imal_e resolution

RMS Uncertainty in pixel

'whole cylinder' grid I close-up grid

x ] z I x I z

1.53 0.38 2.61 0.92

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

1.78 0.63 2.86 1.17

error in percent 17.8 6.3 28.6 11.7

... ensemble averaged... 25% of row 3 0.45 0.16 0.72 0.29

... Velocity Vectors
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In the EA domain both uncertainties, the one by limited image resolution and the one

due to movement of the highest intensity spot within the IA, are mainly filtered out during

the ensemble averaging procedure, however, certainly, not completely. As a first,

conservative approximation one can assign an upper limit for the error for ensemble

averaged velocity vectors -- to be on the safe side -- to about 25% of the original

uncertainty. This is a rather arbitrary, yet reasonable pick. The accuracy for an ensemble

averaged velocity vector results from the values in the third row of Table III.3.1 and is

written down in the filth row of the same table.

Although, e.g., vibration characteristics within the engine apparatus and thus relocation

issues oflPs in IAs are different -- to say the least -- when the piston of the engine is

moving as opposed to when the engine is quiescent, the values of the quantification of

RMS fluctuation encountered during IP detection at individual IAs in reference grids as

delivered in section II1.3.2 were used as a first approximation for V'Noise in an attempt to

cleanse EA velocity fluctuations defined by equation III.2.b by subtracting the values

found in Figure III.3.3 (row 3). For a more accurate quantification of this uncertainty one

will have to implement a model for relocation processes of an IP within an intersection

area due to, among others, vibration in the apparatus on a length scale comparable to that

of the major axes of an intersection area to find the exact correlation between relocation

mechanisms and the associated uncertainty about the intersection point, which then can

lead to an accurate removal of this contribution of system noise. In this study, however, a

first approximation must suffice.

The primary difference between the uncertainty in connection with image resolution and

the one with the motion of the highest intensity point within an IA is the fact that the

former is homogeneously distributed over the area of investigation (at intersections of

laser lines) and that the latter is dependent on the length of penetration of a laser line

together with the light intensity exhibited by an individual laser line (keyword: size and
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pixel intensity of intersection area). Whereas the influence of image resolution on the

uncertainty in velocity vectors increases the level of velocity fluctuation due to system

noise evenly by adding the same constant at each location within the area of investigation,

the influence of variation in the evaluation oflP coordinates for one IA and several LIPA

grids on the uncertainty will lead to a 'distortion' of velocity fluctuation information

throughout the field of investigation. In this work (section V. 5.3) only the uncertainty in

conjunction with relocation processes of the IP within an IA is removed from EA velocity

fluctuation information in order to undo this 'distortion'. Since no precise measures for

particular uncertainties with respect to system noise are available for this investigation, no

effort has been undertaken to adjust for the exact level of EA velocity fluctuation

magnitudes.



Chapter IV

THE INTAKE FLOW FIELD IN THE AXISYMMETRIC

ENGINE EXAMINED BY FLOW VISUALIZATION

The fluid dynamical process which is examined in this study namely the intake stroke of

a four-stroke internal combustion engine is a reciprocating, i.e. periodic, hence unsteady

one. The intake stroke features very complex timing and geometry of fluid flow. It

therefore results in a fluid dynamically complicated flow field, which incorporates several

different flow structures and instabilities of flow patterns which quantitatively -- and

sometimes to a certain extent even qualitatively -- differ from intake stroke realization to

intake stroke realization. The application of LIPA results in velocity vector information in

two-dimensional maps of finite resolution. Thus, the turbulent motion on scales smaller

than the resolution of the mesh size of the laser grid (i.e. fine scale eddies) cannot be

detected in the flow fields of induction strokes when employing LIPA. However, the large

and intermediate scales generated (as we shall see) are resolved directly from the

two-dimensional information. Therefore, instantaneous velocity vectors obtained do not

contain the small scale information, but as we hope to show using flow visualization, do

contain the essential information embodied in the important large scale structures that

develop.

The need to determine the dominant scales of the flow structures to gain an

understanding to the resolution required in the LIPA grids was the primary motivation to

perform visualization. A secondary motivation was to use the visual data to help interpret

the quantitative velocity and vorticity data that LIPA would give. By considering velocity

maps as quantification of flow visualization, one is more likely to arrive at the correct

69
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interpretation and understanding of the flow field. In general, it is always desirable to have

a visual image as analog information of a flow field.

Two visualization techniques have been used which are alike with respect to the

visualization concept they are based upon, and different with respect to the assignment of

the position of an observer who views the flow. The analogy is derived from the fact that

both techniques are based on visualization by excitation of photoluminescent molecules

dissolved in the working fluid. The difference is mainly manifested by the distinction in the

frames of reference when describing the flow field: For one technique the approach is

Eulerian (reference frame rests relative to the flow), a fluorescent dye was used here; for

the other it was Lagrangian (reference frame moves with flow), a photochromic dye was

the marker for the fluid particles in this case. For the Eulerian approach -- where a

fluorescent dye is employed that emits radiation only during the time of excitation by an

energy source -- the instantaneous situation of the flow field is recorded; with this

technique one freezes the flow at a certain time by taking a snapshot of it. When using

photochromic dye -- which emits energy for a certain time after the molecules have been

excited -- as for the Lagrangian visualization approach it is possible to trace particular

fluid particles in the flow field as the flow field evolves (which is actually LIPA's intrinsic

idea). The latter approach naturally yields a better understanding of the development and

restructuring of flow patterns inherent in the flow field.

The experiments involving the photochromic dye were performed at 1.5 RPM engine

speed (25.5 RPM in air) and 3 mm VL. The experiments involving the fluorescent dye

were conducted at 20 RPM engine speed (340 RPM in air) and also 3 mm valve lift.
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IV. 1 Results from Application of Photochromic Dye

IV. 1.1 Experimental procedure

The chemical used was a photochromic dye, namely l',Y,3'-Trimethylspiro-8-nitro(2H-

1-benzopyran-2',2'-indoline) from Kodak (reference-# 52590). This dye changes from

being transparent to emitting upon excitation, radiating visible, blue light for a lifetime of

several seconds. It requires an alcohol or an oil as its cartier for which several candidates

had been considered and tested. There were various demands towards the carrier of the

dye, one being that the index of refraction was to be close to that of the quartz engine.

Furthermore, the fluid had to be transparent in the UV range of the spectrum of electro-

magnetic waves, the dye had to dissolve thoroughly in it, and an applied excitation to the

flowing medium had to yield both high intensity radiation and high penetration. The

chemical complying with basically all cited requirements is Decahydronaphthalene

(CIoH18). The index matching agent was Hexane (C6H14) as had been outlined in

section II.2.1.1. The concept of visualization in connection with the 'photochromic' dye

-- which is a chemical that consists of complex molecules -- is to excite the dye molecules

dissolved in the working fluid with an energy input which is, for instance, implemented by

a laser. The molecules are twisted by the applied energy; in this state the chemical changes

color which can be made visible by exposing it to regular white light. As soon as an

excited molecule releases its energy by assuming its original shape it loses its ability to

'reflect' the blue in the incident white light.

For the experimental series, excitation of molecules was mainly achieved at the throat

of the fluid reservoir (quartz chamber head, Figure 17.2.1 a) by a focused laser beam

(excimer laser, 308 rim) which produced coloration in the dye by pulsing at a rate of

100 Hz. Since the valve is made of quartz the applied laser beam excites fluid particles in

two planes on either side of the valve which are 180o apart in circumferential direction.
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With respect to the pictures in Figure IV. 1.1, the laser beam enters from the right side and

is partially absorbed by the dye, generating a higher level of intensity on the respective side

of the cylinder. Prior to its application to the engine throat, part of the laser beam's energy

was split off, focused, and passed vertically through the piston head at the cylinder axis of

the engine. An incandescent light bulb provided the white light that visualizes the excited

molecules. Between light bulb and engine cylinder a rectangular piece of white glass was

installed in order to diffuse this white light more evenly over the test area. The

photochromic lifetime of the chemical is of the same order as the time necessary for one

realization of an induction stroke, so that all phosphorescence generated during the

induction stroke fades before the beginning of the next engine cycle, allowing data to be

taken in a reciprocating manner.

Results of the flow visualization experiments were recorded by the Hi-8 Canon L 1A

camcorder. There was no controlled timing between the camera and the engine rig. The

camera took pictures of the flow field at its standard 30 Hz sampling rate. From the video,

the start and the end of the induction stroke can be determined by observing piston

motion, and with the knowledge of the data sample rate the engine speed can be evaluated

and the individual images can be assigned to crank-angles. Due to the low intensity level

of the reflected blue light from the 'indirect' (direct laser light prepares the molecules for

excitation) white lighting, the exposure time had to be set at 33.33 ms (i.e. shutter of

camera was open) to compensate for the low intensity level, thus valuable results could

only be obtained at very low engine speeds (1.5 RPM) -- for low engine speeds the fluid

dynamics of the flow field are associated with large time scales. At higher engine speeds

these long exposure times yield fuzzy images.

Although the engine speed of 1.5 RPM which corresponds to 25.5 RPM in air is too

low to be considered relevant to practical engine research, the results at this speed have,

nonetheless, shown some relevance. In particular, even at this low speed the overall flow

structure, incorporating vortex rings and toroidal recirculation patterns, was found to be
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the same as at higher engine speeds (see results from employment of fluorescent dye at

20 RPM engine speed in section IV.2 and of LIPA in chapter V). One major reason why

the results of the experiments with the photochromic dye at this low engine speed will be

discussed is that in the experiments employing the photochromic dye information of the

flow will be available throughout the entire induction stroke and within the whole engine

cylinder which is not the case in connection with the application of the fluorescent dye.

The photochromic experiments were conducted using a line of laser light above the valve

to mark fluid particles, whereas the fluorescent dye experiments were conducted using a

sheet of laser light (see section IV.2). This leads, in connection with the photochromic

experiments, on the one hand to illuminated flow within the entire engine cylinder, and on

the other hand to higher contrast between illuminated and non-illuminated phases of the

flow field.

IV. 1.2 Flow visualization results

The experiments with the photochromic dye unveil flow structures of the flow field

during induction at 1.5 RPM engine speed that are similar to those discovered by other

investigators at a diverse range of engine speeds. All investigators found the global

structure of the flow field during intake to consist essentially of two toroidal recirculation

patterns. One recirculation pattern occupies most of the cylinder volume (main toroidal

recirculation pattern [TRP]), the other rotates in the corner between cylinder wall and

cylinder head (upper corner toroidal recirculation pattern). The latter is smaller and rotates

in the opposite direction when compared to the main pattern. The results of the flow

visualization experiments with the photochromic dye, an example of which is shown in the

pictures of Figure IV. 1.1, document the genesis of these features, as well as their role and

significance in the development of the flow field as a whole.
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However, beyond the results of all investigations on flow visualization in axisymmetric

engines known to the author and mentioned in the introduction, this technique can obtain

a coherent picture of the flow field incorporating diverse flow structures on much finer

scales than has been previously available. For instance, the roll-up of the vortex rings of

the incoming jet as encountered in annular jet flows and described in section I. 1 of the

'Introduction' has, to the knowledge of the author, never been visualized before in engine

research and can be seen in Figure IV. 1.1. The toroidal vortex rings start to shed from the

axisymmetric intake jet at about 30 ° crank-angle (Figure IV. 1. l d, Re=158).

Furthermore, Regan et.al. (1987) mention in passing that the angle under which the

intake jet enters the cylinder (induction angle) oscillates between 10 o and 70 o. In the

experiments using the photochromic dye a variation of the induction angle is clearly

perceivable: At first the angle inclines towards the cylinder axis due to the accelerating

piston (Figure IV. 1. l a-e); the jet is then pushed back towards the cylinder head when the

main recirculation pattern visibly gains strength (a quantification of the fluctuation of the

induction angle will be given in section V. 1.2). Moreover, it can be observed, especially

for the 3 mm valve lift case shown in Figure IV. 1.1, that what is referred to as toroidal

recirculation pattern in the upper corner between cylinder head and cylinder wall can only

be called a recirculation pattern after midstroke. Before midstroke the flow does not

recirculate in the upper corner. A confirmation for this circumstance is attained in

section V.5 when the intake jet is examined in more detail. Also, a distinguishable lump of

dye could be followed visually in one recorded engine cycle as it enters with the intake jet,

then rotates with the upper corner TRP, subsequently joins the main recirculation pattern

and finally ends up in a 'buffer' area (for more detail on the 'buffer' area refer to

section V. 1.1) above the piston head indicating that a fluid particle is not constrained to

one particular flow structure, and hence confined to the region of that structure's

evolution, in the flow field.
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For a detailed description of the initiation of flow patterns and continuance of their

development for the entire engine stroke, the reader is referred to section V. 1.1 where for

20 RPM engine speed and 3 mm valve lift the flow structures encountered during intake

are presented in terms of maps of velocity vectors. The description includes the evolution

of the main recirculation pattern.

During the examination of the flow, an interesting vortex structure was observed: A

slim vertical vortex located at the cylinder axis and with its 'foot' or 'base' on top of the

piston head. Due to its visual appearance it was named a tornado vortex. The tornado can

be seen in Figure IV. 1.1 fthrough i. The vertical laser beam through the piston head was

implemented so as to visualize this tornado. According to observations, the rotating

tornado appears to be generated by a slight asymmetry of the annulus intake jet flow due

either to a non-perfect axisymmetry of the geometry of the model configuration (for

example, slight misalignment between the axes of valve and cylinder causes asymmetry),

or, possibly, an asymmetry in the growth rates of the instabilities forming at different

azimuthal positions. The tornado starts spinning as soon as the perimeter of the non-

axisymmetric main recirculation system reaches the cylinder axis at any circumferential

position 0; in the case of the pictures in Figure IV. 1.1 this occurs at a crank-angle of about

53 ° (IV. 1. If). The spinning continues throughout the intake stroke indicating that the

vortex is stable for the entire intake stroke. To quantify the tornado, its number of

rotations was counted for different engine speeds and valve litls. Interestingly, it turns out

that the number of rotations stays constant for all cases at about 6 per induction stroke

realization; a definite rotational direction could, however, not be assigned for the tornado.

The constant number of spins performed by the tornado during induction means that the

vorticity of the tornado increases proportionally with increasing engine speed. The

evaluation of the number of rotations of the tornado, however, was a very crude

determination of spins by eye and the result has to be treated with caution. LIPA studies
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of the horizontal plane should depict and quantify the tornado. Eaton and Reynolds (1989)

observed a similar ('spiral') vortex in their flow visualization experiments in an

axisymmetric configuration at 1000 RPM in air between crank-angles 72 ° and 87 o.

With these flow visualization results (Figure IV. 1.1) it is possible to study

axisymmetrical aspects of the toroidal intake jet for the two-dimensional plane considered.

It can be asserted from this study that at an engine speed of 1.5 RPM the two parts of the

intake jet which are 180 ° apart in the circumferential direction and visualized by

experiments, exhibit axisymmetry with respect to the overall behaviour of the incoming

annular jet (for example shedding of secondary vortices, induction angle, etc.), however,

show considerable differences in size of flow structures and timing of fluid dynamical

events. The reasons for these asymmetries are mentioned above. They can never exist in

results stemming from the application of numerical or analytic models to (potentially)

axisymmetrical flow fields.

In general, fine scale structure can be distinguished easily for the 1.5 RPM engine

speed, especially during the early intake phase and in the region of the intake jet,

throughout the whole induction stroke. A vortex ring created by the annulus jet flow on

the side of the jet facing the main recirculation pattern, for example, can be pursued by eye

from its genesis to its collapse (this can be done because the photochromic dye has such a

long excitation time, and allows Lagrangian information to be obtained). Vortex rings roll

up at the interface of the intake jet with the surrounding fluid, grow, mix with the main

TRP, deform, and eventually are embedded and merged with the TRP where entrainment

is indicated by the fact that the dye depicting the vortex structure dissolves entirely. This

process essentially represents the large scale mixing that takes place during the intake

stroke.

The entrainment of an expanding vortex ring into the main recirculation pattern can be

seen in some particular cases as a source of an immediate supplement of angular
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momentumto the mainTRP-- asopposedto theoverallsourceemanatingfrom the

inboundturningof the inductedflow alongthecylinderwall (seesectionV.1.1).In order

to investigatehow animmediatesupplyof angularmomentum(that isstoredin avortex

ring) to theangularmomentumofa TRPcanbeachieved,thevideosequencevisualizing

theintakejet for avalvelift of 6 mm(not shownin thiswork) wasthoroughlyanalyzed

andthefollowingfluid dynamicalmechanismcouldbeobserved:Qualitatively,thevortex

ringsformedbythe intakejet for 6 mmVL sustaintheir angularmomentum-- acquiredas

theintakejet convectsdownstream-- afterthe impactof thejet on thecylinderwall and

distributetheir rotatingmotionin theTRPbyexpansionof theirvolumesin radial

direction.

After thoroughanalysisof theflow visualizationresultsfor allvalvelifts examinedit

turnsout thatthecontributionto theangularmomentumof theTRP stemmingfrom the

integrationof theangularmomentumof vortextingsseems-- at this low speed-- to be

strongestfor the6 mmvalvelift case.For 3 mmVL thiseffectisobservableaswell;

however,themajorityof vortexringsgetdestroyedbeforetheycancontributetheir

angularrotationto themainTRP.

At 9 mmvalvelift thevortexringsarenot fully developedbeforetheintakejet turnsat

thecylinderwall andthus,theobserverdoesnot seetheeffectof thecouplingof the

vortex tingswith therecirculationpatternasclearly.It canbeobservedin theflow

visualizationpicturesthat theexpansionof thevortextingscreatedin thecaseofa 9 mm

valvelift is suppressedbytherotatingmotionof thetwo recirculationpatternsto either

sideof the intakejet. For 9 mmVL theintakejet hasits momentummostwidely

distributedof thethreecasesexamineddueto thelowestcenterlineintakejet velocityat

theorifice,thustransferringtheleastamountof momentumonto its sheddingvortexrings.

Therefore,thevortextingsassociatedwith a9 mmVL aremoresusceptibleto effectsof

theboundaryconditions.
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It wouldbevery interestingto achievethesamevisualizationquality -- thatenablesthe

experimentalistto tracevortexrings-- athigherenginespeedsin orderto documentthe

historyof vortexringsandevaluatetheir behaviourastheydevelopwith the incoming

annularjet in regardto their contributionto themainrecirculationpattern.A studyat

higherRPM is presentedin thenextsection.

IV.2 Results from Application of Fluorescent Dye

Experiments with fluorescent dye were conducted at 20 RPM engine speed,

corresponding to 340 RPM in air, and a valve lift of 3 mm. The dye used was 'fluorescein',

and the fluid was water mixed with KSCN, to refractive index match water to the quartz

apparatus. Fluorescein dye emits, upon excitation by a source of energy, electro-magnetic

waves in the green range of the electro-magnetic spectrum of waves. The lifetime of green

emission -- fluorescein being a fluorescent dye -- is of the order of the time interval during

which the energy source is applied. The source of energy was for this series of flow

visualization experiments a sheet of laser light. The laser employed was the excimer laser

at 308 nm wavelength (UV, XeCI); recall that the time for one laser pulse -- and thus

approximately the time of fluorescence -- is 17 ns. The sheet of laser light is spanned by

focusing the rectangular laser beam with a cylindrical lens to the site of investigation; it

intersects the axis of the engine cylinder. The sheet enters through the right wall (when

considering Figure IV.2.1), explaining areas of local overexposure of the film in the near-

wall region to the right of the cylinder axis. The fact that the fluorescent molecules emit

the electro-magnetic waves of the applied laser energy source results in a higher level of

illumination when compared to the case of the photochromic dye in section IV. 1. The

lifetime of the chemical (or the temporal window for the application of the laser sheet) is

here equal to the effective exposure time of the imager system, independent of the time the

shutter of the camera is in an open state. Flow visualization experiments could therefore
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beconductedat higherspeedssinceshortexposuretimesinconnectionwith ahigh level

of photoluminescenceguaranteedthatfine flow structurescouldberesolved.

Flow visualizationresultswerecapturedby aPhoto-Sonics4ML 35mmmoviecamera

(series2000).Therateat whichframeswererecordedwas60Hz achievinga resolutionof

2° crank-anglefor 20RPM enginespeed.Thecameratriggeredthelaserexternallyin

orderto ensurethat theentireilluminationradiatedfrom thescenewassensedbythefilm.

Themediumusedfor storageof thevisualizationinformationwasanASA 1000color

slidefilm (E6 process).Theactualtimethefilm wasexposedto thesceneof theevolving

flow field was1.89msper frame.

Followingaretherevelationsof flow structuresasvisualizedby two different

realizationsof flow visualizationexperimentsemployingfluorescentdye,eachof which

consistingof a differentmodeaccordingto whichflow markerweresuppliedto the siteof

investigation.

IV.2.1 Flow visualization Mode I

Data acquisition was performed as follows: The engine cylinder was filled with a pure

index matched water/KSCN solution prior to the start of piston motion, and the reservoir

above the (closed) valve was filled with an index matched water/KSCN solution in which

fluorescein was dissolved thoroughly. At the beginning of piston motion marking the

initiation of the intake stroke the valve was opened and fluid from the reservoir was able

to enter the cylinder. In chemical terms there is a two-phase flow where only one phase is

optically sensitive to an energy input so that upon excitation the incoming jet flow can be

distinguished from the non-sensitive fluid in the cylinder. Fluid dynamically, on the other

hand, the fluid consists of only one phase since the concentration of the dye is negligibly

low (10 drops from a pipette into 800 ml aqueous KSCN), hence fluid dynamical mixing
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of thetwo chemicalphasesisneitherinhibitednorencouragedby concentration

differences.

Thedisadvantagewith thevisualizationtechniqueinvolvingthefluorescentdyein an

applicationaccordingto theconceptdescribedaboveis that afteracertaincrank-anglethe

concentrationof thedyein thecylinderbecomessohighthatthecontrastbetweenthe

freshincomingfluid andits surroundings,especiallyin theregionwherethetoroidal

recirculationpatternrotates,becomestoo low to resolveflow structurescomfortably.

Sincetheapproachwith thefluorescentdyeisEuleriantheimagesrecordedcanbe

regardedindividual'snapshots'of theflow field, i.e.it is notpossibleto follow one

particularfluid particleasit convectsin theflow. Thesesnapshotsareexhibitedin

FigureIV.2.1. In FigureIV.2. la asheetof light canbediscernedthat spreadson top of

thepistonhead.Leakageof dyethroughtheclosedvalveprior to pistonmotionsettleson

top of thepiston(quartzonquartzdoesnot providesuperiorsealing).This fluorescent

chemicalilluminatesuponexcitationbythelaserandresultsin thesheetof light abovethe

pistonhead.

For earlyintaketheimages in Figure IV.2.1 confirm the revelations of flow field

structures attained from the experiments with the photochromic dye discussed in

section IV. 1.2. The images exhibited by this higher engine speed (20 RPM) -- featuring

the creation of coherent vortex rings by means of a roll-up of fluid at the boundary

between incoming jet and ambient fluid, the fluctuation of the angle under which the

incoming jet enters the engine cylinder, the impingement of the intake jet on the piston

head, the formation of the main toroidal recirculation pattern, and so forth -- support the

statement made in section IV. 1.1 that the basic overall characteristics of the flow fields at

1.5 and 20 RPM are fundamentally identical. Differences can be found however, in the

time scales for the onset of the waviness of the incoming annular jet, and the time at which

vortex rings begin to shed from the edge of the jet.
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The abovementionedsheetof light spreadon top of thepistonheadcannaturallyserve

asflow markeraswell. Onecanobservethis illuminatedsheetasit getscompressedto a

lump&fluid located at the cylinder axis by the generation of the main toroidal

recirculation pattern which is supplied with momentum by the incoming jet. Interestingly,

through crank-angles 16 ° to 32 ° for which the sheet &light can be discerned as it gets

compressed (Figure IV.2. lb-e), there is at the cylinder axis no motion in negative z -

direction (towards the valve) relative to the piston head. The accelerating downward

motion of the piston seems to, for early intake, balance at every moment the upward

motion forced upon by the rotating recircu[ation pattern.

The vortex streets encountered in the experiments at 20 RPM engine speed have strong

resemblance to the vortex streets visualized by Dahm et.al. (1992; case Uo/_li=4.16 and

Re=1133) and Rockwell and Niccolls (1972; for Re=5220) if one filters out -- for the

incoming jet as encountered with the engine examined in this study -- low frequency

instabilities, i.e. waviness, of the jet about the jet axis which are assumably due to

geometrical constraints, and thus pressure gradients imposed by the engine model.

IV.2.2 Flow visualization Mode II

For the pictures in Figure IV.2.2 the same experimental procedure as described in the

preceding section had been employed with the exception that the aqueous KSCN solution

containing the fluorescent dye was in the engine cylinder and the pure water/KSCN

solution was in the fluid reservoir. This method yields lower local concentration peaks of

the dye at the beginning of the intake stroke -- thus, the intake jet is not overexposed by

the laser sheet as it was the case for q_,lode r after a few degrees of crank-angle -- and,

therefore, results in higher contrast images for a greater range &crank-angles.

Consequently, the flow structures (e.g. the vortex street of the jet) can be visualized in
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greaterdetail,andinformationof theflow fieldis availableuntil aboutmidstroke

(90° crank-angle).

In additionto theresultsobtainedfrom 'Mode I', onecanget, byemploying'Mode II',

animprovedqualitativeperceptionof theorderof axisymmetryexhibitedbytheflow field

of the inductionstrokebycomparingsizeandorientationof individualtoroidal vortex

rings-- thatarecreatedby instabilitiesexperiencedby theintakejet -- in differentplanes

(seesequenceof thepicturesinFigureIV.2.2). As definitionfor ameasureof the levelof

axisymmetryof anannularintakejet onecanthususethedegreeof similaritybetween

'two' correspondingvortexringsseparatedcircurnferentiallyby 180° (to the le_ andto the

rightof thevalvein theexaminedplane).Accordingto thismeasure,axisymmetryis

establishedquitewell at somecrank-anglepositionsof thepistonascanbesubstantiated

from theimagesinFigureIV.2.2; namelyat CAs24o, 28o,and32o.

WhencomparingFigureIV.2.2f andg at crank-angles28° and32° oneperceivesvery

congruentflow patternsfor the intakejet to theright sideof thecylinderaxis.The

differencein CA is4° whichcorrespondsto atimeintervalof 33.33ms.A typicalvelocity

fo_ , fluid particlemovingalongwith the intakejet is 2m/s for thisparticularsettingof

engineparameters,aswill beshownin chapterV. Thismeansthatfor a timeintervalof

33.33msthejet convectedabout70mm.If, in amentalexperiment,thetwo imagesfor

28° and32° CA in FigureIV.2.2fand g arethoughtof beingsuperimposed,theevaluated

distanceof 70mmmatchesroughlythedistancebetweenthecenterof the vortex ring at

28 ° CA that is just developing on the side of the jet that faces the comer between cylinder

head and wall, and the center of the second (geometrically with respect to the valve)

vortex structure at 32 ° CA facing the comer as well. The fact that the calculated distance

matches the one found in the images implies that the latter vortex structure (at 32 ° CA) is

the vortex structure that matured from the one that can be perceived as just being

developing at 28 ° CA. Intermediate information available at 30 ° crank-angle (but not
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includedinFigureIV.2.2) stronglysuggeststheaboveoutlinedassertion.Very similar

statementscanbemadefor thedevelopmentof the flow field between crank-angles 32 °

and 36 o. Note, however, that whereas there is a cehain degree of congruity for the vortex

structures in the annulus intake jet at 28 ° and 32 ° CA to the left side of the cylinder axis

there is hardly any affinity for those at 32 ° and 36 ° crank-angle. It can be concluded from

the above discussion that it is possible to use the time interval of 33.33 ms as a typical

time scale for the development of vortex structures in the crank-angle range between 25 °

and 40 ° .

As far as size, and in this context a typical length scale, of the vortex structures is

concerned one has to be careful in an attempt to just measure the extent of dye

representing vortex rings and to use this measure as characteristic length scale. As

mentioned in the beginning of section III.3 diffusion processes in conjunction with mass

-- 8 D - (Dt) 1/2 -- are of much lower order of magnitude than diffusion processes in

conjunction with vorticity -- 8 v - (vt) 1/2. Thus, the area of fluid dynamical influence by a

vortex structure that is shed from the intake jet extents further in _ - direction than is

indicated by the dye (for a definition of_ refer to Figure V.2.4). Nevertheless, the size of

vortex ring structures have been evaluated for crank-angle 36 o from the image in

Figure IV.2.2h since it can be shown that the spread ofvorticity is proportional to the

spread of mass, namely 8 v - (Sc) I/2 * 8 D where Sc is the Schmidt number of the problem.

In Figure IV.2.2h the flow field at 36 ° CA (Re=2476) exhibits (on the 'left' side with

respect to the cylinder axis) a singular flow structure, incorporating two counter-rotating

vortex rings, that appears separated as a coherent flow pattern. From this pattern typical

dimensions of secondary vortices have been inferred. The diameter of the smaller vortex is

2.4 mm, the diameter of the larger vortex (this vortex was generated earlier in time than

the smaller vortex which then got knitted together into this particular, coherent flow

pattern) is 3.6 ram. The distance between the axes of the two vortex rings is also 3.6 ram.
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An interesting flow visualization technique had been unintentionally applied in addition

to the one based on fluorescence: Because the cylinder axis of the water analog model was

not exactly parallel to the direction of gravitation, an air bubble was formed at the cylinder

head when the cylinder was filled with the H20/KSCN/fluorescein solution (this bubble

disappears of course during engine performance in LIPA experiments). The air bubble gets

entrained into the jet at some crank-angle during the intake stroke and disperses into

smaller bubbles. These small bubbles serve as flow marker in the flow field. Due to the

buoyancy of the air bubbles it can be expected that they are forced to the low pressure

center of the main toroidal recirculation pattern. Figure IV.2.2k verifies this prediction; it

shows the air bubbles accumulated where the center of the main TRP is located (for a

qualitative evaluation of the location of the center the reader be referred to section V. 1.1).

IV.3 Comparison of Flow Visualization Results at two different Engine Speeds

Flow fields of the induction stroke of a water analog model were evaluated in the two

preceding sections from visual information at two different engine speeds, I. 5 RPM and

20 RPM. Although the overall fluid dynamical behaviour of the induction flow is alike for

the two engine speeds, there are significant differences in the presentations of the flow

fields during intake as displayed in Figures IV. 1.1 and IV.2.2.

At 16° crank-angle, for instance, the annular intake flow at the higher engine speed

exhibits advanced waviness and vortex shedding, Figure IV.2.2c, whereas the intake flow

at the low speed can be seen to consist of a straight propagating free jet, Figure IV. 1.1 a.

The incoming flow is much more unstable and complex during early intake at 20 RPM

engine speed. Single flow structures at the head of the jet separate which is not the case in

conjunction with the low engine speed where the head of the jet forms a whole complex

and coherent structure (like a classical 'starting jet').
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For 20RPMenginespeedtheangleunderwhichtheintakejet entersthecylinder

(inductionangle)inclinesclosertowardsthecylinderaxisthantheinductionangleat

1.5RPM. Thereasonfor this is that thehigherpistonspeedin thecaseof the20RPM

enginespeedinducesahigherpressuregradientbetweenthepistonheadandthecylinder

head.At the 1.5RPM enginespeedthe recirculationpatternthatbuildsupbetweenthe

intakejet andthecylinderwall (FigureIV. 1.1c andd) ismuchmoredeveloped,and

containsmuchmoreenergyduringearlyinductionthanthemainrecirculationpattern.

Themorerapidrateof spreadof flow structuresin connectionwith the intakejet for

the20RPM caseresultsin the flow field developing much earlier than for 1.5 RPM. For

instance, for 20 RPM engine speed the main toroidal recirculation pattern is taking shape

already at 32 ° CA (Figure IV.2.2g; see also Figure IV.2. le) and its extension almost

reaches the cylinder axis implying that the tornado will start spinning shortly atler 32 ° CA.

At this crank-angle the main TRP for 1.5 RPM is not yet developed. Recall that for

1.5 RPM the generation of the tornado occurs at about 53 o CA.

The size of the vortex ring structures enforced by the two engine speeds is essentially

equal as can be expected for identical nozzle width and constant diffusion coefficient D.

Since an engine speed of 1.5 RPM is a very unrealistic case in the field of engine

research, the results of employing photochromic dye will not be discussed further.

However, it should be emphasized that overall fluid dynamical behaviour and

establishment of flow structures as encountered at this low speed was similarly observed in

the experiments where a fluorescent dye has been employed (20 RPM engine speed; as

discussed in section IV.2) and will be similarly encountered in the maps of velocity vectors

describing flow fields evaluated by LIPA (chapter V; 10, 20 and 30 RPM engine speed)

establishing the relevance and legitimacy of the discussion of fluid dynamical results at the

low engine speed.
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On the basis of results on vortex ring dynamics described in section IV. 1.2 one could

speculate that the essential difference between flow fields at small and large valve lifts as

well as at low and high engine speed is based on a mechanism set forth by the instability of

the annular jet flow, i.e. the roll-up and successive break-down of the vortex rings. Partial

prove for support of this hypothesis will be provided by quantitative fluid dynamical

parameters given in section V.2.3.



Chapter V

SCIENTIFIC FINDINGS IN RESEARCH OF ENGINES

OBTAINED FROM LIPA - DATA

The following sections contain results on fluid dynamics during induction of a water

analog model that were obtained from the reduction of data acquired with LIPA.

Firstly, the induction stroke as a whole will be discussed with the employment of the

'whole cylinder' investigation grid. This study comprises sections V. 1 through V.4. In

sections V. 1 to V.3, the development and characteristic features of the flow field in the

induction stroke of an axisymmetric water analog engine will be outlined based on the

projections of the three-dimensional field of velocity vectors onto the two-dimensional

imaging plane of the camera. Several fluid dynamical parameters will be defined in the text

which will serve to differentiate between flow fields induced by different settings of engine

parameters (engine speed and valve litt). A new hypothesis will be disclosed which will

help to examine the flow field of the induction stroke in a more focused way. In

section V.3 an attempt is undertaken to separate the influences &cycle-to-cycle variability

and of turbulence inherent in the flow field as sources for velocity fluctuations.

Section V.4 deals with vorticity distributions which are regarded a useful tool for the

evaluation of mixing performance.

Finally, in section V.5, by employing a 'denser spacing' version of a grid of laser lines to

the area between chamber and piston head when piston is at TDC, the intake jet will be

investigated more closely. Superposition &plots of velocity vectors onto corresponding

pictures provided by flow visualization confirm two things: there is strong congruity

between the fields of velocity vectors depicting structures &the intake flow with results

from flow visualization. And secondly, superposition ofLIPA - data with flow
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visualizationresultshelpsto understandthequantitativedata:bridgingthegapbetween

theveryhighresolutionof dyeflow visualization,whichdoesnot allowquantificationof

thefields,andthelower spatialspacingof informationprovidedbytheemployedlaser

grid,whichcouldleadto misinterpretationof thefeaturesof theflow field.

Themaintool to displaytheflow field of the inductionstrokein this chapter will be

two-dimensional maps of velocity vectors; velocity vectors being the most immediate

results from an application of LIPA. Intrinsically, the plots denote distances and directions

that particular fluid particles convected during a certain time interval. To compare plots of

convection distances one has to make certain that the underlying time intervals are

identical. We will assume that the data imaging system acquired all of the images in the

field instantaneously, and thus we will speak of velocities instead of convection distances.

Within a plot the velocity vectors are distributed according to the locations of

intersection points generated by the laser grid. In the figures displaying fields of velocity

vectors the setting of the plots comprises geometrical elements such as a valve, the

cylinder wall, and the piston head for orientation purposes. These plots will be referred to

as 'maps of velocity vectors'. Maps of velocity vectors will be utilized in sections 1, 3,

and 5 of this chapter. Each figure containing maps of velocity vectors shows a reference

vector denoting the magnitude of a vector of 1 m/s, and estimations for errors in each

direction (x and z) according to Table III.3.1. The errors are depicted with respect to a

magnified velocity vector of 1 m/s.

A less common tool for data representation is a surface or contour distribution of

vorticity in a three-dimensional plot. These plots are used to portray mixing performance

during the induction process.
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V. 1 Description of Induction Stroke Flow Field in Terms of Maps of Ensemble

Averaged Velocity Vectors

The flow field patterns during induction as represented by maps of velocity vectors at

selected crank-angles will be discussed in the following section for an engine speed of

20 RPM (340 in air) and a valve lit_ of 3 mm (highest Reynolds number at midstroke is

equal to 4213). This set of parameters was chosen so that the following results can be

compared directly to the flow fields revealed by the visualization technique discussed in

section IV.2. The maps of velocity vectors can be regarded a quantification of the

qualitative flow visualization results. The velocity vectors in the maps displayed in

Figure V. 1. I are ensemble averaged (EA) over 42 engine cycles (EC); I will be referring

to these ensemble averaged results when I am speaking of the tEA domain'. Recall from

section II.2.2.4 that memory limitations of the SunWorkstation used for data reduction

was the reason for being restricted to 42 ECs. However, it turned out that a data base of

42 engine cycles seemed sufficient since considerable convergence of the fluctuation

intensity of the velocity components could be observed (section I1/.2.1.1).

V. 1.1 Genesis and fluid dynamical behaviour of features of the flow field in water analog

model

Following is a fairly comprehensive account of the flow characteristics of the induction

stroke as can be interpreted from the velocity vector maps in Figure V. 1.1.

Prior to piston motion the fluid in the engine is, in the average, quiescent (very low

magnitude of velocity vectors, Figure V. 1.1 a; in fact, from the maps of velocity vectors of

individual cycles in section V.3 it will be apparent that there is initial motion in the flow

fields prior to piston motion). After the piston moved downwards a certain distance,

velocity vectors obtain magnitude and direction and depict motion of the intake jet and its
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surrounding. The angle under which the intake jet enters the engine cylinder (induction

angle) is, in the beginning of the intake stroke, prescribed by the geometrical shape of the

valve. The intake jet impacts onto the piston head and separates into a flow towards (and

then up) the cylinder wall, and into a flow towards the cylinder axis (Figure V. 1.1 d&e; for

more information refer also to Figure IV.2.2). The flow towards the axis will, in three

dimensions, create the main toroidal recirculation pattern (TRP) mentioned in chapter IV

which occupies most of the cylinder volume; the flow up the cylinder wall develops into a

toroidal recirculation pattern in the upper corner between cylinder wall and head. (The

two toroidal recirculation patterns present themselves as vortices in two dimensions, thus

encouraging the author to refer to the main TRP as the main vortex as opposed to upper

corner vortex, alias the upper corner TRP.) Since the intake jet -- carrying linear

momentum -- is forced to turn at the piston head and recirculate (main vortex), the linear

momentum of the intake jet becomes angular momentum with respect to the examined

x, z - plane of the engine cylinder.

One can infer from the sequence of velocity maps in Figure V. 1.1 that as crank-angle

evolves and thus piston speed increases, the axis of the intake jet inclines towards the
i

cylinder axis until a crank-angle of about 44 ° is reached and the incoming jet enters the

engine almost parallel to the cylinder axis, Figure V. 1.1 f. (Note that the figure does not

clearly show this; one has to envision the intake jet by visually interpolating between

velocity vectors #7, 12, and 18, which presumably depict fluid dynamical behaviour of

parts of the intake jet; for assignment of velocity vectors refer to Figure II.2.3a.) The

reason for the inclination of the jet axis towards the cylinder axis is possibly an increasing

pressure gradient between piston and chamber head which is induced by the accelerating

piston. (Note that throughout the whole stroke the flow of fluid is governed by the

pressure distribution within the engine.) As the momentum of the intake jet increases with

increasing piston speed, the supply of angular momentum to the main vortex becomes

enhanced. The main vortex grows in extent, degree of structure, and energetic content; at
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72° CA (FigureV.1.lj) it assumesaroughlycircularshape.As is denotedbythevelocity

fieldsin FigureV.1.lg throughk, themainvortexwhichbecomesstrongerby the

continualsupplementof momentum starts to push the intake jet back up towards the

cylinder head until the induction angle assumes, from 92 ° CA on, a constant value. The

convergence towards this final angle is faster for smaller valve lifts as will be illustrated in

section V. 1.2 'Profiles of induction angle'.

From crank-angle 72 o (Figure V. 1. l j) on, a 'buffer' zone is created in the region just

above the piston head. In this buffer zone no particular flow structure dominates, nor is

there a consistent directional flow when taking 42 individual engine cycles into

consideration. Thus, the summation of velocity vectors over these 42 cycles yields in the

buffer zone for the EA domain a low magnitude flow field with a random flow pattern.

Note, however, that discussed flow patterns are those perpendicular to the piston -- there

could be significant swirl velocities. The investigation of the horizontal plane on top of the

piston head will yield conclusive data for this matter. The creation of the 'buffer' zone on

top of the piston head could be caused by an establishment of a high pressure region above

the piston head where the fluid flow along the cylinder wall does not possess the necessary

momentum to overcome this pressure gradient as it approaches the piston. Also, curvature

effects of the toroidal recirculation pattern are important in the discussion of the creation

of the buffer zone. The same time scale encountered for the convergence of the induction

angle can be established for the time of initiation of the buffer zone: The smaller the valve

lift, the earlier the buffer zone can be observed in the velocity maps.

Based on the velocity maps in Figure V. 1. I a qualitative observation can be stated

considering the center of rotation of the main vortex: This center moves with evolving

crank-angle down and towards the cylinder wall (in positive z - and x - direction) until

about midstroke (90 ° CA). This result gathered from the velocity maps is in accordance

with visual observations made during the LIPA experiments in individual realizations of

induction strokes.
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After the incoming jet assumed a constant induction angle (about 100 ° CA,

Figure V. 1.1 m) the flow field demonstrates a very stable, structured flow in the region of

examination (region spanned by the laser grid). One can almost speak of a 'fully developed'

flow field or of self-preservation of the flow field in the region examined. 'Fully developed'

paraphrases the fact that the orientation of a velocity vector at a particular location in the

EA, flow field stays essentially constant throughout the remainder of the stroke, including

the velocity vectors around the axis of the intake jet. It seems that each velocity vector in

the investigated area can be mapped for different crank-angles according to a universal

formula. This holds even true for the case where the velocity fluctuations are highest --

30 RPM (510 in air) and 3 mm VL, see section V.2.2. The center of rotation of the main

vortex stays at one location. It should be recalled at this point that ensemble averaged

results are the subject of analysis here; as will be demonstrated in section V. 3 there is no

such thing as a stable flow field in individual engine cycles.

For this fully developed flow field the fresh incoming fluid through the valve flows

tangentially along the periphery of the main vortex and impinges on the cylinder wall. Only

a fraction of the fluid flows up along the wall (negative z), most of the fluid flows down

along the wall (positive z). At a certain point (z - location) the flow along the wall in

positive z - direction turns inward towards the cylinder axis. This 'separation' point is

determined by the assumed -- but meaningful -- existence of an increase in pressure as the

flow approaches the piston head (adverse pressure gradient). This inward turning fluid

flow supplies the main vortex with momentum (this addition of momentum to the main

vortex can be called 'mediate' or 'indirect' supplement as opposed to an 'immediate'

supplement of momentum whose mechanism is described in sections IV. 1.2 and V. 2.3).

The boundary layer flow along the cylinder wall is confined to a small depth with a small

momentum thickness. As the flow turns towards the cylinder axis the width of the flow

broadens and extends to even more volume as it enters into a region between the center of
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rotationof themainvortexandthecylinderaxis.(Thepatternof theturningand

expandingboundarylayerflow resemblesthat of aradialdiffuser.)Here,theflow is in

negativez - direction(towardsthevalve).Here,theflow decideswhether-- dependingon

valvelift andenginespeed-- to primarilymix thefuel/gasconstituentsof theflow ina fine

scalestructuredflow field anddissipatemomentum,or to primarilyconservemomentum,

stratifytheflow, andredistributethemomentumwithin themainrecirculationpattern.It is

this region-- besidestheregionaroundtheaxisof the intakejet -- in whichthebasic

differencesbetweentheflow fieldsenforcedby differentsettingsof engineparameters,i.e.

enginespeedandvalvelift, establishthemselvesthrough,e.g.,characteristiclengthscales

in theflow field anddegreeof velocityfluctuation.Thisregionwhich is asub-areaof the

mainrecirculationpatternwill besubjectto amoredetailedinvestigationandis therefore

called'areaof scrutiny'(seeFigureV.1.lo for the locationanddescriptionof thisarea).

Motivationof aninvestigationof theareaof scrutinyis derivedalsofrom thefact thatit is

desiredto keepupair/fuelmixingin thisregion.Note that mostof themixingis

establishedbytheintakejet. In theareaof scrutinyit iswishfulto obtainmost

improvements.

By studyingtheintakestrokeof anengineusinginformationprovidedby mapsof

velocityvectorsit waspossibleto distinguishdifferentregionsin theflow field

characterizedby differentflow patternssuchasintakejet flow, toroidalrecirculation

patterns,andboundarylayerflow alongcylinderwall. Thisdissectionof theflow field will

beveryhelpfulfor its analysis.Furthermore,the importanceof the 'areaof scrutiny'was

pointedout. In sectionV.2 thisregionwithin theflow fieldwill beexaminedmoreclosely.

Theflow field of the inductionstrokeof awateranalogmodelasdescribedaboveusing

EA velocityvectorsfor 20RPMenginespeedand3 mmvalvelift is representativefor all

nineflow fieldsasenforcedby theninedifferentsettingsof theengineparameters

(Table11.2.3):Theflow featuressuchasintakejet flow, toroidalrecirculationpatterns,
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boundary layer flow along cylinder wall, and buffer zone above piston head were

encountered as flow structures in all nine flow fields. Differences in the nine engine cases

were manifested in the magnitudes of flow quantities, timing of initialization of flow

patterns and location of flow structures within the engine cylinder. For crank-angle 132 °

the nine flow fields are exhibited for the EA domain in Figure V. 1.2. These nine flow fields

will be the basis for investigations made for the area of scrutiny in section V.2.

For crank-angles 16 °, 20 °, 32 o, 36 o, 44 o, and 92 ° (Figure V. 1. lb, c, d, e, f, and 1)

Figure IV.2.2c, d, g, h, i, and k exhibits the corresponding flow visualization results. One

can denote profound conformity between the qualitative and quantitative representations

of the flow field. The flow field in terms of velocity vectors quantifies the rate and

direction of convection of flow structures that are visualized in the images of

Figure IV.2.2. These results illustrate the usefulness and potential of a visualization-

quantification hybrid technique.

V. 1.2 Profiles ofinductionangle

A more detailed study of the angle under which the intake jet enters the engine cylinder,

induction angle ct, has been conducted where the induction angle has been evaluated as a

function of crank-angle for each element in the matrix of experiments in Table I1.2.3. With

the help of the results from this study it will be possible to distinguish fluid dynamical

behaviour during induction as it is experienced in connection with the different settings of

the engine parameters. The basis for the evaluation &the induction angle were the maps

containing the ensemble averaged velocity vectors. Although the extraction of the angles

was performed by hand and although a considerable uncertainty exists about what velocity

vectors do actually represent the intake jet in the maps -- thus, there is a substantial error

evoked by this data reduction process -- it should be considered legitimate to infer some

trends from the _-vs-CA plots. The results are exhibited in Figure V. 1.3. To emphasize
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the rather qualitative nature of this set of data a spline fit procedure has been applied to

each curve in Figure V. 1.3 and the single data events have been omitted.

In general, the incoming jet enters at first under an angle prescribed by geometrical

design (45°; observable best for 10 RPM engine speed, Figure V. 1.3a). It then inclines

towards the cylinder axis, for some engine parameter settings up to 0 o. After reaching a

local minimum -- the definition of the induction angle c_ is given in Figure V. 1.3 --, the

induction angle increases towards a local maximum after which the angle decreases again

and assumes a considerably constant plateau value. For 20 RPM engine speed and 3 mm

valve lift flow visualization results have been presented in section IV.2.2. If one examines

the sequence of flow visualization pictures for this setting of engine parameters in

Figure IV.2.2 documenting the induction stroke from its start to midstroke one can

observe that the smallest, i.e. steepest induction angle (local minimum) is encountered at

about 440 CA (Figure IV.2.2i). This matches exactly the crank-angle found for the local

minimum of the induction angle in the maps of the ensemble averaged velocity vectors in

the case of 20 RPM engine speed and 3 mm VL (Figures V. 1. lfand V. 1.3b).

There are two obvious tendencies that can be deduced from the plots in Figure V. 1.3.

Firstly, the smaller the valve lift, the earlier (crank-angle-wise) does the induction angle

reach the abovementioned plateau value. Secondly, the greater the valve lift, the lower is

the plateau value. This can be attributed to the fact that the actual mean angle of the

induction jet is slightly less as the valve lift increases because the axis of the intake jet is at

higher z - coordinates for higher valve lift. However, to a certain extent one can assert that

both tendencies mentioned in this paragraph also indicate that the main toroidal

recirculation pattern contains more momentum (as will be, in fact, verified in

section V.2.2) in the case of a smaller valve lift, thus being able for this configuration to

push the intake jet back up faster and higher.
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The overall observations for the induction angle in the preceding two paragraphs are

independent of engine speed meaning that all the features exhibited by the induction angle

profile can be perceived at 10, 20, as well as 30 RPM engine speed; Figure V. 1.3a, b,

and c, respectively. Tentatively, a distinguishing factor for the three sets of induction angle

profiles corresponding to the three engine speeds can be established when a comparison is

performed in each set of the difference between the lowest and the highest plateau values

towards which the induction angle converges for each considered valve lift. This

difference between the lowest and the highest plateau value seems to decreases with

increasing engine speed. This can be explained by the fact that as the engine speed

increases, the plateau becomes less dependent on the valve lift. One has to be careful in the

interpretation of this data though, since the scatter in the data is too large to make definite

conclusions.

It should be noted that many of the results outlined in the previous two sections (V. 1.1

and V. 1.2) have been observed in the flow visualization experiments with the

photochromic dye at 1.5 RPM engine speed discussed in section IV. 1.2. This illustrates

that basic flow field components that are created at an engine speed of 1.5 RPM continue

to persist, with quantitative differences, of course, in the investigation of flow fields at

higher engine speeds.
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V.2 Discrimination of Flow Fields as enforced by different Parameter Settings of

the Engine

In order to distinguish flow fields which are enforced by different settings of engine

speed and valve lit_ within the parameter space, three characteristic values were chosen to

provide measures to differentiate between the flow fields at 132 ° crank-angle. These three

characteristic parameters have been evaluated in the 'area of scrutiny' in order to establish

an understanding of the influence of the parameters engine speed and valve lit_. In the area

of scrutiny 22 velocity vectors were examined to evaluate the three parameters. The area

of scrutiny is circled in the velocity map of Figure V. 1.1 o.

V.2.1 Definition of parameters

First, the kinetic energy content in the area of scrutiny has been determined for each of

the nine flow fields. In the EA domain the magnitudes of the velocity vectors do not

properly reflect the content of kinetic energy contained in a specific region since positive

and negative contributions of velocity components tend to cancel each other out. Thus, an

average of the kinetic energy contained in the individual engine cycles in the area of

scrutiny has been calculated, with subsequent summation of these averages over the

number of engine cycles analyzed and division by the number of ECs. Kinetic energies are

scalars, the information on orientation has been stripped from the velocity vectors. The

kinetic energy content is evaluated as follows:

KE- 1 _Ec4"1 N 1 (V.2.a)

where #ECs is the number of engine cycles over which the average is taken, N is the

number of velocity vectors in the area of scrutiny, namely 22, and u i is the local velocity.
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From theequationit is obvious that a specific energy is being evaluated since KE is

normalized by mass.

Secondly, energy associated with velocity fluctuations of the z - component has been

evaluated for the area of scrutiny (the z - component has been chosen because of the

higher accuracy of velocity evaluation in this direction; see section Ill.3.3), in a similar

manner as the kinetic energy, according to the following expression:

_FE- 1 N

i=1 j

(V.2.b)

where Uz,i,EA is the local ensemble averaged velocity in z - direction. Equation V.2.b

defines a specific energy as well. Note that the fluctuation energy includes contributions

from cycle-to-cycle variability as well as from velocity fluctuations due to turbulent

motion &the flow.

Thirdly, a measure for recirculadvity has been formulated in terms of normalized

angular momentum. This measure indicates when applied to velocity vectors in the area of

scrutiny to what degree the fluid reenters the main vortex from the area of scrutiny as well

as the order of regularity in this area (stratification). The argument goes that if the velocity

vectors in the flow field in the area of scrutiny are oriented such that they suggest that the

flow stays in an overall circular motion the fluid from the area of scrutiny reenters the

main recirculation pattern. Angular momentum was used as parameter to describe

recirculativity because it is sensitive to whether or not the flow field is roughly circular

about a center. The angular momentum is normalized by local quantities of radius to

center of flow structure and velocity magnitude so that only the orientation of a velocity

vector with respect to the center of the recirculation pattern would enter the angular

momentum evaluation which is performed according to the following formulation:
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#Ec_f, N r. _ :c__os/A)

AM - # ECs _=l L-N _=l ri . _, ) j
(V.2.c)

where r is the radius from the center of the recirculation pattern to the local velocity and

I.t is the angle that the local velocity vector forms with a line that is perpendicular to the

radius. Recirculativity equal to 'one' corresponds to a circle.

V.2.2 Information about different flow fields in terms of defined parameters

A compilation of nine maps of velocity vectors -- one for each engine parameter setting

-- each at a crank-angle of 132 ° can be seen in Figure V. 1.2. The velocity vectors are

ensemble averaged. For 30 RPM engine speed the analysis was based on 63 engine cycles,

for 20 RPM engine speed 42 engine cycles were considered, and for 10 RPM 21 ECs as

mentioned in section II.2.2.4. At a first approximation by eye one can readily detect

differences between the nine flow fields in the area of scrutiny in orientation and

magnitudes of the velocity vectors. In order to achieve objective qualitative measures that

unambiguously classify the flow field the above defined parameters (equations V.2.a

to V.2.c) were applied to velocity information from the nine sets of data in the area of

scrutiny.

The results of the evaluation of the parameters are plotted in Figures V.2.1 to V.2.3.

From Figure V.2. l a where the specific kinetic energy contained in the area of scrutiny for

132 ° CA is shown in a single logarithmic plot in dependence of the valve lift for three

different engine speeds it is evident that the kinetic energy content in the area of scrutiny

decreases -- non-linearly -- with increasing valve lift for constant engine speed. It also

increases with increasing engine speed for constant valve litt as can be seen in

Figure V.2. lb where the same data as available for Figure V.2. la are plotted as a function
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of engine speed in an arithmetic coordinate system. These curves are as expected since one

anticipates that the momentum carded by the incoming annulus jet flow and transported to

the area of scrutiny increases with engine speed. This relation (engine speed f_ ::::>

momentum 1_) established from Figure V.2.1 receives support from an analytical calculation

by Miller and Comings (1957) as well as from Tennekes and Lumley (1972) who reduced

the Reynolds equation in streamwise direction for two-dimensional jet flow -- two-

dimensional jet flow is a very reasonable approximation for the annulus jet flow

encountered in this research project. The formula the Reynolds equation was reduced to is,

for momentum flux J in the direction of the flow, in the notation of Miller and Comings,

J = pbU_ (V.2.d)

where b is the opening of the nozzle, and U c is the velocity at the centerline.

Figure V.2. la contains for each of the nine data points an indication (bars) of how

much the specific kinetic energy fluctuates over the respective number of engine cycles

analyzed. The bars denote RMS fluctuation. The bars include errors due to mis-calculation

of velocity vectors from the area of scrutiny and can thus serve as a rough indicator for

system error. It can be noted that Figure V.2.1 a shows that there is no 'overlap' between

the curves representing the kinetic energy for the three different engine speeds, i.e. the

values for 9 mm VL for 30 and 20 RPM are higher than those for 3 mm VL and 20 and

10 RPM, respectively, even when considering the bars that denote error estimations. In

Figure V.2. lb the non-linear behaviour for the kinetic energy with respect to engine speed

becomes obvious. The increase of kinetic energy with engine speed is similar for the 6 and

9 mm valve lift cases. For 3 mm valve lift this increase is more emphasized.

The curves of the specific energy associated with velocity fluctuations in the z -

direction for the area of scrutiny at 132 ° CA are exhibited in Figure V.2.2, also in a single

logarithmic plot. The curves strongly resemble those of the kinetic energy discussed in the
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previousparagraphanddisplayedinFigureV.2.la, however,on this(different)

logarithmicaxis.As arule of thumbonecanestablishthattheenergyassociatedwith

velocity fluctuationsof thez - componentis aboutonetenthof thekineticenergy.Keepin

mindthat thevelocityfluctuationsdiscussedhereincludecyclicvariationsof thebulk flow

aswell asvelocityfluctuationsdueto turbulentflow within individualenginecycles.It can

bespeculatedat thispoint thatafterseparationof thecycle-to-cyclevelocityfluctuations

from thosecausedbyturbulentmotionof theflow, thetrendsuggestedby FigureV.2.2

for velocityfluctuationsin general,namelythat velocityfluctuationsincreasewith engine

speedaswell aswith decreasingvalveli_R,holdstruefor thevelocityfluctuationsdueto

cycle-to-cyclevariability.FromFigureV.2.2 it canthenbearguedthat the low velocity

fluctuationsat highvalvelifts areanindicationthat dueto lesscycle-to-cyclevariability

theflow field in anengineis morepredictablefor largevalvelifts. It canalsobespeculated

usingtheinformationprovidedby thecurvesinFigureV.2.2 thattheturbulentenergyis

higherin connection with the smaller valve lifts implying that enhanced mixing of fuel/air

phases can be achieved at smaller VLs. However, a confirmation of these speculations has

to be furnished on the basis of further analysis of the velocity fluctuations.

Figure V.2.2 also contains bars indicating the variation of the specific velocity

fluctuation energy with engine cycle. With one exception these 'error' bars do not overlap

for different engine speeds at the three valve lifts indicating that the tendencies suggested

by the curves are considerably accurate.

In Figure V.2.3 the normalized angular momentum evaluated in the area of scrutiny as a

measure for the recirculativity is plotted versus valve lift for 132 ° crank-angle. Each point

symbolizes an average for the angular momentum over a crank-angle window of 10 ° and

an average over a certain number of engine cycles. For the evaluation of the values in

Figure V.2.3 a center of rotation had to be assigned. Interestingly, it turned out that

considering the accuracy achievable with the given spatial spacing of intersection areas in
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the investigationgrid thecenterof rotationmovesonlymarginallywhenthesettingof

engineparameterschanges.

Thecurvesin FigureV.2.3 illustratefor 10and30RPM enginespeedthat the

recirculativityincreaseswith increasingvalvelift anddecreasingenginespeed.Theslope

of increasewith valvelitt is steeperin conjunctionwith 30RPM enginespeedthanwith

10RPM. For 20RPM enginespeedtheavailabledatapointsdo not fall into a scheme

suggestedbytheresultsfor theothertwo enginespeeds.After readingsectionV.2.3 the

differenceto theothertwo curveswill becomeclear.

High recirculativity,if it is expressedin termsof normalized(by localquantitiesof

radiusandvelocitymagnitude)angularmomentum,meanshighregularityanddegreeof

orderof theflow field (circularflow). Thus,it canbe inferredfrom FigureV.2.3 thatfor

9 mmvalvelift theflow field in anengineexhibitshighestdegreeof regularityandthe

fluid in theareaof scrutinyis mostlikely to reenterthemainrecirculationpattern.At

9 mmVL rotationinformationispreserved.Note that a highdegreeof orderexpressedby

theflow field impliesstratificationof theflow field andthus inferiormixingperformance.

On theotherhandhighdegreeof order (structure) enforces higher cycle-to-cycle

predictability which is why high recirculativity for large valve lifts will be a key to explain

the lower velocity fluctuations for 9 mm VL found in Figure V.2.2. For 3 mm valve lift

recirculativity suggests that the flow field in the area of scrutiny is least structured and the

fluid is least likely to reenter the TRP. With decreasing engine speed the likeliness of

recirculation increases.

These statements, arrived at by interpreting the plot denoting recirculativity for

different engine parameter settings (Figure V.2.3), can be confirmed by closer examination

of the maps of EA velocity vectors in Figure V. 1.2.

A hypothesis will be presented in the following section which elucidates a relation

between the physics of the annulus intake jet flow and the trends of the curves of
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recirculativity as well as the curves denoting energy associated with velocity fluctuations

-- which are representative measures for a flow field in the area of scrutiny.

V.2.3 Discussion of the correlation between intake jet flow and the fluid dynamics of the

intake stroke with special reference to the area of scrutiny

In order to explain the low fluctuation energy and the high degree of recirculativity

associated with large valve lift and the high fluctuation energy and the low degree of

recirculativity associated with small valve lift the fluid dynamical process as a whole as

well as bilateral associations between flow structures have to be considered and evaluated.

As has been pointed out in section IV. 1.2 for low engine speed (flow visualization

results with photochromic dye) the supply of angular momentum to the area where the

main toroidal recirculation pattern 'dwells' is imparted immediately by convection into this

volume of vortex rings that shed from the annulus intake jet on the side facing the main

TRP and that have the same sense of rotation as the TRP. The mechanism that

communicates the angular momentum of the vortex ring with that of the TRP can be

regarded as a kind of superposition of the toroidal axis of the vortex ring with that of the

main recirculation pattern (Figure V.2.4); it can be described as pairing of two vortical

structures that have infinite extension in their axial direction. Presupposition for this

ingestion of one vortical structure into another to take place is that the coherent vortex

tings on the one hand contain a considerable amount of angular momentum, and on the

other hand are not yet broken up and dispersed into small scale, incoherent turbulent

motions, an occurrence that takes place aider the incoming jet has convected a certain

distance (see next section as well as the 'Introduction'). To determine the characteristics of

a toroidal vortex ring when the incoming annulus jet turns at the cylinder wall a study of

annulus jet flow shall be undertaken.
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V.2.3.1Reviewof background of annulus free jet flow

Various investigations on two-dimensional, planar, or annulus free jet flows can be

found in the literature of which some have been briefly reviewed in the 'Introduction'.

Following is a quick summary on the physics of annular jet flow: An annular jet entering

ambient, quiescent fluid stays a stable jet with its core exhibiting potential flow for very

low Reynolds numbers (Re). With increasing Re, instabilities of the jet flow arise. The jet

first starts to propagate in a wave-like shape of long wave-length. With further increase in

Re 'secondary' vortices start to roll up at the interface between the jet and its surrounding.

These vortex rings entrain fluid from the jet's surrounding, gain strength and extent as the

jet flow proceeds downstream and, eventually, break up. Over the distance between the

entering of the jet into the ambient fluid until the burst of the vortex rings the flow is

named 'transitional' (Yule 1978; see Figure V.2.5). After their break-up the vortex rings

create small scale, incoherent eddies (small vortical structures) in a what is now called

'turbulent' flow. According to the investigations on free jets the length of the transitional

flow -- the end of the transitional flow coincides essentially with the termination of the

potential core flow of the annular jet -- varies with Reynolds number and width of the

nozzle at which the jet enters. The length of transitional flow has been evaluated for

annular jets to be approximately between 6 and 8 times the width of the nozzle (for

Reynolds numbers in the range of 1000 to 2000). This implies for the case of an induction

flow of an engine that the break-up of the coherent vortex rings which initiates turbulent

flow motion within the intake jet occurs further downstream for larger valve lit_ at

constant engine speed (the Reynolds number is approximately constant with constant

engine speed and varying VL).

Another important issue is the size of the vortex rings that are created by the intake jet.

Vortex ring structures initially scale with the width of the nozzle at which a free jet enters

ambient fluid as can be confirmed by the flow visualization experiments from chapter IV.
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In the context of vortex ring ingestion into the main TRP it seems intuitively appealing

that the larger vortex ring structures are more favorable to merge with the main toroidal

recirculation pattern by superposition of their axes -- in the cases where the vortex rings

reach the cylinder wall -- since the length scale of their structures is closest to the length

scale associated with the main recirculation pattern.

V.2.3.2 Application of knowledge about annular free jet flow to fluid dynamical aspects

in engine

Let us consider the following case: If for a certain combination of engine speed

(Reynolds number) and valve lift the vortex rings associated with an incoming jet just do

not burst when the jet reaches the cylinder wall the contribution of angular momentum of

the vortex rings to the main toroidal recirculation pattern will be maximum. This is the

ideal case. All of the cases investigated in the preceding paragraphs deviated from this.

Interpretation of the curves in Figure V.2.3 based on fluid dynamical behaviour of the

intake jet flow will be attempted in this paragraph. Considering the curve for 30 RPM

engine speed (Reynolds number at midstroke is equal to 6319) in Figure V.2.3 the degree

of regularity increases with increasing valve lift. This makes sense now after establishing

the physics of intake jet flow. The coherent vortex ring structures for the 3 mm valve lift

case get destroyed at the shortest _ (for a definition of_ refer to Figure V.2.4). The vortex

ring structures live longest for 9 mm VL, however, presumably break up as well at this

engine speed before reaching the cylinder wall since otherwise we would not expect the

curve to exhibit a generally linear characteristic. Ingestion of the vortex rings into the main

TRP does not take place for any of the examined valve litts at 30 RPM. The increase in

regularity with VL at this engine speed is due to the fact that the vortex rings break up

later for larger VL, and that therefore the turbulent motion is less established when the

flow supplies the toroidal recirculation pattern. Furthermore, the vortex rings are larger in
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extent for the 9 mm VL case and provide thus eddy structures on larger length scales in

the turbulent flow after the break-up of the vortex rings. Consequently, there is altogether

more large scale 'structure' in the main TRP and thus higher recirculativity for 9 mm valve

lift than for 6 and 3 mm. This is reflected by the curve in Figure V.2.3 for 30 RPM.

For 10 RPM engine speed the respective curve for recirculativity in Figure V.2.3 is

linear as well. Since the Reynolds number is three times smaller at this engine speed than

for 30 RPM, one can imagine that in this case vortex rings shedding from the annular

intake jet survive for this particular model engine at all three examined valve lifts until the

intake jet reaches the cylinder wall so that ingestion takes place for all vortex rings,

supplying the TRP with (immediate) angular momentum at all three VLs. This means that

the only difference for the three valve lift cases at 10 RPM engine speed is manifested

through the size of the vortex rings when the jet flow reaches the cylinder wall which

accounts for the increase in angular momentum with VL as found in Figure V.2.3, and

accounts also for the fact that the slope of increase of recirculativity with valve lift is less

steep for 10 RPM engine speed when compared to the slope for 30 RPM.

The case for 20 RPM engine speed represents an intermediate state between the two

cases analyzed in the two preceding paragraphs which is supposedly why the three data

points in Figure V.2.3 for 20 RPM engine speed do not follow the scheme proposed by

the curves derived from experiments conducted at 10 & 30 RPM engine speed. Data

available at this point are not sufficient to discuss the case of 20 RPM engine speed.

The above delivered hypothesis is a very simplistic one: One has to perform more

visualization and LIPA experiments in order to verify the proposed mechanisms.

Altogether, it is possible to conclude from this section that high engine speed with small

valve lift is favorable for fine scale flow structures in the flow field of an engine, low

degree of stratification, and hence, best mixing performance during induction in the area of

scrutiny. Large valve lift along with low engine speed establishes a structured flow field
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which yields inferior mixing performance, however, on the other hand, also low cycle-to-

cycle variability. Qualitative verification of results about correlations between annular

intake jet and fluid dynamical behaviour in the area of scrutiny from flow visualization

experiments is discussed next.

V.2.3.3 Flow visualization results revisited

The ingestion oftoroidal vortex rings, created by the incoming jet, into the main

recirculation pattern as hypothesized above was observed, as outlined in section IV. 1.2, in

the results of the flow visualization experiments with the photochromic dye. The

observations on the ingestion of the vortices as observed in the photochromic dye

experiments will be partially repeated here, now in the light of the findings about annulus

intake jet flow. The experiments discussed in section IV. 1.2 were performed at a low

engine speed of 1.5 RPM (25.5 RPM in air). Due to the low Reynolds number the length

of the transitional flow exceeds the distance between the orifice and the cylinder wall lj

(see Figure V.2.4 for the definition of/j), in particular for the 6 and 9 mm valve lift cases.

Thus the vortex tings associated with the intake jet can be traced in the video film from

their creation up to the cylinder wall, and their behaviour at _=/j where the free jet turns

into a constrained boundary layer flow can be studied. It was observed for the vortex rings

that the region that contains their angular momentum expands -- entrainment of ambient

fluid -- as the jet convects and that especially after the main flow of the jet turns to a flow

along the wall, the rotation induced by a vortex ring on the side of the jet that faces the

main recirculation pattern is merged into the rotation of the main recirculation system

supplying it immediately with angular momentum. As mentioned in section IV. 1.2 the

entrainment of the angular momentum was most efficient for the vortex rings encountered

with a 6 mm valve lift. Note that the ingestion mechanism can only take place for a certain

crank-angle range which is symmetric about midstroke since at the beginning and towards
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the end of the intake stroke the Reynolds number is too small to destabilize the jet flow

and form toroidal vortex rings. It was learned in section IV. 1.2 that for 1.5 RPM engine

speed vortex shedding sets in at about 30 ° crank-angle (Figure IV. 1. ld). Coherent vortex

ring structures that can supply angular momentum to the main toroidal recirculation

pattern by ingestion can be observed from about 50 ° CA (Figure IV. 1. If) on.

The generation, development, and break-up of vortex rings can be also observed in the

images which were generated employing fluorescent dye (Figure IV.2.2) for 20 RPM

engine speed and 3 mm valve lif (section IV.2.2). Since experiments were performed at a

higher Reynolds number than for 1.5 RPM the distance where the flow can be referred to

as transitional is shorter for constant valve lift, meaning that the break-up of the coherent

vortex rings formed by the intake jet into small scale turbulent motion occurs at shorter

when compared to the results obtained from experiments at 1.5 RPM engine speed. Due

to the higher engine speed and small VL the length of transitional flow can be determined

from the images in Figure IV.2.2 to be less than lj/3. From these images it is observable

that the length of the transitional flow decreases as crank-angle evolves; the break-up of

the coherent vortex structures for crank-angles around midstroke (Figure IV.2.2k) occurs

shortly after the intake jet enters the cylinder. This implies that during the engine stroke

the flow field experiences constantly changing initial conditions as far as the physics of the

intake jet flow are concerned.

In the section on comparison of the flow visualization results for the two engine speeds

(1.5 RPM and 20 RPM) in section IV.3 it was established that waviness and vortex

shedding occur much earlier for an engine speed of 20 RPM, and that the flow field

enforced by 20 RPM engine speed exhibits much faster spread of flow structures. This is

due to the higher maximum Reynolds number in connection with the higher engine speed

(maximum Re of 4213 for 20 RPM over 316 for 1.5 RPM) which lead to higher Re at any

given crank-angle during intake. The threshold Reynolds number to cause instabilities in
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the annulus free jet is thus encountered at a lesser crank-angle. Also, the length of the

transitional flow decreases more rapidly with evolving crank-angle for an engine speed of

20 RPM than with one of 1.5 RPM. This implies that turbulent flow exhibited by the

intake jet is encountered earlier in the intake stroke for the higher speed. Early generation

of turbulent motion will spread out the flow structures faster.

Concluding from the above it seems fair to hypothesize that fluid dynamical behaviour

in the area of scrutiny can be predicted largely by consideration of the intake jet and

ultimately by the setting of engine parameters such as engine speed and valve lift. By

varying, for instance, 1j (moving valve or changing valve/bore ratio) and valve lift at

constant engine speed (e.g. idling) the engine designer could manipulate the characteristics

of the intake jet at lj in order to accomplish a variety of objectives. One being the search

for a compromise at idling conditions between low cyclic variations in order to obtain

steadiness of engine performance at low engine speed, and high turbulent motion within an

engine cycle to achieve enhanced mixing; two ambitions that do not necessarily go hand in

hand.

The results from these studies of an axisymmetrical assembly of a four-stroke IC engine

might be an explanation why off-center valves as well as an implementation of two valves

in commercial IC engines exhibit better engine performance. Both configurations should

yield better mixing during intake through earlier break-up of coherent vortex structures.
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V.3 Data from Evaluations of Instantaneous Velocities

V. 3.1 Maps of instantaneous velocity vectors

Considering velocity fields from maps containing instantaneous velocity vectors, it can

be asserted a priori -- and will be shown later -- that the main toroidal recirculation pattern

cannot be resolved distinctly at all crank-angles a_f_ermidstroke. There is only a weak

indication of the main recirculation pattem in the form the TRP was encountered in the

EA domain (for the TRP in EA see section V. 1.1). This result is comparable to visual

observations of the induction flow field during the actual LIPA experiments when the

human eye by integration with respect to time and space discerns a dominating rotational

flow, i.e. the recirculation pattern, and a temporal analysis reveals that instantly there may

be no measurable large scale rotation. This should be considered a warning to be cautious

in an analysis where ensemble averaged data are interpreted. Furthermore, the degree of

mixing, and the turbulent structures, as well as their length scales, cannot be deduced from

EA data -- unless the prerequisite of negligibly low cycle-to-cycle variability is given. This

situation served initially as motivation for the analysis of instantaneous velocity

information, where cycle-to-cycle variability would not result in loss of information.

It is an exhaustive effort to analyze the entire scope of instantaneous velocity data

available for the nine variations on the engine parameters (see Table 11.2.3 in chapter II).

Each of the nine sets of data comprises a number of engine cycles -- that contributed to

the ensemble averaging procedure in sections V. 1 and V.2 -- where each cycle covers a

crank-angle range of 180 degrees. To stay within the framework set forth for this work,

the author had to focus on topics in the discussion of instantaneous velocity information

that promised interesting results.
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V. 3.1.1 Results from individual engine cycles for 20 RPM and 3 mm valve lift

In Figure V.3.1 the entire induction stroke is exhibited for 20 RPM engine speed and

3 mm valve lift as the flow field evolves instantaneously (engine cycle #27). Features of

the flow field as recognized in section V. 1.1 in the maps of EA velocity vectors can be

identified in the maps that contain instantaneous velocity vectors as well -- intake jet,

boundary layer flow along cylinder wall, recirculation pattern, variation of induction angle.

Also, the development of the flow field is comparable to that found in the EA domain; this

is emphasized by the fact that from about midstroke on the area of scrutiny is exclusively

governed by the flow that turns inbound away from the cylinder wall. It is in the detail

where the maps of instantaneous data and the maps from the EA domain differ. For

instance, in the EA domain the velocity vectors in the area of scrutiny display, atter

rnidstroke, a clear and structured toroidal recirculation pattern as sole rotational motion;

the instantaneous velocity vectors depict for the same area and crank-angle range smaller

scale rotational flow where a TRP motion serves generally as a fluid dynamical embedding

(Figure V.3.1 m-x). The degree of difference between results from instantaneous and EA

data is reflected in the value of velocity fluctuations as calculated by equation V.2.b in

section V.2.

With respect to congruity between the flow patterns encountered in velocity maps

stemming from instantaneous observation and ensemble averaging technique, it can be

said that -- for this set of data -- there is profound similarity concerning the overall flow

structure. This justifies the application of ensemble averaging techniques in the analysis of

problems in fluid mechanics. In this context, the reader's attention should be focused on

the flow situation at crank-angle 48 ° , for instance. Comparing the content of

Figure V.3.1 g with the content of Figure V. 1.1 g the overall correspondence between the

two flow fields becomes obvious; what constitutes the differences between the two flow

fields are the details of orientation and magnitude of the individual velocity vectors.
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From Figure V.3.1, it can be found that for crank-angles aider midstroke, when the

maps of ensemble averaged velocity vectors exhibit rather stable flow fields, this stability

does not exist in the case of the 'real' instantaneous flow within an individual engine cycle.

In general, vortical structures with a length scale of the radius of the cylinder, i.e. the main

toroidal recirculation pattern, can be only weakly perceived aRer midstroke -- to various

degrees -- in the flow fields of Figure V.3.1; at times a rotational structure of this length

scale can be barely observed (128 ° CA, Figure V.3. lp). A high amount &irregularity is

encountered in conjunction with the vortical flow patterns, like cross-flows between the

layers &the main TRP. Only at certain crank-angles (e.g. 112 o, 156o; Figure V.3. ln&u)

does the flow field comprise a distinct vortical structure with a length scale of the radius of

the engine cylinder, namely the projection of the main toroidal recirculation pattern onto

the examined x, z - plane. However, these are singular occurrences.

High variation with respect to the structure of the flow field within one engine cycle is

experienced as crank-angle evolves illustrating that the mechanisms of turbulence are

inherent in the flow fields.

Figure V.3.1 illustrates the actual complexity of the induction flow for an individual

engine cycle. Complexity of the flow field cannot be perceived in the maps containing EA

velocity vectors (section V. 1.1) since it is essentially filtered out during the ensemble

averaging procedure.

Following are some interesting issues in connection with instantaneous velocity

information discovered during the analysis of the velocity maps in Figure V.3.1

highlighting the notion of flow field complexity encountered with instantaneous velocity

data.

From Figure V.3. la (CA 4 o) it can be noticed that there is fluid motion prior to piston

movement in an individual engine cycle that cannot be observed in EA velocity maps. The

'high' velocity magnitudes encountered at 4 ° crank-angle indicating preexisting motion
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cannotstemfrom pistonmotionwhichjust startedto accelerate.Magnitudeand

orientationof this initialmovementof thefluid prior to pistonmotiondifferswith engine

cycle.Hence,the initial conditionsaredifferentfor everyenginecyclewhich isoneof the

maincausesfor cyclicvariationsof thefluid dynamicquantitiesencounteredduring

induction.

It canbeobservedthat, at times,theflow field aroundtheaxisof theenginecylinderis

rathersymmetricalin theexaminedplanewherethefluid is essentiallyconvectingparallel

to thez - axisin negativedirection(CA 148°, FigureV.3.Is). Ontheotherhand,during

intakeit isalsopossiblethatthis symmetryisbrokenupby fluid thatconvectsacrossthe

cylinderaxis,asseenat crank-angles128° and140° (FigureV.3.lp&r).

At 132° CA (FigureV.3.lq), avery strongcircularvortical motioncanbeobserved

depictedbyfour velocityvectorsthat aremarkedin thecorrespondingmapin

FigureV.3.1. Aswill beseenin sectionV.4 thisvortex accountsfor adistinctpeakin the

distributionof thecorrespondingvorticity vector(FigureV.4.5).

It is interestingthat bytheendof the intakestroke(CA 180°, FigureV.3.1x), thereare

localareasof considerablyhighkineticenergy.Also, nopredominatingflow structure can

be discerned. The end of the intake stroke marks the beginning of the compression stroke

and is thus important with respect to providing initial conditions for compression.

It can be concluded that the flow field within an individual engine cycle is actually

highly complex and evolves with significantly different motions from cycle to cycle. The

EA based analysis washes out this pseudo random detail. A message should be conveyed

to be cautious with results originating from applications of ensemble averaged analyses as

well as from applications of its related computational technique CFD. The description of

the flow field in the EA domain as consisting of discrete toroidal recirculation patterns is a

model; for individual engine cycles distinct recirculation patterns vary a lot and rarely look

like the ensemble averaged pattern. The precise recirculation pattern exhibited in the EA
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domain never actually exists in the individual realizations. The smaller the valve lift and the

higher the engine speed, i.e. the higher the cycle-to-cycle fluctuations (see Figure V.2.2 in

section V.2), the higher is the degree &variability from the EA.

V.3.1.2 Variation of flow field with engine cycle and change in engine parameters

In order to examine the difference in the instantaneous behaviour of flow fields for

three consecutive engine cycles at a particular crank-angle, maps of instantaneous velocity

vectors are shown in Figure V.3.2 for 20 RPM engine speed and 3 mm valve lift at

132 ° CA (ECs #27, 28, and 29).

The notion of cycle-to-cycle variability becomes clear when comparing the flow fields

for the three engine cycles in Figure V.3.2. For EC #27 a strong vortical motion

dominates the flow field. For engine cycles #28 and 29 no distinct rotational flow with a

length scale of the radius of the engine cylinder can be perceived. In fact, the flow fields in

connection with these latter two engine cycles exhibit considerable similarity to each other,

especially in the upper left corner of the area of scrutiny where in Figure V. 3.2b and c

velocity vectors denote a flow towards the center of the valve. This is the crucial region

where the flow has to decide whether to recirculate -- as it is roughly the case for EC #27

at 132 ° CA -- or to convect towards the valve -- as it is predominantly the case for

EC #29 at 132 ° CA. The velocity maps in the EA domain yield, naturally, a compromise in

this question of recirculation.

Furthermore, the flow in the lower fight corner of the three fields in Figure V.3.2a - c

depicted by velocity vectors #73 and 74 (for location of velocity vectors #73 and 74

within grid of laser lines see Figure II.2.3a) exhibit for EC #27 a vertical flow towards the

piston head, for EC #28 a flow turned inbound towards the cylinder axis, and for EC #29

a flow towards the corner between piston head and cylinder wall. The variance in the flow

behaviour in this lower fight corner of the engine cylinder exhibited in these three engine
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cycles is the underlying factor that results in the existence of a buffer zone above the

piston head -- as it was described in section V. 1.1 -- that is seen in the EA domain.

The degree of cycle-to-cycle variations as encountered in the previous paragraphs is

dependent on the settings of the engine parameters (see section V.2.2, Figure V.2.2). This

is demonstrated by an investigation &flow fields at one crank-angle for three consecutive

engine cycles from two additional, different data sets. Examined are the flow fields for

10 RPM engine speed and 9 mm valve lift, as well as for 30 RPM engine speed and

3 mm VL. Recall from Figure V.2.2 (section V.2.2) that for these settings of the engine

parameters velocity fluctuations are the lowest and the highest, respectively. Note that the

sequence of Figures V.3.2 to V.3.4 shows velocity maps -- or rather distances and

directions fluid particles traveled -- after employment of time delays of 0.32 ms for

30 RPM (Figure V.3.3), 0.64 ms for 20 RPM (Figure V.3.2), and 0.96 ms for 10 RPM

engine speed (Figure V.3.4). The difference in underlying time delay implies that the

magnitude of velocity vectors in Figure V.3.3 is generically two times and three times

higher with respect to the magnitude &velocity vectors in Figures V. 3.2 and V. 3.4,

respectively.

It is apparent by visual examination of the lengths of the arrows in the velocity maps in

Figures V.3.2 and V.3.3 that these lengths are about as high for 30 RPM engine speed as

they are for 20 RPM indicating a factor-of-two difference in the velocity magnitude -- due

to the difference in the underlying time delay. This means that while the engine speed

increases by a factor of 1.5 -- where the valve lift stays the same -- the velocity magnitudes

are doubled in the flow field.

It is obvious from the flow fields of the three consecutive engine cycles in connection

with 10 RPM engine speed and 9 mm valve lift (Figure V.3.4) that there are cyclic

variations. However, the three flow fields have very similar characteristics, such as the

tendency to recirculation. Cycle-to-cycle variability is rather small, leading to increased
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predictability of cyclic motion in connection with low engine speed and large valve lift.

The flow fields in conjunction with 30 RPM engine speed and 3 mm VL, on the other

hand, exhibit at one crank-angle during induction profound cycle-to-cycle variability as

can be seen in Figure V.3.3a - c. There is hardly any similarity between the three flow

fields displayed in Figure V.3.3. "

The essence from this section of an analysis of cycle-to-cycle variations during engine

performance for three different data sets is that a visual verification of the results

manifested by the curves in Figure V.2.2 (section V.2.2), which indicate increase of

velocity fluctuations with decreasing valve lit_ and increasing engine speed, is established.

V.3.2 Time history of a velocity_ vector -- an approach towards cycle resolved data

analysis

This section will explore profiles of instantaneous velocity vectors -- with respect to

crank-angle of the piston movement -- at selected locations in the flow field. The

recording of time histories of velocity vectors at a specific point within the engine cylinder

on the basis of LIPA - data is legitimate because the marking of one particular fluid

'particle' in a flow field by the corresponding intersection in the grid of laser lines occurs

consistently at the same location within the engine cylinder for each laser pulse throughout

the intake stroke. (A more detailed analysis reveals that a slight fluctuation in the

coordinates of a particular origin location of a velocity vector is encountered; this is due to

the actual assignment of the vectors' origin by incorporating information about to where

the fluid particle convected after excitation, section II. 1.1.2; this 'mis'location is however

of much smaller order than the size of coherent structures studied in the flow field and,

thus, negligible.) In section V.3.2.1 several velocity profiles will be exhibited for the

induction stroke and fluid dynamical conduct of the flow field will be inferred from them.
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So far, we have been dealing with velocity fluctuations in general without really

distinguishing the fluid dynamical nature of the fluctuations which is essentially twofold:

Fluctuation in orientation and magnitude of velocity vectors is due to (1) cycle-to-cycle

(CtC) variability and (2) to turbulent motion of the flow field within an individual

realization of an engine cycle. In the preceding section (V.3.1) we obtained a notion about

cycle-to-cycle variability by qualitatively comparing maps of velocity vectors for one

setting of the engine parameters at one crank-angle for consecutive engine cycles. From

the same maps one can also infer flow structures suggested by the orientation of velocity

vectors in a certain neighborhood and thus attaining a feeling for turbulent motions in the

flow field. However, it has not been possible in the study of engines thus far to achieve

qualitative measures. In this section an attempt is made to separate the two sources of

velocity fluctuations -- cycle-to-cycle variability and turbulent motion in the flow field --

by means of a cycle resolved analysis based on velocity profiles at selected locations in the

flow field.

Cyclic variation during the performance of an engine is the result of different fluid

mechanical behaviour of the flow field (e.g. strength and location of vortex structures)

from engine cycle to engine cycle. This is caused by different initial conditions for each

engine cycle prior to the movement of the piston, which are partly due to the dissimilarity

of initial motion of fluid particles in the flow field at the beginning of the intake stroke.

Turbulence inherent in the flow field is characterized by the strength and length scales of

vortex structures in the flow field.

In a cycle resolved analysis, with the goal to differentiate between the influences of

CtC-variations and turbulent motion as causes for velocity fluctuations, results have been

obtained in this work for 10 RPM engine speed and 3 mm valve lift. (A cycle resolved

analysis makes use of velocity profiles as will be outlined in section V.3.2.2.) An engine

speed of 10 RPM was chosen because at this engine speed data acquisition achieved the
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highest temporal resolution within the volume of experiments performed, namely 2° crank-

angle. (Unfortunately, this still has to be considered a low resolution in the context of

cycle resolved analyses.) The cycle resolved analysis has been conducted in the vicinity of

the axis of the intake jet (location #07) and in the area of scrutiny (location/$26); see

Figure II.2.3a for position of locations within engine cylinder. In the cycle resolved

analysis only the z - component of the two-dimensional velocity vector was subject to

examination because this component is, in this study, affiliated with the highest accuracy;

see section III.3.

V.3.2.1 Presentation of velocity profiles

Since in EA an average is given of all the fluid dynamical action taking place within the

examined 21 individual engine cycles (for 10 RPM engine speed, ensemble averaging is

performed over 21 ECs; section I1.2.2.4) the task of velocity profiles from the EA domain

is to suggest a trend or tendency that cannot be apprehended in the examination of

individual engine cycles.

In the vicinity of the axis of the intake jet (location #07) the EA velocity profile for the

w-component of the 2D velocity vector exhibits an ascending curve towards a local

maximum that is at about 45 ° CA (Figure V.3.5). Then the velocity decreases almost

symmetrically to the value which is encountered at the beginning of the stroke although

the piston speed increases until crank-angle 90 o. This property of the velocity profile at

location #07 for 10 RPM engine speed and 3 mm valve lif_ is due to the deviation of the

induction angle with crank-angle as outlined in section V. 1.2. From the respective curve in

Figure V. 1.3 one can see that the intake jet first inclines towards the cylinder axis (until

about 45 ° CA) and then backs up towards the cylinder head. Location #07 is fixed with

respect to the x, z - coordinate system. Hence, the axis of the inclining intake jet

approaches this location and for the furthest inclination, location #07 falls approximately --
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for this setting of the engine parameters -- onto the jet axis generating the observed high

magnitudes of velocity in the z - direction at location #07. When the incoming jet inclines

back towards the cylinder head, location #07 moves, with respect to the jet axis, towards

the outer region of the incoming jet (increasing _) and thus into regions with lower

velocity magnitudes. After midstroke w increases slightly towards a second local maximum

at about 120 ° CA which is much smaller and barely recognizable. Then, w decreases

towards the end of the stroke.

For location #26 (Figure V.3.6) a sharply descending curve can be noted for the EA

velocity in the z - direction between crank-angles 40 ° (when this location is being passed

by the accelerating piston head) and about 68 o. From then until the end of the stroke an

essentially ascending curve is encountered. The orientation of the bulk flow at

location #26 is such that it is directed towards the valve throughout the entire stroke

-- thus in opposite direction to the piston movement. The velocity profile depicting the

magnitude of the z - component of the velocity vector reflects in EA for location #26 the

average strength of the main toroidal recirculation pattem. From Figure V.3.6 it can then

be maintained that the energy content of the main TRP is highest for 10 RPM engine

speed and 3 mm valve litt at a crank-angle of about 68°; the maximum occurs thus

considerably before midstroke when the piston speed reaches maximum. This indicates

that in addition to the momentum flux of the incoming jet flow, geometrical constraints,

and thus boundary conditions, play an important role in the development and timing of the

main recirculation pattern.

Velocity profiles from instantaneous velocity data can, for some engine cycles,

demonstrate significant differences to the velocity profiles from ensemble averaged data

discussed in the preceding paragraphs. The instantaneous velocity profile of the z -

component shows at location #07 (Figure V.3.5) for engine cycle #23, for instance, a very

distinct second maximum around 110 o crank-angle. Within other engine cycles there is no
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second maximum at all in the velocity profile at this location (see Figure V.3.7 where

velocity profiles from eight engine cycles are shown for location #07). The behaviour of

the velocity magnitude for crank-angles around the second maximum is summarized within

the profiles in EA and displayed by a sketchy hill. The first maximum, however, is

encountered in the profiles for all engine cycles investigated which is why this maximum

can thus be found distinctly in the velocity profile from the EA domain. When considering

the velocity profiles from EC #04 and 23 in Figure V.3.5 one can perceive profound

differences between the profiles, signifying cyclic variations of fluid dynamical behaviour

at location #07.

For location #26 the two individual velocity histories in Figure V.3.6 demonstrate very

similar characteristics as the one stemming from the EA analysis. In fact, when

qualitatively studying all velocity profiles from individual engine cycles at this location less

fluctuation about the ensemble averaged curve when compared to the results at

location #07 could be observed. Nevertheless, there are sufficient differences between the

individual velocity profiles which make it possible to group them according to curve

characteristics: for several engine cycles, the descending and ascending parts of the

velocity profiles possess about the same slopes (#10, 11, 17, 24, and 26). This idea of

grouping realizations of engine cycles according to similarities in the behaviour of fluid

dynamic quantities is the basis for conditional sampling, an approach that clusters results

and evaluates mean quantities from each cluster. Conditional sampling is another approach

used in engine research -- besides cycle resolved analysis -- towards discrimination of

velocity fluctuations.

V.3.2.2 Notes on cycle resolved analyses

The objective of numerous investigations in the field of reciprocating engines is the

separation of velocity fluctuations due to cycle-to-cycle variability from those due to
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turbulent motion within an engine cycle based primarily on velocity information. There

have been different methods to extract turbulence intensities from the velocity fluctuations.

One method which is used sometimes in firing engines is a conditionally-sampling

technique (Witze et.al. 1984, Foster and Witze 1988). In this case data are classified into

sets according to the value of a specified parameter, e.g. flame arrival time. Witze et.al.

(1984) employed a conditionally-sampling technique to avoid a smearing of the ensemble

averaged mean velocity profile.

The method that has received most attention in the engine research community is based

on the evaluation of a mean velocity profile within one engine cycle (cycle resolved

analysis) from instantaneous velocity data. Since exclusively single probe measurement

techniques offered the velocity information in previous investigations of the fluid dynamics

in engines, data were -- for one engine cycle -- available only at one location in the flow

field. This available velocity information is plotted as a function of crank-angle and takes a

form of a velocity profile or history. The difference between the instantaneous and a mean

velocity profile within one engine cycle signifies, in this approach, a measure for velocity

fluctuations due to turbulent motion of the flow field. The difference between the curve

from an ensemble averaging analysis and the mean velocity profile in one engine cycle is a

measure for cyclic variations. For the method of cycle resolved analysis, approaches differ

in how to determine the mean velocity profile.

In order to summarize work that has been done in an attempt to evaluate mean velocity

profiles within one engine cycle on the basis of instantaneous velocity profiles, the author

will lean on a review on cycle resolved analyses furnished by Catania and Mittica (1989)

who discussed the most important techniques -- including one modeled by themselves -- in

a paper and compared the performances of the different techniques to each other. There

are, according to Catania and Mittica (1989), essentially five different schemes. Of these,

Lancaster (1976), Rask (1981), Catania and Mittica (1985), and Daneshyar and Fuller
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(1986)dividedthevelocityprofile from instantaneousvelocitydatafor the entire stroke

into crank-angle segments or windows and determined mean velocity profiles by time-

averaging (Lancaster 1976, Catania and Mittica 1985, and Daneshyr and Fuller 1986) and

cubic spline fitting (Rask 1981) procedures. The fifth method by Liou and Santavicca

(1985) constitutes the application of a Fourier transform to the complete instantaneous

velocity profile. In the frequency domain, the argument goes that low frequencies are

related to fluctuations in the bulk flow of an engine and thus, to cyclic variations; high

frequencies are considered to be found in connection with velocity fluctuations due to

turbulent motion. A cut-off frequency, which is according to Liou and Santavicca (1985)

assumed to be related to a characteristic time of the engine combustion process, then

separates the influences on velocity fluctuations due to turbulence and CtC-variability.

More recently, Hilton et.al. (1991) suggested a routine that -- according to them -- is

closer to the physics of the flow. The method they outline in their publication incorporates

discrimination on the basis of phase stability. Their 'unified method' allows the investigator

to adopt an entirely parametric representation of the various flow components in the

model where the parameters can be estimated by minimizing the difference between

estimated and theoretical autocorrelation functions in a least-square sense.

The author of this work decided to employ a cycle resolved analysis because of the

nature of the available velocity data. In order to establish the mean velocity profile within

one engine cycle, curve fitting by a polynomial of 5 th order, Fourier transform procedures,

and data smoothing techniques have been experimented with and applied to the profiles of

velocity vectors acquired in this study. None of the above yielded satisfactory results.

Eventually, a simplified version of the approach suggested by Daneshyar and Fuller (1986)

emerged and was adopted for the separation of the sources of velocity fluctuation. An

adoption of one of the more sophisticated methods that were recapitulated above would

have been beyond the Scope of this work.
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V.3.2.3Procedureandresultsof cycleresolvedanalysis

Theintentionof theapplicationof acycleresolvedanalysisin this studyisprimarilyto

providea blueprintof theconceptandthe demonstrationof thepossibilityof cycle

resolvedanalysisin conjunctionwith LIPA. Therefore,asimplisticapproachwaschosen

for this studywith respectto thecycleresolvedanalysisin thattherepresentationsfor

meanvelocityprofileswithin oneenginecycleconsistof simplestraightlineswithin

assignedcrank-anglesegmentsor windows.A straightlinewaschosento curvefit the

instantaneousvelocityprofilealsobecauseamoresophisticatedcycleresolvedanalysis

wouldbeunwarrantedin the light &the rather mediocre accuracy of the present data sets

(on accuracy of the data see section lII.3). The straight lines are evaluated through a linear

regression technique provided by a sotiware package.

For the analysis at location #07 (area of intake jet) the set of 90 data points (resolution

of 2 ° CA) was divided into three subsets of contiguous crank-angle for which within a

subset the linear regression technique evaluates the curve fit constituting the representing

mean velocity profile. The assignment of crank-angle ranges for the three subsets was

done by hand through incorporation &information on flow behaviour (e.g. fluctuation of

induction angle) inferred from the studied velocity profiles. The basic setup of profiles at

location #07 exhibiting essentially two ascending characteristics and one slightly

descending one as for example for EC #23 (Figure V.3.5), stimulated the investigator of

this study to dissect the curve into three sections. In Figure V.3.7 results from the curve

fitting process for the three segments in connection with eight velocity profiles from

location #07 can be seen. The fluctuation of the instantaneous velocity information about

the linear curve fits symbolizes velocity fluctuation due to turbulent motion in the flow

field.

For the analysis at location #26 (area of scrutiny) the established 71 data points could

be divided into essentially two subsets representing two phases of fluid dynamical conduct
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(increasinganddecreasingvelocitymagnitude,seesectionV.3.21). In FigureV.3.8 linear

curvefits for velocityprofilesat location#26 areexhibited.

At location#07 thecurvefitting straightlineswereevaluatedfor eachof thethree

subsetsof anenginecycle,successivelyfor all 21enginecycles(settingof engine

parameters:10RPM enginespeed,3 mmvalvelift). Then,for eachof the63subsets,the

fluctuationof the instantaneousvelocityprofileaboutthe curvefit wascalculated

employinganRMS approachasa measurefor theturbulentmotionencounteredin this

crank-anglewindow.Note that thecrank-anglewindowsareratherextensive[in the

average30degree]sothat nomomentaryinformationon theturbulenceinherentin the

flow field canbeobtained;only aglobalvaluecharacterizingtheoverallturbulentmotion

for crank-anglerangesof about30degreeis beingfurnishedfor theflow field of anintake

jet. An arithmeticaveragefor eachsubset(I throughIII) over the investigated21engine

cyclesis thenevaluatedandincludedin TableV.3.1. Thisnumberfor thefluctuationdue

to turbulenceisevaluatedbythefollowing overallformula:

1 _m( 1 uJ, 2_1'_
(V.3.a)

whereTU isthefluctuationdueto turbulentmotionin theexaminedflow field, #ECsis

thenumberof enginecyclesexamined(21),Nj is thenumberof datapoints(crank-angle

positions)in therespectivesubsetI, II, or HI; w i is the instantaneous velocity in an

individual EC, and Wcpj, is the corresponding value of the linear curve fit.

In order to obtain a measure for the cycle-to-cycle variations (CV) an RMS value has

been determined for the difference between the curve stemming from an ensemble

averaging procedure over the instantaneous velocity profiles and the linear curve fit. The

evaluation scheme for CV is identical to that in equation V.3.a for TU alter replacing w i

by w_, and reads
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CVI'H'HI -- # ifs _[ -_j i_=l tWEAi -wCFji) Jk
(V.3.b)

Naturally, the lower the intensity of the cyclic variations over several realizations of

intake strokes (CV) the better is the representation of the mean velocity profile within one

engine cycle by the ensemble averaged velocity profile.

Fluctuation intensities were evaluated as well by normalizing TU and CV within each

subset I, II, and III. The normalization factors for the three sections are inferred from the

ensemble averaged velocity profile in Figure V.3.5 by taking an arithmetic average of the

EA values in the respective crank-angle sections I, II, and III. For instance, for section I

the normalizing factor for the calculated velocity fluctuations is the arithmetic mean of the

first 30 data points of the EA velocity profile.

For location #26 the same formulas, equations V.3.a and V.3.b, and evaluation

mechanisms for the normalization factors are effective. The difference is that they are

applied to only two subsets, I and II.

In Table V.3.1 the results of the application of the two equations V.3.a and V.3.b to the

LIPA - data is exhibited for location #07; Table V.3.2 contains the results for location #26.

Table V. 3.1: RMS fluctuation and intensities in connection with turbulent motion and

cycle-to-cycle variability at a location in the vicinity of the axis of the intake jet.

Turbulence 0.177 0.702 0.161 1.226 0.105 1.541

CtC - Variation 0.116 0.461 0.117 0.889 0.077 1.142

Location #07 I

Section II Section III

RMS Intensity I RMS Intensity

Fin m/s] [ Fin m/s]

Section I

RMS

[in m/s]

Intensity
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Table V. 3. 2." RMS fluctuation and intensities in connection with turbulent motion and

cycle-to-cycle variability at a location in the area of scrutiny.

RMS

tin m/s]

I Location #26

Section I

Intensity

Turbulence 0.078 0.466

CtC - Variation 0.065 0.387

Section II

RMS Intensity

tin m/s]

0.079 0.788

0.052 0.515

Table V.3.1 demonstrates that for 10 RPM engine speed and 3 mm valve lift the RMS

fluctuation as well as the fluctuation intensity of the z - component of the velocity vector

evoked by turbulent motion of the flow field is, at a location in the region governed by the

incoming jet (velocity vector #07), consistently -- throughout the induction stroke --

higher than the fluctuations and the intensities stemming from velocity fluctuations due to

cycle-to-cycle variability; a factor of about 1.5 can be deduced for each section. For both

sources of velocity fluctuation the 'decrease' (there are only three representing values for a

crank-angle range of 180 °, making it hard to speak of a real decrease) of absolute RMS

fluctuation with crank-angle shows the same characteristic: For both, turbulence and

cyclic variations, the RMS values for sections I and II are about the same; then, towards

the end of the stroke, RiMS fluctuation decreases. For the fluctuation intensity --

normalized by ensemble averaged velocity information -- a different picture is presented.

Turbulence intensity as well as fluctuation intensity based on CtC-variations increase

consistently with crank-angle.

The cycle resolved analysis reveals for the area of scrutiny (location #26, Table V.3.2)

that RMS fluctuations ofw in connection with turbulence as well as turbulence intensities

are, for an axisymmetric engine configuration run at 10 RPM engine speed, 1.2 and 1.5
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times, for sections I and II respectively, higher than RMS fluctuations and normalized

intensities caused by CtC-variability. Considering the averaged values in Table V.3.2,

there is no decrease of RMS fluctuation caused by turbulence as crank-angle evolves from

CA 40 o to the end of the stroke (180 o CA). Table V.3.2 witnesses, however, a decrease of

RMS fluctuation in conjunction with CtC-variability as crank-angle advances from

section I to section II. Again, fluctuation intensities increase as crank-angle evolves for

both sources of velocity fluctuation which is, particularly for the turbulence intensities, a

very welcome fact since high turbulence intensities account for an enhanced mixing

performance in the flow field of an engine. Moreover, studies have shown that an

increased level of turbulence intensity improves combustion performance.

When comparing the results obtained in the vicinity of the axis &the intake jet

(location #07) with those obtained in the area of scrutiny (location #26), it can be inferred

that for the time scales considered (smallest time scale resolved is 33.33 ms) velocity

fluctuations -- absolute as well as normalized -- of the z - component of the velocity

vector due to turbulence as well as due to cyclic variations are higher in the region

governed by the intake jet than in the area of scrutiny by a factor between 1.5 and 2.

For a regular production engine run at 1600 RPM engine speed Catania and Mittica

(1989) performed cycle resolved analysis at a location 3.5 mm underneath the flat cylinder

head between intake valve I and II. The result &their analysis is that velocity fluctuations

due to turbulence are only a quarter of the fluctuations due to cycle-to-cycle variability.

This is in strong contrast to results found in this study and demonstrates the profound

influence of boundary conditions and engine speed on the fluid dynamics of the flow field.

It goes without saying that in order to understand fluid dynamical mechanisms that

influence the flow field during induction of an engine -- particularly those of the turbulent

motion within the flow field -- velocity fluctuations caused by turbulence have to be

evaluated for concise crank-angle windows whose time-equivalent intervals are, in an
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optimalcase,smallerthanthesmallestcharacteristictimescaleencounteredin theflow

field.Thiscouldnot beaccomplishedin thisstudydueto thequality(e.g.low temporal

resolution)of theLIPA - dataat handsothat averagesfor thevelocityfluctuationsdueto

turbulencehadto beevaluatedoverrangesof between30and100degree(sectionII in

theanalysisof location#26) crank-angle.However,LIPA hasthepotentialto providethe

necessaryvelocityprofilesfor athoroughinvestigationof turbulentmotiononanylength

andtimescaleandat anylocationwithinanindividualenginecycle.

At thispoint only somequalitativeobservationsconcerningthedynamicsof turbulent

motionduringintakecanbededucedfrom theplotsof velocity profilesin FigureV.3.7

andV.3.8.Firstly, within sectionI of location#07(regionof intakejet) thereis-- ascan

beexpected-- anincreaseof turbulentmotionfrom crank-angle0oon (increasing

fluctuationof instantaneousvelocityprofile aboutcycleresolvedmeanvelocity). It isof

considerableimportanceto know thebehaviourof velocityfluctuationsin conjunction

with turbulenceasintakeapproachestheendof thestroke(sectionIII for location#07

andsectionII for #26), in particularfor theareaof scrutiny,sincethisknowledgecanbe

usedasinitial conditionfor thecompressionstroke.This leadsto thesecondstatementon

dynamicsof turbulentmotionduringintake,accordingto which,inferredfrom examining

theplots inFiguresV.3.7 andV.3.8, it canbestatedthatthevelocityfluctuationscaused

byturbulentmotionof theflow field ceaseonly graduallytowardstheendof the induction

stroke,andthat thereisconsiderableturbulentmotionbytheendof thestrokein the

regionaroundtheaxisof the intakejet, aswell asin theareaof scrutiny.

It isclearthat this technique(LIPA) hasthepotentialto cleanlyseparatetheturbulence

from thecycle-to-cyclevariability.It is theauthor'sopinionto notgo into furtherdepth

with this investigationbecauseit doesnot makesenseto baseamorethorough

investigationof velocityfluctuationsincorporatingcycleresolvedanalysison thebasisof

thepresentdatabase;especiallyatthis low enginespeedwhichis of merelyacademical
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interest.It issuggestedthatexperimentsusinghighertemporal resolution of the

acquisition scheme for LIPA - data and higher engine speeds, as well as longer ensemble

averages be made to yield significant information about the turbulence and cycle-to-cycle

variability in various engine designs.

V.4 Vorticity Contour Maps -- Indicator for Mixing Performance

In the evaluation process of a vorticity vector -- in conjunction with an application of

LIPA -- a boundary is placed around a certain set of velocity vectors and the behaviour of

these encircled velocity vectors with respect to magnitude and orientation is summarized

in one vorticity vector. This yields two -- among others -- characteristics of vorticity

distributions that have been taken advantage of in this work. (1) Distributions of vorticity

vectors can serve as indicator for the degree of structure encountered in a flow field

which, in turn, can be used to derive information about mixing performance. It is

intuitively appealing that the higher the degree of structure of the flow field the worse is

the resulting mixing performance due to the inhibition of molecular exchange between

layers of flow. (2) When using vorticity distributions, convection mechanisms of flow

structures can be observed qualitatively over ranges of crank-angle since flow structures

stand out distinctly in these distributions, e.g. a region of vortical flow is denoted by high

vorticity and a region of parallel flow by vorticity equal to zero. Also, axisymmetrical

aspects of the flow field can be studied easier in the vorticity domain.

Concerning data reduction ofvorticity data, the same as what has been said about the

data available on instantaneous velocity vectors holds true for vorticity information: The

vast amount of vorticity data -- characterizing the intake flow of an engine -- made

accessible through LIPA cannot be analyzed within the frame of this work. However, a

initial investigation -- which should serve as a starting point in the thorough study of the
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vorticity informationat handat a laterpoint -- featuringvorticity distributionsfor the

wholeenginecylinderat onecrank-angleastheydiffer for thediversesettingsof the

engineparameters,will beperformed.

For this investigationeachvorticity vector is calculatedfrom threeneighboringvelocity

vectors.Thus,from theinvestigationgrid in FigureII.2.3a 116vorticity vectorscanbe

inferredascanbeseenin FigureV.4.1.Sincethetwo-dimensionalx, z - planeof the

enginemodelat aparticularlocation0 hasbeeninvestigatedin thisstudyonly the

componentof thevorticity vectorperpendicularto thex, z - planecouldbeevaluated.

This componentliesin thecircumferentialdirectionof thecylinder.

In FiguresV.4.2 to V.4.10thevorticity distributionsarerepresentedascontour

surfacesin two- andthree-dimensionalplots.In this investigation,thereareninesetsof

datacorrespondingto theninesettingsof theengineparameters(seeTableII.2.3 in

chapterII) from whichdatawill bepresented.More specifically,dataareavailablefor the

threeenginespeedsexamined(10,20,and30RPM) alongwith thethreevalvelifts

investigated(3, 6, and9 mm).EachFigure(V.4.2 throughV.4.10;all in all nine,onefor

eachdataset)containsvorticity informationat crank-angle132° for onerealizationof an

individualenginecycle.Thepresentationofvorticity datawill bedeliveredin two- and

three-dimensionalcontourplotswhereeachplot confersadifferentperspectiveof the

vorticity distributionto achieveacomplimentarypictureof thewholedistribution.The

3D plotsareexhibitedfor two differentviewswith respectto theazimuth.

The2D plots inFiguresV.4.2 to V.4.10depictthegeometricalsettingin whichthe

circumferentialcomponentof thevorticity vector(C0c)hasbeenevaluated.In the3D plots

themagnitudeof thiscomponentisdenotedasasurfacecontour.For theseplots,the

valvehasto bepicturedto bein thecomerat smallx - andsmallz - values.It hasto be

notedthattheperimeterlocationsof thearrayof locationswherevorticity vectorsare

beingevaluateddonot form arectangle(seeFigureV.4.1). Thisinducesdifficultiesfor
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the softwareusedfor thegenerationof theseplots.Thesoftwarecanrenderonly

rectangulargridsfor thedeterminationof contourplots.Thismeansthatat areas for

which there is no vorticity data available the software extrapolates the existing data. These

extrapolations account for the steep vorticity distributions in the corners of the plots for

the two- as well as the three-dimensional vorticity contours.

Leafing vaguely through the contour plots in Figures V.4.2 - V.4.10 one perceives that

the vorticity distributions which are derived from instantaneous velocity information

exhibit surfaces in the two- as well as in the three-dimensional plots which can be

described as landscapes that include features like hills and valleys. Hills correspond to

areas of positive circumferential vorticity; positive vorticity encountered on the fight hand

side &the cylinder axis is defined for the direction of the vorticity as possessing the same

orientation as the main toroidal recirculation pattern. Valleys, then, correspond to negative

regions of the circumferential vorticity.

From intuitive principles it makes sense to associate mixing performance -- &the fresh

entering fluid with the fluid already in the cylinder -- during induction with the landscape

formed by the vorticity distribution. Vorticity distributions depicting high hill/valley

fluctuation indicating small scale structure in the flow field suggest enhanced mixing

mechanisms. Enhanced mixing mechanisms intermingle the new and old phases of fluid

present in the cylinder on the molecular level in order to provide a homogeneously mixed

fluid. These aspects of the vorticity distribution will be discussed in this section by using

the presented vorticity data.

There is one hill/valley formation that can be found for all data sets at the same region

within the examined x, z - plane. It is the hill/valley configuration characterizing the free

intake jet encountered during induction. The hill is located on the starboard side of the

intake jet, the valley on the port side. The existence of this configuration can be explained

when studying the Reynolds-averaged velocity profile of the streamwise velocity
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component of the free intake jet. This profile is characterized by a Gaussian-like

distribution in the lateral direction where the maximum velocity of the profile coincides

with the axis of the jet. For an observer who is situated in the flow field on the starboard

side of the intake jet axis facing downstream, the high magnitude velocity vectors of the

jet center are to his/her left side. On his/her right side is an area of lower magnitude

velocity vectors. This setup yields vorticities of positive orientation on this side of the

intake jet and thus a hill in the contour plot. A similar argument explains the negative

orientation of the vorticity on the port side of the jet. This hill - valley combination can be

observed in the contour plots of the vorticity distributions in this section, especially in the

2D plots.

V.4.1 First and second derivative ofvorticity distribution in area of scrutiny

It is desirable to quantify the degree of hill/valley fluctuation along with the magnitude

of this fluctuation to achieve a measure with which it is possible to obtain insight into

mixing performance, and also to discriminate between landscapes ofvorticity distribution,

particularly in the area of scrutiny, stemming from the nine sets of data.

There are 27 locations in the area of scrutiny at which the circumferential component of

the vorticity vector has been evaluated in this study. (In Figure V.4.1 these 27 locations

are connected by lines denoting the shortest distance between two locations ofvorticity

evaluation; these lines form a hexagonal pattern.) This number of 27 does not suffice to

perform accurate two-dimensional Fourier transform calculations which would yield the

desired quantification of the hill/valley fluctuation. For this work other solutions had to be

sought that are more fit for this particular problem. A solution was found in the form of

the first and second derivative of the vorticity distribution. An evaluation of first

derivatives (slopes in vorticity landscape) within a region of investigation together with

information about the variation -- more precisely the sign changes -- of the second
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derivative (number of hills and valleys) within this same region provide information on the

magnitude and the frequency of the hill/valley fluctuations.

V.4.1.1 Introduction of measures for the first and second derivative

Measures describing the first and the variation of the second derivative of the vorticity

distribution are evaluated for the area of scrutiny. Averaging procedures were employed

on the basis of these evaluations yielding single measures for one particular crank-angle

and one particular engine cycle and, subsequently, for one complete set of data

(corresponding to one setting of the engine parameters). The evaluation of the measure in

connection with the first derivative goes according to the scheme outlined in the

proceeding paragraph.

With the vorticity data in the area of scrutiny being available in discrete form at

27 locations -- in networking these 27 locations where locations are only connected to

their nearest neighbors, a hexagonal pattern is generated (Figure V.4.1) -- the first

derivative is evaluated by calculating the slope between neighboring vorticity evaluations

on the hexagonal scheme. To come up with a measure for the first derivative for one

particular crank-angle within one engine cycle the arithmetic mean of the slopes evaluated

for all vorticity pairs in the area of scrutiny is determined. This measure is then calculated

consecutively for all engine cycles within one set of data with subsequent application of an

averaging procedure over the results from the individual engine cycles. This calculation

yields one point in the diagram in Figure V.4.11 representing the measure for the first

derivative (degree of slope) within the area of scrutiny for this set of data. In a

mathematical formulation the calculation reads for one particular CA:

# EC._ N )St= - -N- -dl ,
(V.4.a)
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where #ECs is the number of engine cycles over which averaging is performed, N is the

number of vorticity pairs in the area of scrutiny (namely 33; from hexagonal pattern), and

d is the spatial distance between the two locations of the two circumferential components

C0cl and C0c2of the vorticity vector.

The evaluation of a measure for the variation -- sign changes -- of the second derivative

is with respect to the averaging process the same as the one for the first derivative. First,

the sign changes of the second derivative are determined in the area of scrutiny for

individual engine cycles at a particular crank-angle and these numbers are averaged over

all individual ECs for that data set. A sign change of the second derivative is determined

by comparing the signs of two neighboring evaluations of slope in the vorticity distribution

that is represented by the 27 vorticity evaluations. If there is a difference in sign between

the two considered slopes either the top of a hill or the sole of a valley is detected and an

index in the algorithm is incremented. Comparison of two slopes for the detection of sign

changes includes three consecutive, 'chained' vorticities in the hexagonal pattern. Thus,

53 comparisons are performed in the area of scrutiny. The determination of SG being the

average of all sign changes occurring within all engine cycles for one data set is performed

for one crank-angle according to the following notation:

SG - 1 _ecs
# ECs _ #sign_ changes_, where for one particular engine cycle

i=1

(V.4.b)

The results in conjunction with the evaluation of the above defined parameters (Si and

SG) can be seen in Figures V.4.11 and V.4.12.
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V.4.1.2Applicationof measures

FiguresV.4.2 to V.4.10illustratethat for eachenginespeedexamined(10,20,and

30RPM)the sequencefor thethreevalvelifts (3, 6, and9 mm)exhibits-- for 132° crank-

angle-- a decreaseof magnitudein thevorticity distributionswith increasingVL. The

tendencysuggestedbythisvisualobservationfrom the2D and3D contourplots is

confirmedinFigureV.4.11whichcontainsat acrank-angleof 132° ameasurefor the

steepness(SI,equationV.4.a)betweenhillsandvalleysin the landscapeof thevorticity

distributionin theareaof scrutiny.In this figure,wherecurvesareplottedin a single

logarithmiccoordinatesystem,thethreecurvesfor thethreeenginespeedsdemonstrate

cleartrendswith valvelift. It canbeinferredthatthe largerthevalvelift the lesssteepare

hills in thevorticity distribution.Also, S1decreasesfor onevalvelift with decreasing

enginespeed.Thecurvefor 30RPM enginespeedwhichsuggestsa linearbehaviourin

the logarithmicplot mustbeconsideredthemostreliablebecauseaveraginghasbeen

performedover64enginecycles(20RPM=:>42, 10RPM::::,21).

FigureV.4.12exhibitsthemeasurefor thefrequencyof thehill/valleyfluctuation--

representedby SG-- in the landscapeof thevorticity distributionin theareaof scrutinyat

132° CA. To within themarginof accuracythethreecurvescorrespondingto thethree

enginespeedsnotonly alignbut arealsoconstantwith valvelift. This isan interestingfact

implyingthat thefrequencyof thehill/valleyfluctuationis, in conjunctionwith the length

scaleresolvedbytheappliedLIPA lasergrid, independentof enginespeedandvalvelift.

To takeit onestepfurther,onemight concludeon thebasisof theresultspresentedin

FigureV.4.12 that, on thelengthscaleinvestigated,mixingperformanceisconsiderably

alikeat all parametersettingsof theengine.Theseresultsindicatehow misleadingan

analysisof mixingbasedon lengthscalealonecanbe.Clearly,the shapeandmagnitudeof
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the kinetic energy and vorticity energy spectrum must be taken into account, as well as the

range of the spectrum.

Although mixing is initiated on the scales the LIPA grids can resolve, ultimately mixing

is associated with small length scales which could not be resolved in this study. Further

investigation with denser spacing of laser lines in the investigation grid can yield insight on

what happens on those scales. As far as the large scales are concerned, the differences in

the nine investigated flow fields are within experimental error.

The constant values for SG along with increasing values of S1 (for engine speed f_ &

VL I)) indicate that in the examined engine cylinder much stronger vortical motion exists

in connection with high engine speeds and small valve lifts on identical length scales.

V.4.2 Energy_ contained in vortical motiQns

A third quantity is established in this section, namely the energy contained in the

vorticity evaluated at the 27 locations in the area of scrutiny. This energy associated with

vortical motion -- on the length scale examined --in the area of scrutiny was evaluated for

each of the nine settings of the engine parameters. The evaluation was performed at

132 ° CA in order to compare the results to the evaluations of the kinetic energy in

section V.2. The nine values in Figure V.4.13a and b depicting measures for the vortical

energy are averages of the energy associated with the circumferential component of the

vorticity vector over the area of scrutiny and the number of engine cycles examined for

each set of data. The calculation of the vortical energy (VE) is similar to that of the kinetic

energy in equation V.2.a and reads:

_ECJ _ N \
1 CO 2VE-1 Z[_Z[ _,l )#ECs _=_,,,, _=t j

(V.4.c)
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where N is the number ofvorticity evaluations in the area of scrutiny (27) and c0c is the

circumferential component of the vorticity vector.

Information on velocity magnitude and orientation from several velocity vectors are

incorporated into the value of a local vorticity -- and thus into the vortical energy defined

by equation V.4.c -- as mentioned earlier. The kinetic energy, on the other hand, is a scalar

which denotes merely the order of the velocity magnitude. When comparing curves

containing energy information in connection with vorticity with curves containing kinetic

energy information in the same regions of interest, one can note -- based on the statements

made in the preceding two sentences -- the following: If the structure (which is based on

orientation information from the velocity vectors) of the examined flow fields was to be

essentially the same for all nine flow fields resulting from the nine settings of engine

parameters, orientation of velocity vectors becomes insignificant and it should be possible

to superpose curves for kinetic and vortical energy -- as defined by equations V.2.a

and V.4.c -- by appropriate scaling. In other words, if the orientation of velocity vectors

with respect to each other was, in the average, identical in the flow fields of the nine data

sets, the change ofvorticity (energy) would be only dependent on the velocity magnitudes,

and, thus, the kinetic energy.

Figure V.4.13 demonstrates that for 10 and 30 RPM engine speed the curves denoting

KE and VE could be overlapped by appropriate scaling, however, not for 20 RPM engine

speed. Employment of small data sample size and low resolution of the LIPA grid demand

caution, though, in the discussion of the vortical energy data, particularly for the higher

engine speeds and low valve lifts where small scale flow structure characterizes the flow

field which cannot be resolved appropriately (higher error in vorticity energy).

In Figure V.4.13a the actual energy magnitudes are plotted for the vortical and kinetic

energy in the area of scrutiny for the nine sets of data for 1320 CA. In Figure V.4.13b

these curves have been normalized for each engine speed by the energy values for 9 mm
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valvelift. Theideabehindnormalizationwasto try to find for oneenginespeed,the

differencesbetweenthetwo energycurves(KE andVE) with respectto valvelit_.The

questionafterassimilationof thetwo energycurvesat 9 mmVL iswhethervorticity

energyincreasesproportionallywith kineticenergy-- if thetwo curvescollapseit will be

seenasaverificationof thefactthat theflow structureis essentiallythesamefor thethree

valvelifts at oneenginespeed.Or whethertherearedifferencesencounteredattheother

two VLs (3 and6 mm)-- thesedifferencesmustbedueto differencesin thestructureof

theflow field.

Theresultis intermittent.Whilethetwo curvesfor kineticandvorticalenergyin

Figure V.4.13 for 10 and 30 RPM engine speed coincide to within the margin of error, the

two energy curves for 20 RPM engine speed exhibit conceivable differences. One notices

that for this speed the values for the vortical energy at 3 and 6 mm valve lift decrease with

respect to the corresponding values for the kinetic energy, particularly for the normalized

curves in Figure V.4.13b. One could speculate on slightly slippery grounds [since the

differences could be due to inaccuracy in the data reduction process; however, this

uncertainty will be put aside at this point for argument's sake] that the essence from the

preceding sentence implies that the structure of the flow field becomes different with

decreasing valve lift on the length scale resolved. From the above observations, and taking

into account what has been said in section V.2.3 about the break-up of vortex structures

created by the intake jet, it is possible to conclude that for 20 RPM and 3 and 6 mm valve

lift the vortex rings of the intake jet break up before the jet reaches the cylinder wall -- as

opposed to the 9 mm VL case where the vortex structures presumably survive until the jet

impinges on the wall -- and thus creating the lower degree of structure responsible for the

non-unity ratio of kinetic and vortical energy for 3 and 6 mm VL.

Recall that the circumstance that the results for 20 RPM engine speed deviate from the

results for 10 and 30 RPM engine speed was also found in the discussion of the
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recirculativityin sectionV.2.2.For anaxisymmetricassemblywith abore/strokeratioof

about'1'theremustbesomekind of transitionin fluid dynamicalbehaviourat maximum

Reynoldsnumbersof around4000.

V.4.3 Miscellaneous topics involving vorticity distributions

V.4.3.1 Axisymmetry of the flow field

From the two-dimensional contour plots of the vorticity distributions in Figures V.4.2

to V.4.10 one can assert that the degree of axisymmetry about the cylinder axis exhibited

by the flow field is generally rather low for instantaneous vorticity data (recall that the

vorticity distributions in the upper and lower left corners are due to the extrapolation

procedure set forth by the used software). However, there are occasional times when

events exhibit some degree of axisyrnmetry, as for instance for 10 RPM engine speed and

3 mm valve lift (Figure V.4.2) where a hill to the left side of the cylinder axis has its

counterpart in a valley to the right of the axis. The marginal shift of the hill/valley

formation with respect to the cylinder axis might be due to slight asymmetries in the setup

of the engine model as has been experienced in the investigation for and outlined in

chapter IV.

For the highest engine speed (30 RPM), the author of this work perceived considerable

asymmetries of the flow field about the cylinder axis during the actual LIPA experiments

(taking advantage of the optical character of LIPA to provide a form of flow

visualization). Particularly for a valve lift of 6 mm it could be observed that the setup of

the intake flow structure exhibits very high variations from cycle to cycle. For some cycles

the 'left' main recirculation pattern or 'vortex' (in the observed plane) dominates, at others

the 'right' one. Then, during some cycles, considerable axisymmetry was encountered.

Other engine cycles witnessed convection of the left vortex to the right and again others
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sawtheright vortexconvectingto the left, crossingthecylinderaxis.Lessffequemly,a

streamof fluid crossingthe cylinder axis diagonally towards the valve was noticed which

stems from the flow at the outer perimeter of the main vortex (left or right). The fluid at

the perimeter of the vortex cannot follow the high curvature flow and breaks off.

In general, it was observed qualitatively during the LIPA experiments that axisymmetry

of the flow field essentially prevails until around midstroke and that the flow field then

becomes highly three-dimensional. The flow field during induction is naturally a function

of piston position. There is a steady build-up of the main toroidal recirculation pattern (as

has been shown in section V. 1.1). At midstroke the distance between piston and chamber

head is about equal to the radius of the main toroidal recirculation pattern. Thus, the

particular boundary conditions around 90 ° crank-angle are favorable for the main TRP

where the adverse pressure gradient the intake jet experiences above the piston head turns

the flow towards the cylinder axis and forces the fluid into a rotational flow (the cylinder

axis can in this context and in fluid dynamical terms be considered a plane wall);

Figure V.4.14b. Also, at midstroke the incoming jet flow has the highest momentum flux,

resulting in the strongest rotational flow exhibited by the main TRP. After midstroke the

momentum flux of the intake jet decreases and the distance between piston and chamber

head increases with the consequence that the supply of momentum to the main TRP

becomes smaller, and that the adverse pressure gradient that serves as a mechanism to turn

the flow into the main TRP moves downwards and becomes less important;

Figure V.4.14c. Consequently, after midstroke, the main toroidal recirculation pattern

cannot sustain its momentum against dissipation. Its two-dimensional appearance in the

laser grid plane diminishes, and out-of-plane motion can be perceived. This visual

observation has yet to be verified by LIPA - data.
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V.4.3.2 Vorticity distribution in the EA domain

LIPA offers the opportunity to acquire planar data that is based on instantaneous

information of the flow field for both, maps of velocity vectors as well as for vorticity

distributions. This is one tremendous advantage that LIPA possesses over single-point

measurements performed by, e.g., Hot-wire and LDA techniques. Vorticity information in

the ensemble averaged domain, as offered by Hot-wire and LDA, cannot reflect, naturally,

the fluid dynamical mechanisms during individual engine cycles and therefore cannot

truthfully account for mixing performance. This shortcoming in conjunction with single-

probe measurement techniques is demonstrated in an impressive way by Figure V.4.15

where a vorticity distribution evaluated from an ensemble averaged velocity field for

20 RPM engine speed and 3 mm valve litt at 132 ° crank-angle (Figure V.4.15a and b) is

displayed side-by-side with a typical vorticity distribution from an individual engine cycle

with the same engine parameters (Figure V.4.15c and d). [Note, that for the 2D plots in

this figure and for all 2D plots in the following figures, the 2D plots display vorticity

information for the same region as for the one in Figures V.4.2 through V.4.10.] The

3D plots show that the actual magnitude of the circumferential component of the vorticity

vector assumes much higher values within individual engine cycles than indicated by the

landscape of the vorticity distribution from the EA domain, where the vorticity distribution

presents itself as rather smooth. The hill/valley fluctuation appears to be higher in an

individual engine cycle as well.

In the beginning of section V.3.1 the author raised concerns about the validity of

conclusions based on results from the EA domain. Here, these concerns experience

support. However, to be fair to results stemming from an analysis of EA data, information

from the EA domain has its legitimacy in connection with evaluations of, for instance, the

induction angle and the center of rotation of the main recirculation pattern.
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V.4.3.3 Influences of crank-angle and engine cycle on vorticity distributions

Figure V.4.15 also contains a comparison of results at 132 ° CA (Figure V.4.15c and d)

and at 180 ° CA (end of stroke, Figure V.4.15e and f), both taken from the same engine

cycle (#27) at 20 RPM engine speed and 3 mm VL. It is very useful to obtain information

about fluid dynamical quantities as they are encountered towards the end of the induction

stroke since this knowledge can be used as initial conditions for computational evaluations

of fluid dynamical quantities throughout the compression stroke.

For 180 ° CA one can see in the plots of Figure V.4.15e and fthat the hill/valley

configuration characterizing the intake jet nearly disappears as can be expected since the

incoming flow through the valve ceases towards the end of the stroke. However, the

vorticity magnitudes in the distribution for the flow field at 180 ° CA seem to be not much

smaller when compared to those at 132 ° CA. The hill/valley fluctuation even appears to be

about the same. In fact, calculations of SI, SG, and VE -- which are defined above in

equations V.4.a to V.4.c and whose evaluations can be obtained from Table V.4.1 -- for

180 ° crank-angle in the area of scrutiny indicate that the values of S1, SG, and VE for this

particular engine cycle are well in the range of the respective average-values encountered

at 132 ° crank-angle also provided in Table V.4.1 (column 3). Within the engine cycle,

SI decreases moderately as the flow evolves from 132 ° CA towards the end of the stroke,

SG actually increases marginally, while the vortical energy decreases significantly. From

these evaluations of S1, SG, and VE obtained for an individual engine cycle one can

deduce that for 20 RPM engine speed and 3 mm VL the average vorticity magnitude in

the area of scrutiny decreases strongly towards the end of the intake stroke, and that the

spatial structure of the flow field remains appreciably constant.
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Table V. 4.1." Comparison of $1, SG, and VE between two different crank-angle positions

for individual engine cycle as well as averaged over 42 ECs.

Sl (in 1/smm)

SG (in %)

VE (in l/s^2)

20 RPM, 3 mm VL, EC #27

132 deg CA 180 deg CA

39.69 32.22

47.2 52.8

32843 16097

Average at 132 deg

from 42 ECs

31.79

28.0

18103

In Figure V.4.16 vorticity distributions for 20 RPM engine speed and 3 mm valve lift at

crank-angle 132 ° have been plotted for three consecutive engine cycles (#27, 28, and 29).

From Figure V._4.17, where the value of SI within individual engine cycles prior to the

application of the averaging procedure over the number of engine cycles for this set of

engine parameters (20 RPM engine speed and 3 mm VL) is shown as a function of engine

cycle, it can be seen that ECs #27, 28, and 29 exhibit considerably different levels of

slopes between neighboring locations ofvorticity evaluations. This is, to some extent,

discernible qualitatively in the two- and three-dimensional plots in Figure V.4.16a

through f. Slopes between hills and valleys in the distribution of the circumferential

component of the vorticity vector appear to be higher in the area of scrutiny in

Figure V.4.16a and b than in Figure V.4.16c and d, for example.

In an effort to point out differences and similarities between the vorticity distributions

encountered for the three consecutive engine cycles it can be noticed that one substantial

difference between the vorticity distributions for engine cycles #27 and 29 is established by

a long-stretched area ofvorticity located below the hill/valley configuration that is created

by the intake jet. In engine cycle #27 this area contains negative vorticity, in EC #29

positive vorticity values are observed. In engine cycle #28 no such long-stretched region

can be observed at all. The differences in the landscapes of the vorticity distribution
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betweenenginecyclesfor onesetof dataandonecrank-angleillustrateandsymbolizethe

cycle-to-cyclevariabilitythat is sooftenthesubjectto researchin theenginecommunity.

It is, in thediscussionofvorticity data,alsointerestingto studyfor oneparticular

engineparametersettingtheevolutionof thevorticity distributionwith crank-anglewithin

oneenginecycle.Usingvorticity distributions,onecanmoredirectlyanswerquestions

aboutdevelopmentanddissipationof flow structuresthanit is from asequenceof maps

containinginstantaneousvelocityvectors.As mentionedearlier,onevorticity vector

combinesinformationonmagnitudeandorientationof severalvelocityvectorswhich

makesit easierto depictflow structuresin distributionsof vorticity. Thestudyof the

evolutionof flow structureswith crank-angleon thebasisofvorticity distributionshas

beendonefor 10RPM enginespeedand9 mmvalvelift. At 10RPM enginespeed,the

highesttemporalresolutioncouldbeachievedfor thiswork (2o crank-angle).A valvelift

of 9 mmwaschosenbecausethestructuresin aflow field inconnectionwith 10RPM

enginespeedand9 nunVL canbeexpectedto exhibit,in termsof fluid dynamics,the

moststablebehaviouramongtheflow fieldsinvestigateddueto thelowestmomentum

flux of the incomingjet. Therefore,it is for thiscasethemostlikely thatflow structures,

asdenotedby vorticity distributions,canbeidentifiedinoneplot andfollowedascrank-

angleevolves.

TheresultsarepresentedinFigureV.4.18for asequenceof distributionsof the

circumferentialvorticity componentfight aroundmid-stroke(88°, 90°, and92° CA).

Despiteanoverallsimilarityof thethreeplots it is not possibleto distinguish

unambiguouslyareasof vorticity that stemfrom anevolvementof onehill or valleyas

crank-angleadvances;nounequivocalstatementcanberenderedaccordingto whicha

particularhill (valley)in thevorticity distributionat onecrank-anglecanbe identifiedin

the distributionattheproceedingcrank-angleposition.
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Anothersequenceofvorticity distributionsfor threeconsecutivecrank-anglesis

exhibitedin FigureV.4.19at lowerpiston speed at crank-angles 150 °, 152 °, and 154 °.

Here again, the vorticity distributions appear similar and it is again not possible to point

out specific vorticity structures and follow them through the sequence.

The time scale in connection with the rearrangement of the vorticity distribution

between examined crank-angles is obviously smaller than the data sample rate of 33.33 ms

-- even for this setting of low engine speed and large valve lift; thus, not allowing for an

unambiguous identification of a particular hill (valley) in vorticity distributions at two

consecutive crank-angles. There is possibly one exception, however. In the lower left

comer of the two-dimensional plot in Figure V.4.19e a very distinct and prominent

hill/valley system can be discerned for 154 ° crank-angle. The early phase of development

of this system can be perceived vaguely in Figure V.4.19c (152 ° CA). This system must

be, for several degrees of crank-angle of piston motion, so stable that it does not get

destroyed, or rotated so as not to be oriented normal to our data plane. In fact, it could be

observed at 156 ° CA (map ofvorticity distribution for this CA is not shown in figure) as

well; between crank-angle 1540 and 156 ° the system is however dissipating and thus

becoming very weak.
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V.5 Annulus Intake Jet

The LIPA grid of laser lines has been re-scaled to provide higher resolution data in a

region around the valve in order to investigate the incoming free annulus jet. Velocity

vectors could be determined at 15 locations from this application of LIPA. More detailed

information on the applied grid (Figure II.2.3b), its resolution, and the accuracy of the

measurements is available in chapters II and III. The intake jet is examined at three

different settings of the engine parameters (engine speed and valve lift); two valve lifts

-- 3 and 9 mm -- are considered at an engine speed of 20 RPM, and the 3 mm valve lift

case is investigated at an engine speed of 30 RPM. Ensemble averaged results as well as

maps of instantaneous velocity vectors will be discussed in the following sections.

The most interesting fluid dynamical issue in the study of the intake jet 'under the

magnifying-glass' are the interactions between the annular intake jet and the two toroidal

recirculation patterns bordering the jet, in particular that of the main TRP. The goal in this

section on the scrutiny of the intake jet is then to achieve a physical description of these

interactions and to measure the strength of the generated and manipulated flow structures

of the intake jet as they evolve in space and time. The interactions between the jet and the

periphery of the main TRP appear to be one of the major keys for the fluid dynamical

processes in the entire engine as has been suggested in section V.2.

The maps of velocity vectors -- or better, the maps containing distances that fluid

particles convected in the direction denoted by arrows -- presented in the following

sections, depict the flow field as it is represented 0.17, 0.34, and 0.51 ms (for 30 RPM

engine speed and 3 mm VL, for 20 RPM and 3 mm VL, and for 20 RPM and 9 mm VL,

respectively) after the laser fired to build up the grid that illuminates the fluid particles.

Note that the time intervals are in integer multiples of 0.17 to simplify the act of

comparison of the plots for different engine speeds and valve lifts.
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Except for a few issues that concern fluid dynamical descriptions of the global

behaviour of the intake jet, it is not feasible to compare the results obtained from

experiments with 3 mm valve lift to those obtained with 9 mm valve lilt, e.g. to relate

velocity vectors on a vector-to-vector basis. This is because the grid of laser lines marks

fluid particles at different locations with respect to the axis of the intake jet for the two

cases (the investigation grid was moved for the LIPA experiments examining the intake jet

at 9 mm VL in order to have intersections of laser lines at fluid dynamically interesting

spots in that flow field). Additional difficulties arise when trying to compare results

because of the fluctuation of the induction angle, which causes the locally fixed velocity

vectors to represent -- as crank-angle evolves -- different areas within the flow field. This,

furthermore, makes it difficult to compare results for one engine parameter setting at

different crank-angles.

V.5.1 EA domain

The ensemble averaged results are obtained from 40 engine cycles for the 20 RPM

engine speed, and from 60 engine cycles for 30 RPM. Again, reasonable convergence was

found. As in section V. 1.1, the case of the 20 RPM engine speed with the 3 mm valve lif_

will be examined in greater detail since flow visualization results are available for this set

of engine parameters, and the results are reasonably representative for those obtained with

different engine speed and different valve lift.

V. 5.1.1 20 RPM engine speed, 3 mm valve lit_

In order to illustrate at what locations within the engine cylinder, especially with

respect to the free annulus jet, the grid of laser lines enables a quantitative analysis of the

flow field to be made, superpositions of maps of EA velocity vectors onto pictures

(instantaneous realizations) generated by flow visualization have been constructed (this
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also reduces the chances of misinterpretations of flow structures). The superpositions have

the effect of filling in the space between individual vectors with information. The

superpositions were done at crank-angles 32 °, 52 °, and 92 °. The result is shown in

Figure IV.2.2g, j, and k.

In studying the congruity of velocity vectors with the flow structures, it is obvious that

the ensemble averaged velocity vectors do not and cannot describe in Figure IV2.2g, j,

and k exactly the particular instantaneous flow situation denoted by the flow visualization

results, primarily within the region dominated by the intake jet [recall that EAs describe

preferred directions of the flow field]. Both the fact that the jet is turbulent and because of

cycle-to-cycle variability at the moment of data acquisition (whether via flow visualization

or LIPA), the imager faces different details of the flow structure.

As a first result from the sequence of the three superposed images in Figure IV.2.2g, j,

and k it is obvious that the length of the transitional flow decreases between 32 ° CA and

midstroke because of the increasing Reynolds number. This observation is congruent with

the results by Yule (1978).

Table V. 5. I: Assignment of individual velocity vectors to flow structures

Velocit_ Vector #

2and4

1, 3, and 5

7, 10, 13_ and 15

6 and 8

9 and 12

14

11

Re_ion of the flow field that is described b_' these velocity vectors

Edge of intake jet close to inlet valve

Corner between cylinder wall and cylinder head

Periphery of main recirculation pattern

Edse of intake jet that interferes with motion from upper corner flow

Edge of intake et that interferes with periphery of main TRP ..

Around axis of intake jet

indecisive
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Based on the superposed data in Figure IV.2.2g, j, and k one can assign the 15 velocity

vectors to certain flow regions and structures. (Figure II.2.3b contains the number

assignment for each of the 15 velocity vectors examined in this chapter. For

Figure IV.2.2g, j, and k the investigation grid was flipped.) Velocity vectors #7, 10, 13,

and 15 are located in the periphery of the main recirculation pattern. This flow structure

has a rotational bulk flow with turbulent motion associated with the smaller length scales

within the TRP. One expects these length scales to be smaller than the spacing density of

laser lines in the investigation grid indicating that these four velocity vectors must be

statistically independent from each other. Velocity vectors #2 and 4 denote the upper edge

of the incoming jet close to the valve when the jet commences to exhibit instabilities, i.e.

waviness. Velocity vectors #1, 3, and 5 represent the fluid motion in the corner between

the cylinder head and wall, including that &the toroidal recirculation pattern in this area.

Velocity vector # 11 cannot be assigned to any particular flow structure; to variable

degrees and intermittently, depending on the crank-angle, it describes the upper corner

TRP and the intake jet. The remaining five velocity vectors portray the intake jet after the

jet matured downstream. In Figure IV.2.2g (32 o CA) velocity vectors #6, 12, and 14

depict coherent flow structures; in Figure IV.2.2j and k (52 o CA and 92 ° CA) velocity

vectors #6, 8, 12, and 14 denote eddies in the turbulent jet aider it experienced vortex ring

break-up. A summary of the role of each velocity vector in the description of the flow field

is given in Table V.5.1. From Figure IV.2.2g, j, and k one can conclude that the velocity

vectors appear to be very reasonable representations of the motion of the flow structure

that they quantify.

It is apparent that the coarse spacing &the grid of laser lines offers very low spatial

resolution between velocity vectors. No fluid dynamic quantity defined by spatial

integration or differentiation, e.g. length scales from integration, can be determined for

particular flow structures with this setup since the procedure of integration or
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differentiationoverseveralvelocityvectorsin the present maps would include information

from other flow structures which leaves the calculation invalid. Also, since some of the

velocity vectors are statistically independent they cannot be the basis for the calculation

for one specific integration quantity. Furthermore, the temporal resolution (4 ° crank-angle

corresponding to 33.33 ms) is too low to determine turbulence intensities or length and

time scales from velocity vector profiles at one location by employing, for instance,

Taylor's hypothesis in an interpolation scheme. Hence, the way we will use the data will be

analogous to having 15 individual probes in the flow that are non-intrusive and which give

velocity information in any direction without bias.

There is a region in the flow field dominated by the incoming jet which can be called the

'interface zone'. In the interface zone the flow structures of the incoming free annulus jet

and the main toroidal recirculation pattern meet, interact, and change each other. More

specifically, in this area the azimuthal vortex ring structures created by the intake jet come

into contact with the turbulent periphery of the main TRP. The evolution of fluid dynamics

in this zone manifest the mechanism of direct transfer of momentum to the main TRP. In

the velocity maps for 20 RPM and 3 mm valve lift acquired for this work this zone

comprises basically, unfortunately, only two vectors, #9 and 12. From these, supported by

flow visualization results, it can be observed that the contact of the main TRP with the

intake jet is essentially tangential. Because of the low spatial resolution, however, it would

be rather risky to infer further manifestations from an observation of the two single

velocity vectors #9 and 12 for the purpose of a deduction of fundamental fluid dynamics

from the interface zone. At this point it is worthwhile mentioning that the potential

ultimate goal as outlined in the beginning of section V. 5 -- namely, a thorough

investigation of the interactions of the intake jet with the two TRPs -- cannot be met in

this work due to the coarse spacing of lines in the investigation grid. One can see

however, that an analysis of the interface zone involving higher spatial resolution of the
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LIPA grid, though, will yield remarkable insight into the fluid dynamics of the interactions

between the intake jet and the main recirculation pattern which in turn influences the main

TRP and thus the induction stroke as a whole. This, of course, presupposed that both a

high resolution LIPA grid and 'simultaneous' flow visualization results are obtained from

one and the same engine cycle. What the author can do in this study, nevertheless, based

on the data inferred from the applied coarse laser grid is deliver singular pieces of

information of a mosaic, where the mosaic is the comprehensive description and modeling

of the jet-TRP interactions, and possibly furnish speculations about fluid dynamics and

suggestions for the improvement of the measurement technique on grounds of these

pieces.

Hence, despite the coarse spacing, some interesting properties of the intake flow can be

unveiled by the ensemble averaged velocity maps in Figure V.5.1 where velocity

information is given for 20 RPM engine speed and 3 mm valve lift at selected crank-angle

positions.

In general, the maps exhibit considerably stable flow fields alter midstroke, which is a

verification of results obtained in section V. 1.1, although there are some velocity

fluctuations observable as crank-angle evolves in the periphery of the main TRP as well as

in the interface zone which can be expected due to highly turbulent motion and the limited

number of images over which the EA procedure was performed.

As can be seen in the pictures of Figure IV.2.2g, j, and k the core of the intake jet is

confined to such a small width compared to the spatial resolution of the grid of laser lines

that it is difficult to capture the intake jet with intersections of laser lines in order to infer

fluid dynamical quantities from the jet's core. The jet appears to be depicted, though, in

the velocity maps of Figure V.5.1g at 84 ° CA by velocity vectors #2, 4, 8, and 11,

however, it is not clear to what extent and where within the jet. Nevertheless, by

considering orientations of velocity vectors it is possible to 'construct' the intake jet by eye
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and thus geometrically classify fluid dynamical conduct of the flow field in an engine. For

example, one can observe the inclination behaviour of the intake jet as it inclines first

towards the cylinder axis and is being pushed back up again (Figure V. 5.1 a through g).

In studying the individual maps containing ensemble averaged velocity vectors in

Figure V. 5.1 one notices that until shortly before midstroke (about 80 ° CA) velocity

vectors #7, 10, 13, and 15 which after midstroke depict the periphery of the main TRP,

document the inclination of the intake jet towards the cylinder head. Another interesting

observation is that from 80 ° CA on (after the intake jet has been pushed back up by the

main TRP) it seems to be possible to discern the flow of vortex ring structures in the

interface zone in the velocity maps (depicted mainly by velocity vector # 12). The

presumably observable flow of vortex structures in the velocity maps is denoted by the

fact that the orientation of vector #12 prescribes a flow away from the axis of the intake

jet. However, information provided by this one velocity vector is too ambiguous to arrive

at qualitative conclusions about vortex structures generated by the intake jet.

It is an interesting occurrence that velocity vector #2 experiences a reorientation

towards the end of the induction stroke by about 180 o. From Figure V.5.1 one can see

that velocity vector #2 assumes at crank-angles 172 ° and 180 ° a direction opposite from

that of what the intake jet prescribes throughout the stroke. This reorientation process is

encountered for an engine speed of 30 RPM (3 mm VL) as well; in this case it sets in

earlier.

The upper corner toroidal recirculation pattern also has an influence on the

development of the intake jet. A set of four velocity vectors (#1, 3, 5, and 11) essentially

represent the upper corner TRP as mentioned at the beginning of this section. They

evidence a very stable flow pattern in the upper corner after midstroke. The generation of

the TRP takes place in the upper corner shortly before midstroke as discussed in

section IV. 1.2 and outlined in section V.5.1.3 in the discussion of the results for 20 RPM
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and9 mm valve lit_. Unfortunately, the flow of the fluid transported by the upper comer

TRP cannot be unambiguously characterized when it is approaching the jet (velocity

vectors #6 and 8). This is because the actual intake jet cannot be discerned clearly from

the maps, and one therefore cannot estimate the space available to the TRP to tum into

the direction of the jet. It is evident again that the spatial spacing of IAs in the laser grid

for the examination of the intake jet is far from satisfying. One is compelled to

speculations about the fluid dynamics at the site where the upper comer recirculation

pattern and the intake jet join, in particular about the meaning of velocity vectors #6 and 8

in the velocity maps. Two interpolation scenarios are possible. If the jet evolves close to

the two vectors (#6 and 8) the flow in the upper comer will impinge onto the incoming jet

and the contact of the upper comer flow with the intake jet will directly impart momentum

to the flow in the upper comer through shear forces. The upper comer flow does not

really recirculate (however, considering continuity aspects of the impinging flow, it seems

fair to say that it turns into the direction of the intake jet flow), and it would seem that the

flow in the upper comer forces, by impinging onto the incoming jet, a downward motion

onto the jet. If the intake jet is further away from vectors #6 and 8 it would give the upper

comer flow more room to turn into the direction of the jet and recirculate. However, it

does not seem likely that there is enough room for the upper comer recirculation pattern

to reorient to such a degree that it would touch the intake jet tangentially as does the main

TRP on the other side of the jet. In this case, fluid carried by the upper comer TRP gets

entrained into the intake jet by the toroidal vortex tings shedding from the jet.

The effect of the upper comer toroidal recirculation pattern on the intake jet is of a

considerably different nature than the one of the main TRP. Although this is a qualitative

result, it is not the type that can be inferred from the flow visualization pictures in

chapter IV.

In the EA domain, when the field of velocity vectors indicate similar orientation in

connection with equally high velocity magnitudes, we can assume that there is a very
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structuredflow. Thevelocityvectorsin theuppercomer(#1, 3, and5) exhibitjust that,

suggestingthat therecirculationpatternin theuppercomeris muchmorestructuredthan,

for instance,theperipheryof themainTRP depictedbyvelocityvectors#7, 10,13,

and 15.Theseindicateuncorrelated,low magnitudevelocities.Theturbulentflow field

constitutingtheperipheryof themainrecirculationpatternconsistsof flow structuresthat

convectedalongwayaftertheir creationbytheintakejet and,throughthat convection,

haveundergonediverseinteractionswith thedifferentelementsof theentireintakestroke,

suchastheboundarylayerflow alongthecylinderwall, explainingthefinescale

structuredflow field in theperipheryof themainTRP.Theeddystructuresof theupper

comerrecirculationpatternhavea shorterhistory.Velocityvectors#1,3, and5 depicting

theuppercomerTRP indicatethattheTRP'sbulk flow dominatesover themotionof the

eddies.

Theaccountsof fluid dynamicalbehaviouroutlinedin theprecedingparagraphsare

basedon theresultsof 15datapointsdistributedthroughouttheregionof investigation,

andrelyheavilyon thepreviousquantificationsandflow visualizations.Evenwith 15data

pointsin thisregion,it isveryclearthatthephysicscannotbeeasilydetermined-- this

speaksvery loudly for theneedto areainformationof theLIPA type.To verify the

suggestionsmadeaboveastudyisrequiredwherea grid of laserlineswith muchdenser

spatialspacingis employed.

V.5.1.2 30 RPM engine speed, 3 mm valve lift

Velocity distributions look very much alike for 20 and 30 RPM engine speeds with

3 mm valve lift, which is why the 30 RPM case will not be discussed in depth; only a few

notes are worthwhile mentioning.

First, momentum of the intake jet increases with engine speed as has been outlined in

section V.2.2. The distances denoted in the maps in Figure V.5.2 for 30 RPM engine
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speed are representative for the flow field after 0.17 ms, which means that the velocities

would be twice as high in a time flame that is associated with the results for 20 RPM

engine speed and 3 mm valve lift in Figure V.5.1 (0.34 ms). From Figure V.5.2 it is then

possible to infer that the velocity at the valve is indeed significantly higher for 30 RPM

(compare flow situations around midstroke, Figures V. 5.1 h and V. 5.2c).

Then, the increased inclination of velocity vector #4 (which depicts the upper edge of

the incoming jet for the 3 mm VL case) towards the cylinder axis throughout the intake

stroke in the velocity maps for 30 RPM engine speed as compared to the inclination of the

same vector for 20 RPM suggests that the induction angle for the intake jet associated

with 30 RPM engine speed is smaller, thus the intake jet steeper. This is a verification of

the corresponding curves in Figure V. 1.3 from section V. 1.2 (induction angle vs CA). This

occurrence makes sense from first principles according to which the higher engine speed

(30 RPM) imposes a higher pressure gradient which in turn leads to a steeper route of the

intake jet when it enters the cylinder.

V.5.1.3 20 RPM engine speed, 9 mm valve lit_

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, for 9 mm valve lit_ the investigation grid

had been adjusted to have intersection points, and thus velocity information, at potentially

interesting locations in the flow field. Unfortunately, no embedding of the velocity vectors

in a picture of flow visualization results can be achieved here due to the lack of flow

visualization results at this engine parameter setting. Hence, it is not possible to properly

assign the individual velocity vectors to flow structures and the interpretation of the flow

fields is, in conjunction with the low laser grid resolution, even more vague. However,

some general issues can be discussed on the basis of the results with this engine parameter

setting.
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The flow patterns for the realization of 20 RPM engine speed and 9 mm valve lift as

displayed in Figure V.5.3 in terms of maps of velocity vectors is very stable after

midstroke until the very end of the stroke which is not, to this degree, the case for the

smaller valve lifts. This must be an indication for the more structured flow patterns in

connection with slower development of flow structures as typical for larger valve lifts

which has been discussed in section V.2.

For this setup of the laser grid, one laser line passes through the cylinder very close to

the evolving intake jet; see for example the flow situation at 960 crank-angle

(Figure V. 5.3 c) when the induction angle reaches a local maximum (see Table V. 5.2).

Before CA 96 ° the strength of the main TRP increases with crank-angle and pushes the

intake jet upward. This had been observed in section V. 1.1. During this phase the flow

pattern in the upper comer does not exhibit strong momentum. From 92 ° CA on it could

be observed for 20 RPM engine speed and 9 mm VL that the upper comer flow of fluid

seems to gain strength. As a matter of fact, the motion in the upper comer can be

described a toroidal recirculation pattern only from this moment on, as has been confirmed

by flow visualization results at low speeds (section IV. 1.2). The created upper comer TRP

forces the intake jet to move slightly back down towards the cylinder axis. From 108 ° CA

on the induction angle stabilizes and fluctuates marginally about the plateau value (see

Table V.5.2). The fluctuation is governed now by the interactions of the azimuthal vortex

structures of the intake jet with the recirculation patterns to either side of the jet.

The grid of laser lines did not reach far down enough in these experiments with the

9 mm valve lift in order to display what has been called the interface zone in the previous

sections. In fact, with the awareness of what the LIPA grid of laser lines did not

accomplish one can go back to the experimental phase and improve the grid. The

application of LIPA to a particular problem is a reiterative process.
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V.5.1.4Comparisonbetweeninvestigatedcases

In general,verygoodconformitycanbeestablishedbetweenthemapsof velocity

vectorsthatpresentthe intakejet, andtheonesthat presenttheoverallfluid motionin the

enginecylinderwhichhadbeendiscussedin sectionV.1.1.Furthermore,verygoodaffinity

canbefoundwhencomparingtheintakeflow at20RPM enginespeedand3 mmvalvelift

asrepresentedbythevelocitymapswith the intakeflow asrepresentedin theflow

visualizationpictures.Theagreementof thetwo setsof LIPA resultsfor thetwo different

viewswith eachotherandtheir agreementwith theflow visualizationresultsestablishesan

additionalsenseof theaccuracyof theLIPA experimentswhichleadsto confidencein the

results.

A profile of inductionangleversuscrank-anglecanbeextractedqualitativelyfrom the

plotsof velocityvectorsin FigureV.5.1astheinductionangledecreasestowardsalocal

minimum,increasestowardsa localmaximum,andthenfluctuatesaboutafairly constant

plateauvalue(compareto resultsin sectionV.1.2).A detailedquantitativemeasurement

of the inductionangleis not undertakenbecausethevelocityvectorsareconsiderably

ambiguousaboutwhat theactualangleisunderwhichtheintakejet enterstheengine

cylindersinceonedoesnot know wherein thevelocitymapstheaxisof the intakejet is

exactly.Oneis thuscompelledto interpolatebetweenvelocityvectorswhichcontain

velocity componentsfrom thevortextingsshedfrom thejet inorderto evaluatethe

inductionangle.A partialquantitativeverificationof theresultsobtainedin sectionV.1.2

is, however,accomplishedif onedeterminesthecrank-angleat whichtheinductionangle

assumesits highestvalue(highestdrit_backup towardsthecylinderhead)aswell asthe

crank-anglefrom whichonthe inductionangleassumesits plateauvalue.Theappropriate

numbersfor thethreedatasetsinvestigatedin sectionV.5 canbefoundin TableV.5.2.

The accuracyof thesenumbersisbelievedto behigherthantheonesin sectionV. 1.2
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because of the increased spatial spacing of laser lines in the LIPA grid with which the

intake jet is being examined. The correspondence to the results in conjunction with

induction angles as determined in section V. 1.2 is safely within the uncertainty associated

with the evaluation of the induction angle itself.

Table K 5.2: Occurrence of specific events in profile of induction angle; the

numbers indicate the degree of crank-angle.

angle at which

induction angle plateau

assumes local maximum is started

20RPM 3mm

20RPM 9mm

30RPM 3mm

84 92

96 108

78 90

V.5.1.5 The intake flow in terms of non-linear chaotic system dynamics

Based on the results gathered in the preceding sections one can summarize and theorize

the following: The azimuthal vortex ring structures created by the free annulus jet come

into contact with the periphery of the main toroidal recirculation pattern in the interface

zone. The fluid dynamical interactions of the vortex structures with the recirculation

pattern determine the shape of the flow field downstream including that of the main TRP.

The induction stroke, thus, appears to consist, in terms of a model, of a reiterating control

system with one input -- namely the free jet -- where the main TRP challenges the intake

jet and the manipulated intake jet in turn influences the physics of the main TRP. The

system is governed by steadily changing boundary conditions, i.e. the vertically moving

piston head. In the EA domain this control system reaches equilibrium some time atter

midstroke when the boundary condition becomes unimportant. At this time, according to
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section V.5. 1.3, the toroidal recirculation pattern in the upper corner is created. The upper

comer TRP also effects the intake jet which in turn influences the development of the

upper corner TRP. Hence, after midstroke, a second control system is set up. In this

context, a literature research on dynamics of non-linear chaotic systems might be helpful.

The consideration of the induction flow field in terms of models will be beneficial for

computerized analysis of the induction flow, in particular of the fluid dynamical

characteristics of the main toroidal recirculation pattern, e.g. in terms of mixing

performance. For this, of course, the interactions of vortex rings with the main TRP in the

interface zone have to be understood.

As a practical application of system philosophy according to which the intake jet flow

can be regarded as consisting of two reiterating systems (see preceding paragraph), a 'flip-

flopping' mechanism maintained by the two control systems is thinkable after midstroke

that explains the fluctuation of the induction angle. Flip-flopping could take place

according to the following scheme: As a result of the intake jet's inclination away from the

cylinder axis the upper comer TRP experiences an increased supplement of momentum

and, in return, pushes the intake jet back down towards the cylinder axis. Now, the main

TRP experiences an increase in momentum and, therefore, pushes the intake jet back up to

increase the supply of momentum to the upper comer TRP. The possibilities of fluid

dynamical interaction between the upper comer TRP and the intake jet comprise then both

options of flow field conduct delineated in section V. 5.1.1, namely impinging of high

momentum flow onto the jet and recirculation of low momentum flow. This is merely a

hypothesis. But an intuitively appealing one. The time scale that is associated with the

increasing supplement of momentum to the upper comer TRP with subsequent inclination

of the induction angle towards the cylinder axis is of smaller order than the one associated

with the corresponding mechanism enforced by the main TRP.
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V. 5.2 Analysis of individual engine cycles

There are issues, such as momentum exchange of intake jet as well as magnitudes and

correlations of small scale motion, that cannot be discussed in the EA domain since the

procedure of averaging destroys instantaneous information about the flow field. Averaging

melts the diversity of information available from individual engine cycles about, for

instance, a flow structure at a particular location in the flow field -- information such as

size and the different states of development of that flow structure -- into one average flow

structure -- which never, of course, actually exists. This virtual flow structure summarizes

the behaviour of the instantaneous flow structures. Furthermore, the averaging process

levels out extreme values. The discussion of issues like the momentum exchange of the

intake jet requires cycle resolved maps of instantaneous velocity vectors that reveal

instantaneous in-cycle flow field information.

Unfortunately, as demonstrated in section V. 5.1, the spatial spacing of the applied

investigation grid for the study of the intake jet is much too coarse in this work to achieve

a thorough picture of fluid dynamical mechanisms that involve a free annulus jet flow

interacting with toroidal recirculation patterns on either side of the jet. Hence, it is

impossible to infer a comprehensive, coherent fluid dynamics model of the flow within and

around the annulus intake jet. Furthermore, it turns out that intersection areas encountered

in conjunction with the LIPA grid from Figure II.2.3b are not small enough to resolve the

small scale motion inherent in the flow. But, they do resolve the large scale energy

containing motion. Thus, a few interesting features of the intake flow field, beyond those

found in the preceding section, can be deduced from the analysis of individual engine

cycles where results stem from the application of the 'close-up' grid of laser lines.

In the following, some details from the maps of velocity vectors from individual engine

cycles (EC) will be discussed. For the 20 RPM engine speed and 3 mm valve lift case,
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enginecycle#49 is a good example of an individual realization of the intake stroke.

Results for this EC are displayed in Figure V.5.4. For 30 RPM and 3 mm VL, EC #24 is

analyzed (Figure V.5.5); for 20 RPM and 9 mm VL it is EC #14 (Figure V.5.6).

V.5.2.1 20 and 30 RPM engine speed, 3 mm valve litt

For 20 RPM engine speed and 3 mm VL it can be observed in Figure V.5.4 that the

intake jet is displayed by the velocity vectors in the maps at particular moments (crank-

angles) when the axis of the intake jet lies very close to one laser line that is part of the

laser grid (e.g. at 132 ° CA, Figure V.5.4q). At crank-angle 128 ° the axis of the incoming

jet coincides with the laser line as well, indicating that for two consecutive maps of

velocity information (crank-angle resolution for 20 RPM engine speed is 4 °) the induction

angle possesses the same value. On the other hand, at 152 ° CA (not shown in figure) the

intake jet is depicted by velocity vectors #2, 4, 6, 8, and 11 also, however, four degrees

before as well as atter 152 ° CA, the axis of the jet is away from this laser line (for the

velocity field at 156 ° CA see Figure V.5.4r). The succession of these three maps serves as

an illustration for the fluctuation of the induction angle aiter midstroke. The sequence of

velocity maps in Figure V.5.4 shows that the intake jet is highest back up (local maximum

for induction angle) for 84 ° crank-angle (Figure V. 5.4j). It also shows that at 132 ° CA the

induction angle has about the same value as for 84 ° . The results on the induction angle

inferred from EA velocity maps in section V. 1.2 indicate that the induction angle does not

reach the value of the local maximum before the very end of the induction stroke. This is

another incidence where instantaneous data is not properly represented by results deduced

in the EA domain.

The flow visualization results in section IV.2.2 suggest a repetition time scale for the

toroidal vortex structures in the intake jet of about 33 ms (or 40 CA)between 25 ° and

40 ° crank-angle. If one assumes that there is a correlation between the repetition rate of
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vortex ringsandthefluctuationof the inductionangleaftermidstroke,thetimescale

associatedwith thefluctuationsof the inductionangleaftermidstrokeshouldbeof the

orderof 33 msaswell. Therangeof 25oto 40° CA correspondsto 140° and155° CA if

oneassumessymmetryof fluid dynamicalbehaviourfor the intakejet aboutmidstrokedue

to thesymmetricalaccelerationcharacteristicattainedbytheforcingmovementof the

pistonhead.As observedin theprecedingparagraph,at 128° and132° CA theintakejet

assumesaboutthe sameinductionangleindicatingatimescaleinassociationwith the

fluctuationof the inductionangleof 33ms.Thiscorrespondscloselywith whathasbeen

foundfrom theflow visualizationresultsasatimescalefor thedevelopmentof azimuthal

vortex rings in the intake jet. However, the time scale associated with the fluctuation of

the induction angle has large error bounds since the temporal resolution of 4 o crank-angle

for an engine speed of 20 RPM transforms into a sampling rate lower than the Nyquist

frequency for this problem. A closer comparison of time scales will stem from an

investigation employing a higher sampling rate.

The observed congruity of vortex structures at 28 ° and 32 ° CA in the flow visualization

results in section IV.2.2 cannot be observed unambiguously in the respective maps of

velocity vectors inferred from LIPA - data provided by the close-up laser grid. Again

higher resolution quantitative data is needed. It would be interesting to see whether LIPA

results based on a field of velocity vectors derived from a LIPA grid with denser spatial

spacing of the laser lines would show the basic similarity seen in the flow visualization, but

still .quantify the effects of the environment on the formation of these vortices.

Even with the higher resolution grid, Figure II.2.3b, it is not possible to study the

vortex structures that are generated by the intake jet. However, it was indicated in

section V. 5.1.1 that there is evidence of some sort in the velocity maps for flow of vortex

structures in the vicinity of the core of the intake jet. More specifically, as could be

observed in section V.5.1.1, velocity vector #12 which is located in the interface zone was
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found to exhibit at times, in EA, an orientation that cannot be expected to stem from a

flow that is parallel to the axis of the incoming jet. From the maps containing

instantaneous velocity vectors now (Figure V. 5.4),' it can be seen that the velocity vectors

representing the fluid dynamics in the interface zone -- basically #9 and 12 -- have

intermittently an orientation away from the jet axis; for vector #12 more often than for #9.

This fluctuation of orientation of these two vectors might denote the motion of a fluid

particle which is turned away from the jet axis by either the motion of a toroidal vortex

ring, that of a fluid particle being entrained into the vortex ring, or that of a fluid particle

within an eddy in the turbulent flow phase &the intake jet -- for the latter case velocity

vector #14 can be included in the study. This assumption that velocity vectors #9 and 12

depict the motion of a vortex structure obtains support from the images generated by

superposition of a map of velocity vectors with the corresponding picture from the flow

visualization results where velocity vectors #9 and 12 are located at the edge of the intake

jet. An attempt to quantify the flow structures as represented by velocity vectors #9

and 12 is not being performed because of the uncertainty about the location of the vectors

within the flow structure at any particular moment due to the fluctuation of the induction

angle.

In this context, similar results can be obtained from a study of the velocity maps

stemming from an engine parameter setting of 30 RPM engine speed and 3 mm valve lit't

(Figure V. 5.5).

There are two options to quantify flow structures using maps that contain velocity

vectors: Either the LIPA results obtained with the coarse investigation grid has to be

accompanied with a visual picture of the flow field that is recorded at the very same

instant as the distorted LIPA grid, or much closer spacing of the intersection areas in a

LIPA grid has to be accomplished yielding distances between knots in the laser grid far

smaller than the length scale of the flow structures that are being studied.
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In an analysis of the velocity vectors in the periphery of the main TRP (#7, 10, 13,

and 15) in engine cycle #49 as exhibited in Figure V.5.4 it can be established from visual

analysis of the vector maps that alter midstroke these velocity vectors seem to be

correlated at times (96 ° and 100 ° CA, Figure V.5.41&m) and uncorrelated at others

(120 ° CA, Figure V.5.4o). For 30 RPM and 3 mm VL (Figure V.5.5) correlation is

encountered at 108 ° and 132 ° CA (Figure V.5.5c&d); at 144 o CA (not shown in

Figure V.5.5) the vectors appear to be uncorrelated.

As an example for an individual velocity vector that is located within the main

recirculation pattern, vector #13 describes the strong fluctuating motion characteristic of

the eddies in the main TRP, especially after midstroke when a consistent flow field is

established for the engine cylinder as a whole. This is the case for 20 as well as for

30 RPM engine speed and 3 mm VL.

V.5.2.2 20 RPM engine speed, 9 mm valve lift

For 20 RPM engine speed and 9 mm valve lilt, engine cycle #14 is displayed in

Figure V.5.6. At midstroke (88 ° CA, Figure V.5.6b) the axis of the intake jet overlaps

with one laser line from the LIPA grid. The velocity vectors depicted in the map in

Figure V. 5.6b to either side of the jet exhibit identical low magnitude characteristics, in

fact, they suggest the width of the intake jet for this setting of engine parameters; even the

orientation of these velocity vectors match roughly on a vector-to-vector basis when the

axis of the intake jet is taken as symmetry line. This suggests that the velocity vectors

generated by the laser line that overlaps with the intake jet depicts the jet at its centerline.

A very symmetric flow situation about the axis of the intake jet is encountered at this

particular moment. It is conceivable that the velocity vectors to either side of the intake jet

describe the interactions between the flow structures at the edge of the jet with the

recirculation patterns to either side. However, no unequivocal statement can be made
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about the fluid dynamics that are described by the vectors to either side of the jet since

these velocity vectors cannot be assigned indisputably to regions in the flow field around

the intake jet due to the lack of simultaneous flow visualization results at this engine

parameter setting.

V. 5.2.3 Momentum of the flee annular intake jet

At around midstroke of induction, at least for one map of instantaneous velocity

vectors for each of the three data sets examined in this section, the axis of the intake jet

coincides more or less with a laser line. This enables a rough quantification of momentum

in the intake jet by using the magnitudes of the velocity vectors that depict the incoming

jet as velocities encountered at the jet axis U c. The result is exhibited in Table V.5.3 where

the momentum flux J is calculated according to equation V.2.d in section V.2.2 and

normalized by density. The trend of the change of angular momentum with engine

parameter setting is as expected: The normalized momentum increases with decreasing

valve lift and increasing engine speed.

In Table V.5.4 two ratios are evaluated for the increase of momentum flux when engine

parameters are varied. The first ratio II/I denotes the increase of momentum when the valve

lift is lowered to 3 mm at constant engine speed; the second ratio IIlflI tells the increase

when engine speed is increased to 30 RPM at constant valve lift. The very same ratios were

calculated using the data available on the content of kinetic energy in the area of scrutiny

from section V.2.2. It can be stated that for momentum flux as well as for kinetic energy in

the area of scrutiny the first ratio II/I is smaller than the second ratio Ill/1I. These

tendencies assert that the increase of momentum with increasing engine speed from 20 to

30 RPM is stronger than the increase of momentum when the valve is being closed from

9 mm to 3 mm. The fact that the momentum flux and the kinetic energy content in the area

of scrutiny both exhibit similar tendencies as speed is increased and valve lift decreased,
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underlinethenotionof anexistenceof aproportionallink betweenthelevelof momentum

carriedby theintakejet andthelevelof kineticenergyin theareaof scrutiny.

Table K 5. 3: Normalized momentum as a function of engine parameter setting.

Maximum velocity

at center of jet [in m/s]

Momentum J /p

[in m^3/s^2]

......................................z.n.g..!ne..Par .eterSett!ng...............................
20RPM9mmVL

1.09

7.56E-03

20RPM3mmVL 30RPM3mmVL

II HI

2.1

9.39E-03

3.55

2.67E-02

Table V.5. 4." Comparison of ratios as encountered for momentum and

for kinetic energy.

Momentum

Kinetic Energy

II/I

1.24

1.91

Ratio

III/II

1 2.85

3.07

V.5.3 Velocity fluctuation within the intake jet

Miller and Comings (1957) found a distribution of the streamwise velocity fluctuation

for a two-dimensional jet flow that can be described as qV['-shaped about the jet-axis with

round edges of the 'M'. The local maxima of this distribution to either side of the jet can be

found, according to their study, at about 11"=1 where the jet width b is at about rl*=4
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(1"1"is the normalized parameter of the distance _ perpendicular to the jet axis divided by

the jet width where the origin of_ is at the axis of the jet). Their velocity fluctuation

profile for the velocity component in _ - direction exhibits an axisymmetric Gaussian-like

distribution about the jet axis.

To compare Miller and Comings' results to a velocity fluctuation distribution evaluated

from LIPA - data the velocity fluctuation in z - direction is displayed in Figure V.5.7

where the singular evaluations of the fluctuations within the examined x, z - plane are

exhibited in a three-dimensional needle plot for the RMS value of the velocity

fluctuation WRMS as well as for its normalized counterpart WRMs/WEA. As mentioned

elsewhere the velocity fluctuation in z - direction has been chosen because of the higher

accuracy in connection with the data acquisition and reduction process for the z -

component of the velocity vector. Note that the velocity fluctuation in z - direction does

not represent the one in streamwise direction as was examined by Miller and Comings,

thus, the results of this study will not strictly match the curves by Miller and Comings.

However, in investigating the velocity fluctuation results in Figure V.5.7, especially the

normalized fluctuation intensity distributions, one can discern a distinct valley (low values

of the fluctuation) with the sole of the valley being at the axis of the jet. This valley is most

distinct for the case of 30 RPM engine speed and 3 mm VL. Note that the error due to the

movement of the highest intensity spot within an intersection area has been taken out of

the data in Figure V.5.7 (see section III.3.3).

It would be tempting to determine the edge of the annular jet from the fluctuation

intensity distributions taking into account Miller and Comings' scaling measure that the

maximum of the distribution has to be at 1"1"=1. But from the results of the superposition

of a velocity map onto the corresponding flow visualization image for 20 RPM and 3 mm

valve lii_ (Figure IV.2.2g, j, and k) it is known that for this set of engine parameters

velocity vectors #9 and 12 represent the edge of the intake jet. This knowledge makes it

possible to locate the edge of the jet in Figure V. 5.713. From these diagrams it can be seen
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that with a further increase in _ beyond the edge of the jet the velocity fluctuation

increases. In this region of increased _, the locations of velocity vectors (#10, 13, and 15)

must be assigned to the periphery of the main toroidal recirculation pattern. It can be

speculated then that between velocity vectors #12 and 15, and between #9 and 13 there

ought to be a maximum in the fluctuations representing the interactions between the intake

jet and the periphery of the main TRP.

For 30 RPM engine speed, thus higher Reynolds number than for 20 RPM, and equal

valve lilt the spread of the intake jet is slower meaning that the width of the jet is smaller

at any given _. This is reflected in the plots of Figure V.5.7y. Based on the argument for

20 RPM and 3 mm VL that the maximum velocity fluctuation ought to be found between

vectors #9 and 13 this very same maximum has to move to a smaller _ due to the higher

Re and can thus be found now at a location close to velocity vector #9. This is exactly the

situation encountered in Figure V.5.7by.

When comparing the three plots in Figure V.5.7 containing the distributions of the

normalized velocity fluctuation intensity for the three engine parameter settings

(Figure V. 5.7b) the expectation that the intensity increases with decreasing valve lilt and

increasing engine speed is confirmed. The expected reciprocal behaviour for the width of

the intake jet -- namely the decrease of the width with decreasing VL and increasing RPM

-- is verified as well.

Contradictory to what had been conjectured in section V. 5.1.1 on the basis of the

velocity maps in the EA domain for velocity fluctuations encountered in the two

recirculation patterns, the velocity fluctuations within the periphery of the main TRP and

within the upper corner TRP can be found to be, in the plots of Figure V.5.7, of the same

order of magnitude.
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Due to the coarse spatial spacing of intersection areas and the mediocre accuracy

(section III.3.3) in connection with the LIPA grid from Figure II.2.3b the main goal set

forth for section V. 5, namely the description and quantification of flow structures in the

vicinity of the axis of the annular intake jet fell significantly short. Predominantly,

qualitative observations stemming from maps of velocity vectors were delineated where at

some points the study did not go beyond an achievement of fluid dynamical justifications

of specific velocity vectors. With a few exceptions no quantifications of fluid motion was

accomplished. However, this study is useful for a follow-up investigation where the

know-how acquired in this work can be used to design LIPA experiments.



Chapter VI

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The prime objective of this investigation was to apply the velocimetry technique LIPA

(Laser Induced Photochemical Anemometry) to study the induction stroke of a model

four-stroke engine in order to quantify the fluid dynamics of the encountered flow fields.

A secondary objective was to develop algorithms to enable accurate automation of the

data reduction technique for LIPA. Also, as a consequence of the research, new flow

visualization has uncovered detail here-to-fore unexplored in very low RPM engines. The

research has paved the way to using whole field data by creating diagnostics that give

information about vortical structures -- their scales and intensities and number -- needed to

study engine modifications that lead to enhanced mixing in engines.

LIPA was successfully implemented for the examination of the induction stroke of the

water analog model. Data acquisition as well as reduction procedures were established

that assured the generation ofLIPA - data (laser grids exhibiting distorted grid lines) and

ultimately velocity and vorticity information on induction. Similarities between flow

visualization images obtained for the induction stroke of the water analog model and fields

of velocity vectors corroborated the LIPA results. Flow visualization results also helped to

formulate new fluid dynamical conclusions about the flow field during induction.

In order to determine the accuracy of the LIPA - data, several tests were performed to

achieve estimations of errors. The main source of error in the LIPA technique as employed

in this work occurs because of the fact that intersections formed by crossings of laser lines

of the LIPA grids possess considerable extent. Within these intersection areas, regions of

highest pixel intensity were able to move driven by, for instance, mechanical vibration in

the apparatus. Thinness of laser lines and spatial resolution obtained by the lines of the
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LIPA laser grid were found to be the essential issues in conjunction with the optical

implementation of the LIPA grid employed for flow field investigation.

Based on the planar information of two-dimensional velocity vectors at assigned and

consistent locations within a flow field, the fluid dynamics encountered during induction of

the water analog model were examined. Two engine parameters (engine speed and valve

lift) were varied to establish a dependency between the flow field and fluid dynamical

quantities encountered during the intake stroke of an engine, and boundary conditions.

Engine speeds of 10, 20, and 30 RPM were investigated as well as 3, 6, and 9 mm valve

lifts employing two LIPA grids with different spatial spacing of the laser lines: One grid

with which it was possible to obtain a field of velocity vectors whose region of study

covered most of a plane containing the axis of the engine cylinder; and another grid of

•higher spatial resolution with which the incoming jet flow was analyzed.

In general, the information density in terms of spatial and temporal resolution in

connection with the LIPA images acquired was found to be adequate to examine the large

scale structures, but too low to examine the dissipative structure and the induction jet.

However, as mentioned elsewhere, it was beyond the scope of this study to achieve a

thorough, comprehensive understanding of the physics of the flow field. Shortcomings in

regard to resolution together with suggestions for their improvement are outlined.

On the basis of fields of velocity vectors (section V. 1) and supported by flow

visualization results the flow field has been dissected into fluid dynamical elements; namely

a free annulus jet emanating from the tip of the valve, two toroidal recirculation patterns --

one occupying most of the volume of the engine cylinder, and the other one in the comer

between cylinder wall and the intake jet --, a boundary layer flow along the cylinder wall,

and a buffer zone above the piston head. Some bilateral interactions between these

elements as well as effects of one element on another have been investigated.
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Considering the intake jet first, the angle under which the intake jet enters the engine

cylinder (induction angle) as a function of crank-angle is dependent on the setting of the

engine parameters. For a constant engine speed it can be observed that the intake jet soon

after it is established, inclines fastest towards the cylinder axis, and then back up towards

the chamber head to assume a constant 'plateau' value for small valve lifts. The larger

valve lifts have the smaller plateau value. It can be observed, furthermore, that the higher

the engine speed is the smaller is the difference between the highest and smallest plateau

value for a particular engine speed. It was argued in the text that the rates of change of jet

inclination are faster for small valve litts because the built-up of the main recirculation

pattern is quicker in connection with smaller valve lifts, thus forcing the incoming annular

jet back up faster. A reason for the plateau value towards which the induction angle

converges being smaller for larger valve lifts is that the main recirculation pattern is less

strong in this case, and is not able to push the intake jet back up as far.

The 'strength' of the main recirculation pattern has been established through an

evaluation of kinetic energy in a particular region of the main TRP, the so-called 'area of

scrutiny' which is a sub-region of the main recirculation pattern. Clear linear characteristics

were obtained in a single-logarithmic plot indicating the dependency of the kinetic energy

with engine speed and valve lift. According to these curves kinetic energy decreases with

decreasing engine speed and increasing valve lift. This same characteristic is experienced

for the momentum flux contained in the intake jet. Quantitative evaluation of momentum

flux could be achieved for three settings of the engine parameters when inferring velocity

information from maps of velocity vectors. The change of momentum flux -- exhibited by

the jet -- with setting of the engine parameters turned out to be very similar to the change

of kinetic energy when varying the same engine parameters. This was seen to be evidence

for a correlation between the momentum flux carried by the intake jet and the kinetic

energy content of the main recirculation pattern.
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Evaluations of recirculativity (see sections V.2.1 and V.2.2 for definition and results)

and vortical energy in the area of scrutiny for the nine data sets witness inconsistencies in

the results at an engine speed of 20 RPM (corresponding to 340 RPM in air) when results

achieved at 10 and 30 RPM engine speed are used as comparison. For 10 and 30 RPM

engine speed curves for recirculativity exhibit fairly linear characteristics -- recirculativity

increases with valve lift. For 20 RPM engine speed the three data points do not fall on a

straight line. For 10 and 30 RPM engine speed it was more or less possible to overlap

curves depicting vortical energy with the corresponding ones depicting the kinetic energy

by scaling. This was not possible in connection with the curves for 20 RPM engine speed.

The character of the flow field encountered during the induction stroke of an

axisymmetrical engine appears to exhibit a transition when at 20 RPM engine speed the

valve lift is being decreased. It was argued in section V.4 that this transition might be

attributed to the fact that at 20 RPM engine speed toroidal vortex tings created by the

intake jet get destroyed for 3 mm valve lift, however survive until the jet reaches the

cylinder wall in the case for 9 mm valve lift, enabling for 9 mm VL ingestion mechanisms

between vortex tings and the main toroidal recirculation pattern to supply the main TRP

with angular momentum on convective time scales.

One major finding from this study is that there have been strong indications that the

ratio of _lj describing the location where the intake jet turns turbulent has considerable

significance in connection with the fluid dynamics of the flow field in an engine. If _lj is

small the intake jet turns turbulent shortly after it enters the engine cylinder. In this case

the intake jet exhibits strong turbulent motion when it supplies momentum to the main

recirculation pattern. For large _/lj the turbulent motion of the jet is weaker resulting in

more structured motion of the main TRP.

A feeling for the complexity of the flow field has been conveyed in section V.3.1 by

means of fields of instantaneous velocity vectors. The manifold structure of the flow field
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makes it very difficult to grasp the flow field computationally or even analytically. It was

concluded that each fluid dynamical element of the flow field as identified in section V. 1,

e.g. the intake jet, should be considered separately with initial and boundary conditions

supplied by the surrounding fluid dynamical elements. The property of complexity is

stripped from the flow field when ensemble averaging of velocity vectors is performed

over individual engine cycles. In the EA domain very stable and structured flow fields are

encountered in an axisymmetrical engine after midstroke. Hence, EA techniques have to

be applied with the awareness that after ensemble averaging fluid dynamical quantities,

these quantities do not reflect properly fluid dynamics of the flow field during individual

events, but that these quantities point out general tendencies inherent in the fluid flow

during induction. Ensemble averaging will be the technique needed to quantify differences

in flow structure that can be attributed to engineering design changes.

Velocity fluctuations were evaluated in this work in the area of scrutiny (see

Figure V.2.2). These fluctuations incorporate those due to cycle-to-cycle variability and

due to turbulent motion exhibited by the flow field. Evaluations of these velocity

fluctuations for nine variations of engine speed and valve lift showed strong velocity

fluctuations in connection with high engine speed and small valve lift and low fluctuation

for large VL and low engine speed. Since the velocity fluctuations contain those due to

CtC-variations and due to turbulence no conclusive statement can be drawn from these

correlations. Information on instantaneous velocity magnitudes at one location in the flow

field in form of velocity profiles was used for 10 RPM engine speed and 3 mm valve lift to

attempt the separation of velocity fluctuations due to cycle-to-cycle variability and

turbulent motion within the flow field in this study. Velocity fluctuation in connection with

turbulence was found to be higher than those in connection with cyclic variations by a

factor of between 1.2 and 1.5, in the area governed by the intake jet as well as in the area

of scrutiny. In their cycle resolved study of engine data Catania and Mittica (1989)

evaluated the velocity fluctuations due to turbulence to be, in the vicinity of the jet axis,
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one quarter of those due to cyclic variations. Their experiments were conducted in a

commercial engine at 1600 RPM. This demonstrates the profound influence of engine

speed and engine geometry on velocity fluctuations. In this study it was found furthermore

that turbulence intensities increase towards the end of the induction stroke in the region

close to the axis of the intake jet as well as in the area of scrutiny. This is a very welcome

fact since it has been shown by previous studies that an increased level of turbulence

intensity enhances combustion performance in an IC engine.

Parametric quantities were evaluated from vorticity distributions in the area of scrutiny

for the nine sets of data representing magnitude and frequency of hill/valley fluctuations

encountered in the distributions. These quantities were evaluated to provide measures of

the number of rotating scales, their energy and size. -- The calculation of these quantities

replaces an evaluation scheme where Fourier transforms vorticity information into the

frequency domain since the amount of vorticity data available for the area of scrutiny was

not sufficient for the application of the Fourier transform. -- The measure representing the

frequency of hill-valley variation in the vorticity distribution shows that neither engine

speed nor valve lilt has an influence on the hill/valley fluctuation indicating that the overall

spatial structure of the flow field is similar -- for the length scale investigated -- for all nine

flow fields stemming from the nine settings of the engine parameters. The magnitude of

the hill/valley fluctuations, on the other hand, is highest for 30 RPM engine speed and

3 mm VL and decreases with decreasing engine speed and increasing valve lift. The

statement delivered in the two preceding sentences bear an indication that size-wise

comparable flow structures possess increasingly higher rotational flow as valve lilt

decreases and engine speed increases.

The spatial spacing of laser lines in the investigation grid for the examination of the

intake jet was very coarse with respect to the vortices created by the intake jet, so that

only a few fruitful results could be obtained from its application to the flow field in the
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vicinity of the axis of the annular intake jet. One of the results of this quantification was,

that the toroidal recirculation pattern in the upper corner between the cylinder wall and the

intake jet, observed by several investigators, and detailed further in this investigation, does

not for an axisymmetrical engine come into significant strength until midstroke. This was

also supported by observations from flow visualization results performed in this study. It

was furthermore argued for after midstroke that the upper comer flow pattern recirculates

only intermittently.

Another discovery stemming from the closer examination of the intake jet is that for the

crank-angle range of about 130 ° to 155 ° typical time scales of about 33 ms exist for the

fluctuation of the induction angle for 20 RPM engine speed and 3 mm valve lilt. Similar

time scales can be found for convection mechanisms of azimuthal vortex rings shed by the

intake jet in flow visualization results for a crank-angle range of about 25 ° to 40 ° for the

same setting of engine parameters. This suggests a correlation between the generation and

convection of toroidal vortex rings created by the intake jet and the fluctuation of the

induction angle.

Following is an itemized account of the most important fluid dynamical results

stemming from this investigation.

The flow field encountered in an axisymmetrical engine configuration can be dissected

into an annulus free jet, a boundary layer flow along the engine cylinder wall, two

toroidal recirculation patterns, and a buffer zone on top of the piston head.

The characteristic of the induction angle comprises a decrease towards a minimum,

followed by an increase towards a local maximum, with a final approach towards a

plateau value; the characteristic is independent of the setting of engine parameters

between 10 and 30 RPM engine speed.

- Results from the EA domain and from analyses of instantaneous data have both

importance in scientific research of fluid flow. From EA data it is possible to determine,
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e.g., induction angle, centers of rotational flow, structure of flow field; from

instantaneous data one evaluates in-cycle mixing, velocity and vorticity magnitudes, etc.

- The amount of kinetic, vortical, and fluctuation energy contained in the main TRP

increases with increasing engine speed and decreasing valve lift.

- A new parameter, 'recirculativity', was defined. It gives information on fluid flow,

about its structure and its tendency to recirculate. It was found that the recirculativity

basically increases with increasing engine speed and decreasing valve lift.

- The length of transitional flow of the intake jet, _/lj, is an important parameter in the

evaluation of the degree of structure of the main recirculation pattern.

Throughout the entire text improvements have been suggested for an application of

LIPA to a fluid dynamics problem in general, and to the induction stroke of an engine in

particular. Space for improvement is certainly encountered with the optical

implementation of the investigation grid. By setting up the optical system on an optical

bench and using micron-adjustable enclosures for optical elements one can achieve, for

instance, thinner laser grid lines, higher spatial resolution of the grid, and equality of line

thickness throughout the area of investigation.

A suggestion for further research in the study of the intake stroke of the water analog

model employing LIPA includes the investigation of horizontal planes at different

locations of z to quantify swirl and the tornado visualized in chapter IV, quantification of

flow motion on smaller length scales by using a LIPA grid of laser lines with higher spatial

resolution, extension of engine speed to more practical speeds, and attempts to accomplish

an ultimate hybrid technology where LIPA results are obtained from images that also

depict flow visualization information on the flow field to attain immediate quantification of

visualized flow structures. The basis for the latter project was laid in this investigation

where LIPA images were retrieved on film showing superimposed both a distorted laser

grid and visualized flow structures of the intake jet in one picture (Figure II.2.6b-e).
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Theauthor pointed out at various locations within this text that the length of the

transitional flow experienced for the annulus intake jet is an important parameter for the

development of the flow field during induction of an engine. Experiments including LIPA

and flow visualization incorporating higher temporal -- as well as spatial -- resolution

should be conducted on the intake stroke of a reciprocating quartz model. Then, it will be

possible to determine the extent to which the location of vortex ring break-up

demonstrates significance for the development of the intake flow field. It will also be

possible then to generate a model for the interactions between the annulus intake jet and

the two toroidal recirculation patterns.

It is important to understand to what extent there are interactions between the

azimuthal vortex structures of the intake jet and the main toroidal recirculation pattern in

the interface zone, and of what nature they are. We have seen that for 1.5 RPM engine

speed and 9 mm VL the vortex structures get suppressed, they cannot really develop; on

the other hand, we have seen for the same engine speed and 6 mm VL, that there seems to

be a mechanism that resembles vortex coalescing between vortex tings and the main TRP.

A laser grid with denser spatial spacing of intersection areas has to be spanned around the

valve in order to obtain fields with velocity vectors that would yield coherent information

about the flow structure in the interface zone in terms of magnitude and orientation of the

flow field at multiple locations. One can use the knowledge about these fluid dynamical

processes to generate new engineering modifications, as well as to describe a model of, as

was suggested, an iterating control system of bilateral influence between the intake jet and

the main TRP and try to, thus, ultimately predict the internal fluid dynamics of the main

recirculation pattern. The apprehension about the fluid dynamics of the main TRP during

induction is the key to evaluate mixing performance and level of turbulence intensity

during the induction stroke of an engine for most of the volume of the engine cylinder

under investigation.
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APPENDIX A

Generation of Piston Motion

Since water is the basis for the working fluid, the engine setup has to account for the

consequences of using an incompressible medium. Therefore, the compression and

expansion strokes had to be avoided during engine performance. This was accomplished

by a specially designed cam-shaft. For a depiction of the cam's physical shape see

Figure A. lb. The engine-speed vs. crank-angle characteristic of the cam-shaft can be seen

in Figure A. 1a.

Since one engine cycle comprises for the particular cam-shaft used for this research

project one revolution of the cam (3600 CA incorporating two moving and two quiescent

strokes) and one engine cycle of a regular engine comprises two revolutions of its shaft

(four moving strokes, Figure A. 1a) the effective engine speed used for the presentation of

results in this study must be doubled when transforming fluid dynamical results gained

with the utilized engine model to real engine applications. For example, if the model

engine is run at an engine speed of 10 RPM, the equivalent, real engine speed as

encountered in four-stroke IC engines is 20 RPM. In a phase-space diagram (Figure A. 1a)

the difference between the engine-speed-vs-crank-angle diagrams as induced by the cam-

shaft and by the shaft of a regular engine is being pointed out. For one turn of the 'circle' in

connection with the cam-shat_ used in this study (I, II, III, IV; at 11 and IV the piston is at

rest) one has to make two turns in conjunction with a regular engine (1, 2, 3, 4).

Because the optical encoder that is electronically timing the data acquisition process

(section 11.2.2.2 & Appendix C) puts out 360 pulses per cycle and thus achieving a crank-

angle resolution of 1° in the used data acquisition setup, one can concede on the grounds
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of the above discussion on engine speed that the temporal resolution in this study cannot

be better than 2 ° CA when results are to be converted to the real engine domain.

During engine performance one encounters fluctuation of the engine speed of the order

of about +0.5 Hz for 10 RPM engine speed at which the crank-angle frequency is 60 Hz,

thus an uncertainty in engine speed of 0.8%. This instability can be ascribed to causes such

as uneven friction between the O-ring and the cylinder wall, to an unstable providing of

the driving torque, to friction in the mechanical elements transferring the torque, etc.

Sealing and Lubrication between Piston Head and Cylinder Wall

An attempt had to be made to achieve two goals concerning the O-ring that served as

interface between the piston head and the cylinder wall which are both made of quartz: On

the one hand the O-ring had to establish an impenetrable connection with the quartz of the

cylinder wall in order to inhibit the working fluid from leaking, on the other hand the

connection was not to be too tight in order to allow the piston head to move

harmoniously. The use of a plastic named 'Rulon' accomplished cardinal sealing of the

working fluid yet allowed the piston head to move smoothly within the cylinder. The

actual O-ring constellation consists of two Rulon rings of equal width. Tightness of the

O-ring was enhanced by placing a regular rubber band between the quartz of the piston

head and the Rulon rings. The Rulon rings were cut on the side facing the piston head in

such a way as to allow the rubber band to rest in a groove, a configuration which

according to the O-ring text-book allows for increased sealing. Lubrication between

O-ring and cylinder wall was assured by the fact that a thin layer of liquid builds up

between the two materials during engine performance.

One unpleasant side-effect of the Decahydronaphthalene used for the flow visualization

experiments in connection with the phosphorescent dye (section IV. 1) is its property to

expand regular rubber dramatically (which I experienced on a daily basis when DHN came
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into contactwith myrubbergloves).Hence,whentheflow visualizationexperimentswere

performedusingKodak'sphotochromicchemicalwhereDHN wastheworking fluid the

regularrubber band in the q_ulon O-ring' configuration had to be replaced by DHN

resistant Viton V14 O-rings. These O-rings needed machining to substitute the rubber

band properly.
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APPENDIX B

Issues on refractive Index Matching

Since the point in 2D space for a refractive index matched compound is dependent on

temperature, the temperature in the measurement site has to be kept constant which was

assured roughly by a constant temperature of the ambient air in the laboratory.

Also, Hexane as index matching agent for Decahydronaphthalene exhibits a

considerable evaporation rate when the DHN/I-Iexane solution is exposed to air so that the

outer tank in which the DHN/Hexane solution constitutes the index matched fluid had to

be sealed from ambient air [still about 50 ml Hexane evaporated during a day of

experiments which, however, is just a fraction of the 6000 ml DHN/I-Iexane solution in the

outer tank]. From empirical observation it can be maintained that no fast diffusion

(mixing) mechanism between Hexane and the DHN/Hexane solution is encountered when

Hexane is added to the top of the fluid reservoir. This means in inverting terms, that after

evaporation of Hexane from the free surface the DHN/Hexane solution stays index

matched at the site where the laser grid enters the outer tank.

As could be observed, a slight mismatch of the index of refraction is not that crucial in

the investigation performed for this work. Furthermore, the relevant time in conjunction

with data acquisition with respect to index matching issues is the time between taking the

reference grids and the recording of the actual data (distorted grids) during engine

performance. This time is generally less than 5 minutes since only the first engine cycles

recorded were used for data reduction. During this time neither a significant change in

temperature nor significant evaporation of the alcohol component in the LIPA - chemical

in the engine cylinder and of Hexane in the DHN/Hexane solution in the outer tank can be

experienced.
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A considerable mismatch of the index of refraction for the test facility as a whole was

noticed when a white paper square was recorded with the imager system for calibration

purposes (Appendix D). In order to record the square the imager was turned away from

the test facility with the focus length of the camera lens remaining unchanged. In air, the

square (and also a ruler) was then moved along the optical axis of the camera lens until the

object was in focus. As turned out after the object was in focus, the distance between the

camera lens and the object (8.125 in) was significantly smaller than the distance between

the camera lens and the cylinder axis (8.875 in) of the test facility (grid of laser lines)

during the LIPA experiments. It is assumed that this is essentially due to the fact that that

portion of the outer tank that is situated between engine and camera is made of Plexiglas

where the optical system of indices of refraction quartz - Plexiglas - air has the effect of a

concave lens. It is assumed furthermore that the effect of hypothetically index mismatched

fluids in the apparatus and the outer tank is negligible.

Optical Issues

Background noise of the grid of laser lines: The edges of the glass bodies on the basis

of the beam divider introduce diffraction lines between the generated parallel laser lines.

Not only are these diffraction lines responsible for enhanced background noise (decrease

in quality factor; equation II.2.d), they also tie up energy in higher order lines, thus taking

energy away from the lines of'zero' order which are used to perform LIPA. There exists a

certain distance between near and far field where diffraction is not experienced. It is

desired to move the grating that distance away from the site of investigation. However, for

the experiments where the imposed grid of laser lines was to cover most of a two-

dimensional plane of the engine cylinder the distance between the beam divider and the

region of interest was determined by issues concerning (1) the achievement of highest

spread between the laser lines, (2) the implementation of the paths of the laser lines in
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order to avoid geometrical occlusion, and (3) the imperative to intersect the two sets of

laser lines as close to 90 ° as possible.

Variation of intensity within grid of laser lines: The grid of laser lines with which most

of the cylinder volume was examined exhibits a constant increase -- in z - direction of the

engine reference frame -- of energy intensity inherent in a laser line from line to line within

both sets of parallel laser lines where the upper lines close to the chamber head possess

lowest intensity. This variation in energy contained in the laser lines occurs since the

500 mm focusing lens is placed before the grating of the beam divider with respect to the

direction of the optical path of the laser beam. Because of this constellation the part of the

focused laser beam that gets split by the grating first is less focused and contains thus less

energy than the part that hits the grating later which accounts for the lines of higher

intensity in the lower right corner of the engine (see Figure II.2.7).

Variation of the intensity distribution of the laser lines is also due partially to a non-

homogeneous distribution of energy within the rectangular primary laser beam.

Depth offield: The parallel laser lines are focused at the measurement site. Thus the

depth of field at the measurement site is of the order of micrometers. However, since the

area of interest comprises, for the examination of the whole engine cylinder, a large

region, laser lines can be slightly out of focus at the periphery of the area of interest.

Out-of-plane motion: LIPA is insensitive to out-of-plane motion assuming proper

camera alignment since it records the projection of the distorted laser grid onto the

examined plane. A key aspect in this context is the proper generation of planar sets of

parallel lines.
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APPENDIX C

Synchronization Aspects, its. Di_cu!tjes, and related Uncertainties

Because LIPA - data was to be taken at particular fixed crank-angles within engine

cycles -- in order to perform ensemble averaging over a number of ECs at these selected

CAs -- the facility providing the measure for data acquisition is the running engine

(motor). Fluctuations encountered in engine speed during engine performance

(Appendix A) made it impossible to use the 30 Hz timing scheme provided by a CCD

camera to time the data acquisition process; with this approach pictures cannot be taken at

consistent piston positions for the examined engine cycles. The width of a window around

a crank-angle position -- at which fluid dynamics ought to be examined -- into which

samples of LIPA information fall during data acquisition denotes the accuracy of the

application of an ensemble averaging technique.

The electronic timing procedure is initiated by an optical encoder that rotates in sync

with the cam-shaft (Figure 11.2.4) and which puts out an electronic signal with every

degree rotation of the cam-shaft (360 signals per cycle) as well as a single signal once

every cycle (index). In general, the former signal is transferred to the Excimer Laser and

forces it to pulse. The signal is also piped to a frequency generator. This device provides

TTL signals of selectable length which can be delayed relative to the triggering input

signal from the optical encoder where length and delay of the TTL signal constitute

exposure and delay time, respectively, of the data acquisition procedure (section II.2.3).

The conditioned signal from the frequency generator is applied to the external trigger

facility of the image intensifier lens (Figure II.2.4; more on the imager system in

Appendix D).
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In theexperimentalsetupemployedin thisstudy,an'electronic signal valve' is inserted

into the electronic circuit right behind the optical encoder (Figure II.2.4). This valve

enables the investigator to select from the signals provided by the encoder those signals

which are necessary for electronic synchronization in the data acquisition process at a

particular engine speed. A technical drawing of the electronic realization of the electronic

device is shown in Figure C. 1. The device was designed and implemented by John

Brandon at the National Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University upon the

author's specifications. The two main features of this electronic valve are that (1) it allows

the experimentalist to transfer only every 2nd, 3rd, 4th, ..., or 10th crank-angle pulse

output by the optical encoder to the electronic network behind the 'valve' and that

(2) there is an option to assign a window with a length to cover 100 degree crank-angle

during which only pulses are admitted through the electronic valve and provided at its

output. -- Using the index pulse provided by the optical encoder this window can be set;

e.g. for the experiments conducted for this work the window was moved such that LIPA

images could be recorded during the intake stroke. -- The remaining 260 pulses in one

cycle are blocked in order to save on the lifetime of the elements comprising the

experimental system, especially to save on laser energy. The option to choose every 2nd,

3rd, and so forth signal has been added to ensure timing between the gating of the image

intensifier lens (IIL) and the Video camera at particular engine speeds upon which will be

deliberated next.

Electronic signal conditioning, i.e. timing to acquire data with the imager, is

implemented as follows: The Video camera is running continuously to record what is

provided at the exiting plane of the image intensifier lens (refer to Figures I1.2.4 and C.2

for graphical support for the following presentation of the timing procedure). The IIL is

gated and admits information at its exit to be recorded by the camera only during assigned

periods of time which are initiated by signals from the optical encoder mentioned above
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(or ultimatelyby theinvestigator).Thetimeslotsduringwhichtheshutterof theIlL

opensanddatais recordedbythe camera commence after the chosen 'delay time' between

the firing of the laser grid and the intentional documentation of the distorted grids. Their

lengths, i.e. exposure time, are determined by the intensity of the laser light of the

investigation grid and the f-stop of the camera lens (for optimization of exposure time see

section 11.2.3.2). The conditioning of the gating signal for the IIL is, as outlined above,

performed by the frequency generator. Upon reception of a signal from the 'electronic

valve' the frequency generator outputs a TTL signal after the assigned time delay with a

width of the TTL signal corresponding to the chosen exposure time which is transferred to

the IIL.

Since the Canon camcorder could not be triggered externally synchronization problems

must occur. With the camcorder running continuously and the IIL being gated, opening of

the shutter of the IlL occurs one time during the camera's 33.33 ms sampling intervals (for

appr. 0.1 ms in the average; exposure time) to reveal information from the investigated

area. Since during these 33.33 ms sampling intervals two sets of lines of the camcorder's

CCD array have to be filled (RS 170), the IIL however opening the gate only once for a

fraction of the sampling rate, only one set of lines in an image obtains information from the

scene of interest. That means that spatial resolution of images is literally cut in half in

vertical direction. The loss of spatial resolution could, however, be compensated for

partially (section III. 1.4). Another problem evolves from this method of data acquisition in

that the setting of the engine speed and thus the implementation of the measure for data

acquisition cannot be achieved precise enough to match the robust 30 Hz sampling rate of

the camcorder. Also, as mentioned in Appendix A, the engine speed fluctuates. Therefore,

it can be stated that due to the uncertainty in engine speed it can happen that either two

LIPA images can be interlaced in one picture acquired by the camcorder or that a frame

can be empty. To avoid this uncertainty it was attempted to run the engine at an engine
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speed that transforms into a crank-angle repetition rate which is slightly lower than the

30 Hz sampling rate of the camcorder. The consequence is that empty frames are

encountered. With the data acquisition system at hand only virtual synchronization is

achieved.

Improvement of the temporal resolution by a factor of 2 can be achieved by designing a

'crank-angle clock' that assigns the appropriate CA to an image (field) containing a

distorted laser grid. A set of horizontal lines carrying distortion information of one

investigation grid. can then be interlaced in one LIPA picture with information of the

distorted grid from the succeeding crank-angle position.

Another uncertainty enters through a bi-directional ambiguity (shifting) of the temporal

position of the start of piston motion in the electronic domain (index pulse from encoder)

.in a sequence of LIPA images for one engine cycle. This fluctuation accounts for a

vacillation of less than +1 o CA. Its effect is minimized by conditionally sampling those

engine cycles where the crank-angle position representing the beginning of piston motion

in the sequence of LIPA images for one EC can be assigned to a marginally small crank-

angle window that defines the commencement of the induction stroke.

Due to the aboveoutlined problems (empty or double-filled frames, shifting of initial

crank-angle position in sequences of LIPA pictures) the single LIPA images had to be

assigned to crank-angle positions by hand.

An engine speed of 10 RPM for the investigated water analog model (which transforms

into 20 RPM if one considers the cam-shaft factor of 2; Appendix A) corresponds to a

time interval between two degrees of crank-angle of 16.67 ms. Having a prescribed data

acquisition rate of 33.33 ms by the Video camcorder, images are thus acquired at every

other degree CA. Since 10 RPM for this water analog model relates to 20 RPM for a 'real'

engine (in this application a whole cycle consists of all four strokes whereas in real engine
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applications one cycle consists of two strokes) the crank-angle resolution is cut in half

again. Hence, for 10 RPM (20 RPM) there is a crank-angle resolution of 4 °. In this text

statements of engine speeds always refer to the engine speed in conjunction with a 'real'

four-stroke engine.

The imager system is turned by 90 ° for the experiments in the investigation of the

whole cylinder -- so that the quartz valve is located in the LIPA images on the right side

(Figure II.2.7), oriented vertically -- in order to make most use of the 500 x 820 lines

offered by the CCD array of the camcorder. Thus, it is in the x - direction of the engine

reference frame that LIPA information suffers from the dividing in half of spatial

resolution due to the acquisition of only one set of horizontal lines by the Video

camcorder as was outlined earlier in this section. As it turns out this loss of resolution is

minor in the aspect of accuracy.
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APPENDIX D

Specifications of Hardware

IMA GER SYSTEM

For the recording of LIPA images an assembly consisting of two electro-optical

components was used; Figure II.2.4b and c. The first component is a commercial color

Video Camera & Recorder from Canon Inc., L1A Hi8 (high resolution, 8 mm). This

camcorder works on the basis of the interlacing (TV) standard RS 170, thus, sampling

'complete' images at a rate of 30 Hz. The RS 170 standard defines that for a complete

image two sets (fields) of horizontal lines are filled with information from the scene of

interest at a frequency of 60 Hz (see Figure C.2), one after the other, and that these two

sets of lines are then interlaced, yielding a complete image (frame) at a frequency of

30 Hz. The camcorder's array of photodiodes consists of 500 horizontal and 820 vertical

lines. Since the facility that digitizes LIPA images (MegaVision) can only digitize frames

of up to 512 by 512, data reduction could not take fully advantage of the potential of the

horizontal resolution. The Canon camcorder L1A offers many features such as variation of

exposure time and control of aperture which can be inferred from the Service Manual for

the L 1A. However, it is unfortunately not possible to externally trigger the camera, thus,

no locking of the camera into the electronic measure provided by the running engine, i.e.

the optical encoder, could be established.

Mounted in front of the camcorder is the second electro-optical element, a lens/image

intensifier component that was custom-made for the 'Turbulence Structure Laboratory' by

Electro-Optical Services, Inc. (EOSI). This image intensifier lens (IIL) -- basically two

tandem image intensifiers which are equipped with P-46 high speed phosphors -- yields a

photon magnification of 50,000 while offering a resolution of 30 line pairs per millimeter.
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The IIL can be gated where electronic shutter input ranges from 100 ns exposure to

continuous operation. Its receptive S-20 photocathodes exhibit a peak of'sensitivity' for

electro-magnetic waves at a wavelength of 480 nm. The image intensifier system requires

a 12 Volt DC power supply.

IMAGE DIGITIZING FACILITY

The facility to digitize the data that is stored on Video Hi8 tape is the '1024xm'

designed by MegaVision. The MegaVision (as the digitizer is referred to from now on)

offers a resolution of 1024 x 1024, however, only 525- or 875-1ine images can be read in.

This means that when acquiring 500 x 820 format (x, y) images as is the capacity of the

employed data recording facility (L1A camcorder by Canon), MegaVision truncates as

well as compresses information in the horizontal plane. MegaVision discriminates

information into 256 grey scale levels. There are 12 frames of memory in which each four

512 x 512 images can be stored. It has been apperceived that images can move --

essentially in y - direction -- within a quadrant of a frame during the digitization

procedure. This movement might be due to synchronization problems of the used VCR.

Using a calibration procedure for LIPA images where a fixed spot of high pixel intensity

(reference point) is added into the images it is possible to adjust for this movement of the

image within the memory frame. This fixed spot assures that the coordinates of the origin

of the engine assembly (Figure II.2.3a, x, z - reference frame depicted at the valve) are at

(0,0) in all LIPA images which contain the undistorted and the distorted grids. The

reference point is implemented by a continuously emitting LED whose light is projected

onto the photodiode of the imager by a mirror. The combination of LED and mirror can

be seen in the picture of the setup of the data acquisition system contained in

Figure II.2.4b between the imager and the outer tank of the engine apparatus. The
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reference point can be seen as a circle in Figure II.2.3a and as a white point in the upper

left corner in the pictures of Figure I1.2.7.

A software package provided by MegaVision comprises many image processing

algorithms. However, only data management routines were employed within the data

reduction process for this work since it was more convenient to incorporate image

processing software in the programs which were discussed in chapter III. The MegaVision

system works within the frame of this investigation in conjunction with a Sun 3/260

Workstation.

In order to scale the distances -- that fluid particles convect -- as they are found in the

digitized images to the distances convected in real physical space one has to find out how

MegaVision maps the 500 x 820 images provided by the Video camera into its own

memory. It was found, as mentioned above, that during the digitization procedure

MegaVision truncates part of the image in the horizontal plane -- the let_ side -- and then

compresses the rest to 512 pixel. A test object -- a ruler was recorded with the Video

camera and its mapping into memory by MegaVision was then assessed -- showed that

25 x 25 mm is represented by 400 x 438 pixel after digitization yielding a compression

factor of 1.095 in the horizontal direction.

To determine in LIPA images the correct number of pixel that represents a distance in

the physical space, to thus find conversion factors for the two different investigation grids

applied in chapter V (grids for the investigation of the engine cylinder as a whole and for

the more scrutinizing examination of the intake jet), illuminated square sheets of paper

were recorded by the Canon camcorder onto tape and the images holding these squares

digitized. Now, the number ofpixel for each side of the square was evaluated in the

digitized domain to determine the necessary conversion factors.
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APPENDIX E

FORTRAN Program

Following is the listing of the FORTRAN program that implements the HIS approach

as delineated in section III. 1.2.

program WindowlADet

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

Description:

The algorithm seeks Intersection Areas using

a Window based approach. A window is moved over the

input image and the pixel values lying inside this

window are added yielding an increasing number

when the window approaches an intersection area.

Author: Bernd Stier, Jan-19-93 ((b&s)}

Modified versions: Aug-15-93 {(b&s)}

Sep-15-93 {(b&s)}

Input: -parList.datI

-assign.datI

-imgXXX.pic

-imgXXX.REF

Output -imgXXX.LOC (into/vision/LIPA/Engine/RPMmm/Ixx:ation)

-test

Comment: This program is called by "Frame" and

should be run only by that shell.

c

c Section 0 -- Define fields, variables, and parameters

c

parameter (jma=1024,kma=1024)

common / array / Lfjrna, kma),LA(jma, kma)

common / IntAreaAver / AintA(100,100)

dimension jlP(100),klP(100)

character fname*70,fname2*70,fname3*70,fname4*8,number*6

character DN(512,512)

logical exist

character header(512)

character Runs(300)*6

character answer*3

integer flagl
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write (*,'(///A/A/A)')

&' DETECTION OF INTERSECTION AREAS USING A WINDOW',

&' INTEGRATION APPROACH',

write (*,'(/A/A/A)')

& 'Algorithm moves a 10xl0 pixel window over',

& 'the intensity array of an image, determines',

& 'the weight of the window at coordinate'
write (*,'(A/A/A)')

& 'points by integration and assigns local',

& 'maximum weights to Intersection Areas.',

& 'Evaluate parameters for intensity slopes! !'

write (*, 1000)

c

C .............. _ ....................... " ................ " .........

C

c Section I -- Recall the coordinates of the undistorted

c laser grid and scrutinize area around them

c

open (45,file='test ')

open (46,file='assign.datr)

open (47,file='parList.datr)

c --- This section assigns the data directory ---

read (46,*) mAnz
do 20 inz=l,mAnz

read (46,*) Runs(inz)

c write (*,*) Runs(inz)
20 continue

close (46)

if (mAnz.EQ 1) goto 27

open (46,file='assign.datI')

write (46,*) mAnz-I

do 25 inz=2,mAnz

write (46,*) Runs(inz)
25 continue

C ............... " .................... _.w

C

27
-- TAUFE (assigns filenames) ..............

flagl=0
read (47,'(I10/A)') kAnz, number

read (47,'(A/A)') fname4,answer

c ................. BIG LOOP 30 ...............................

do 30 knmch=l,kAJ_

fname='/usr3/stierf//Runs(1)/f/'//number//'.pic'
fname3='/visionlLIPA/En_nef//fname4/ff//
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&Runs(l)/P/Locationl'//number//'.LOC'
c ---Findappropriatereferencegridfor5RPM---

if (fname4(1:2).EQ.'05')then
jindex=knmch/2+1
if (jindex.LT. 10)

& fname2='/usr3/stier/imgOO'//CHAR(jindex+48)lP.REF'

if (jindex.GE. 10 .AND. jindex.LT.20) then

jindex=jindex-10
fname2='/usr3/stier/img01V/CHARflindex+48)/P.REF'

endif

if (jindex.GE.20 .AND. jindex.LT.28) then

jindex=jindex-20

fname2='/usr3/stier/img02'//CHAR(jindex+48)/P.REF'
endif

if (jindex.GE.28) fname2='/usr3/stier/img2845.REF'

goto 35
endif

c --- Find appropriate reference grid for 15 RPM ---
if (frmme4(1:2).EQ.'lS') then

if (fname4(8:8).EQ.'I') goto 33

if (ICHAR(number(6:6)).GT.55 .AND. flagl.EQ0 .AND.

& ICHAR(number(5:5)).GT.48) flagl=l

if (flagl.EQ. 1) then

fname2='/usr3/stier/img 1830.REF'
else

fname2=' /usr 3 /stierP //number//'.REF'

endif

goto 35
endif

c --- Find appropriate reference grid for 10 RPM --

33 if (fname4(8:8).EQ.'I') then
if (ICHAR(number(6:6)).GT.50 .AND. flagl.EQ.0 .AND.

& ICHAR(number(5:5)).GT.48) flagl=l

if (flagl.EQ. 1) then

fname2='/usr3/stier/img 1345.REF'
else

fname2=' /usr 3/stierP //n umber/P.REF'

endif

goto 35
endif

if (ICHAR(number(6:6)).GT.55 .AND. flagl.EQ.0 .AND.

& ICHAR(number(5:5)).GT.49) flagl=l

if (flagl.EQ. 1) then
fname2=']usr3/stier/img2845 .REF'

else

fname2=' /usr3 /stier/' //number]P.REF'

endif

35 write (45,*) fname,fname2,fname3,ICHAR(number(5:5))

write (*,'(/A/A,A,A,A,A/A)')

& '---- WORKING ON ',Runs(1),'f,number,'.pic ...... ',

i=ICHAR(number(6:6))
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if (iEQ.57)then
number(6:6)='0'
number(5:5)=CHAR(ICHAR(number(5:5))+l)

else
number(6:6)=CHAR(ICHAR(number(6:6))+I)

endif
INQUIRE(file---fname,exist=exist)
if (exist)goto40
write(*,*) ' ---FILEDOESNOTEXIST!! ..2
goto30

.......................... ...... ........... N

40 continue

open (2,file=fname2)

open (3,ACCESS='DI1LECT',FILE--fname,FORM='UNFORMATTED',
& RECL=512)

open (4,file='higSpot.datO')
open (8,file---fname3)

c --- Determine which line is missing --
Lsuml=O

Lsum2=0

mode= 1

read (3,rec= 1) (header(lok),lok= 1,512)

read (3,rec=250+1) (DN(i,250),i=1,512)
read (3,rec=251+1) (DN(i,251),i=l,512)

do 333 i=300,500

L(i,250)=ICHAR(DN(i,250))

if (L(i,250).LT.0) L(i,250)-L(i,250)+256

L(i,251)=ICHAR(DN(i,25 I))

if (L(i,251).LT.0) L(i,251)=L(i,251)+256

Lsuml=Lsuml+L(i,250)

Lsum2=Lsum2+L(i,251)
333 continue

if (Lsuml.GT.Lsum2) mode=2

80

write (*,*) ' --- READ IN PIXEL INTENSITIES ---'

do 80 k= 1,256

if (mode.EQ. 1) then

read (3,rec=2*k-l+l) (DN(j,2*k-I),j=I,512)
elseif (mode.EQ.2) then

read (3,rec=2*k+l) (DN(j,2*k)j=I,512)
endif

continue
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C ...... " ........ '''" ............ "''''" ............. " ...... "'"

c Preparing Image for Analysis I

write (*,*) ' --- FILLING LINES ---'

do 90 k=1,256

do 90j--1,512

if (mode.EQ 1) then

L(j,2*k- 1)=ICHAR(DN(j,2*k- t))

if (L(j,2*k-1).LT.0) L(j,2*k-l)=L(j,2*k-1)+256

L(j,2*k)=L(j,2*k- 1)

elseif (mode.EQ2) then

L(j,2*k)=ICHAR(DN(j,2*k))

if (L(j,2*k).LT.0) L(j,2*k)=L(j,2*k)+256

L(j,2*k- l)=L(j,2*k)
endif

90 continue

write (*,*) ' -- PERFORMING AVERAGING --'

do 350 j=2,511
do 350 i=2,511

LA(ij)=(L(i-lj-1)+L(ij-1)+L(i+Io-1)+
& L(i- 1j)+L(ij)+L(i+ 1,j)+

& L(i- 1,j+ l)+L(i,j+ 1)+L(i+ 1,j+ 1))/9

DN(ij)=CHAR(LA(ij))
350 continue

write (*,*) ' --- WRITING ---'

OPEN (unit=l 1, file='caXXXma.pic', form='UNFORMATTED',
+ access='DIRECT ', recl=512)

write (11, re(:= 1) (header(lok),lok = 1,512)

do 400 j=1,512

write (11,rec=j+l) (DN(i,j),i=l,512)
400 continue

c Preparation finished I
C'" ............ "''" ........ ....n .......... ... ....... H

read (2,*) IAanz

write (*,'(A, I2,A)')
& ' --- FINDING HIGHEST INTENSITY SPOTS (**',IAanz,'**) --'

if (answer.EQ.'yes' .OIL answer.EQ.'y')
& write (*,*) ' -- by DOUBLING RESOLUTION --'

do 500 i=l,IAanz

---jIP and kiP are the coordinates for IPs in reference grids --
read (2,*) jlP(i),klP(i)

if (jiP(i).EQ.0) then

Pint j=0
Plntk=0

jlntP---0
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k/ntP=0

goto 580
endif

c ......... DOUBLE RESOLUTION (DYNAMIC RANGE) OF IA ........
if (answer.NE.'yes' .AND. answer.NE.'y') goto 530
write (*,'(AS)') 'X'
knlx---0

do 520 k/ntP--kIP(i)-15,kIP(i)+15

jrux=0
krtux=knlx+ 1

do 520 jintP=-jlP(i)-15jIP(i)+15
jrux=jrux+ 1

AintA(2*jrux-l,2*kmx-1)=(4*LA(jintP,kIntP)+2*LA(jlntP-l,klntP)
& +2*LA(jintP,kIntP- 1)+LA(jlntP- 1,kIntP- 1))/9.0

AintA(2*jrux,2*krux- 1)=(4*LA(jIntP,kIntP)+2*LA(jIntP+ 1,kIntP)+
& 2*LA(jIntP,kIntP-1)+LA(jIntP+l,kIntP-1))/9.0

AintA(2*jrux- 1,2*krux)=(4*LA(jIntP, kIntP)+2*LA(jIntP- 1,kIntP)+
& 2*LA(jIntP,kIntP+ 1)+LA(jlntP-l,kIntP+ 1))/9.0

AintA(2*jrux,2*krux)=(4*LAOIntP, kIntP)+2*LAOIntP+ 1,kIntP)+
& 2*LA(jIntP,kIntP+l)+LA(jintP+l,kIntP+l))/9.0

520 continue
C ................................................. "--_"

530 Wmax=0

if (answer.NE.'yes' .AND. answer.YE.y) then
jmi=jlP(i)-13
jmx=jlP(i)+7
kmi=klP(i)- 13
kmx=kIP(i)+7

else

jmi=8
jmx=48
kmi=8
kmx=48

endif

do 550 k=-kmi,kmx

do 550 j=jmi,jmx
CALL Integratefj,k,W,answer)
if (W.GT.Wmax) then

Wmax=W

jhelp=j
khelp=k

endif
550 continue

if (jhelp.EQ.jmi .OIL jhelp.EQ.jmx .OR.
& khelp.EQ.kmi .OR. khelp.EQ.kmx) then

write (45,*)
& i,' Out of range! Intensity: ',LA(jhelp+3,khelp+3)

pIntj=o
Plntk=O

jIntP--0
kIntP=0

goto 580
endif

W--Wmax
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c --- TRANSFORM BACK TO ORIGINAL COORDINATE SYSTEM ---

if (answer. EQ. 'yes' .OR. answer.EQ.'y') then
Plntj=jlP(i)- 15+INT(((jhelp+3)- 1)/2)

if (MOD(jhelp+3,2).GT.0) Plntj=Plntj-0.25

ff (MOD(jhelp+3,2).EQ.0) Plntj=Plntj+0.25

Plntk=klP(i)-15+INT(((khelp+3)-l)/2)

if (MOD(khelp+3,2). GT.0) PIntk=Plntk-0.25

if (MOD(khelp+3,2).EQ.0) Plntk=Plntk+0.25

goto 580
endif

c write (*,'(A,I2,A, I6,I10/8X, A,I5,I10)') 'IA# ',i,': initial',

c & jlP(i),klP(i),'accumte'jhelp+3,khelp+3

jlntP=-jhelp+3

klntP=khelp+3

write (4,'(/A)') 'Area of highest intensity'

do 560 k=khelp,khelp+6
write (4,'(1214)') (L(j,k)j=jhelpjhelp+6)

560 continue

580 continue

if (answer.EQ.'yes' .OR. answer.EQ._y') then

write (8,'(2(F10.3))') Plntj,Plntk
else

write (8/(2(15))') jlntP,kIntP
endif

500 continue

do 700 klax=480,500

if (LA(450,klax).LE.60) then

write (8,'(A, I10,I12)')' 450',klax,LA(450,klax)

write (45,'(A,I10,I12)')' 450',klax,LA(450,klax)

goto 710
endif

700 continue
710 continue

close (2)

close (8)

30 continue

c ................... BIG LOOP 30 ....................................

I000 format (//,

&,_ ........................................................ ')

end
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Table II.2.1' Engine geometry

Engine
Parameter

Bore

Stroke
Clearance

Valve-_

Dimension

82 mm
82.4mm
18 mm
32 mm

Valve-H/Bore 0.39
Bore/Stroke 0.995

Co)

Figure II.2.1 (a) Schematic of the water analog model showing the essential quartz
pieces [included in (a) are the measures of the engine geometry].

(b) The quartz cylinder, head, piston, and valve along with diverse other
components of the engine configuration. Also shown are the four metal
'riders' for the four sides of the outer tank -- used for the calibration of

axisymmetry --, that hold the fluid reservoir at the right distances from
the outer tank after the collar established axisymmetry.
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Figure II.2.2: Apparatus used to create the grid of laser lines in the quartz engine.
(a) Schematic showing the paths of light and grid location.
Co) Photograph of the setup, with the image acquisition system in the

background.
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Figure 11.2.3: Grids of laser lines for investigation of (a) most of the cylinder volume
and Co) intake jet. For both grids a typical intersection area is shown
magnified and scrutinized.
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Figure H.2.4: (a) Schematic of the timing system; (b) Photo of the image intensified CCD
camera in data taking position; (c) Schematic of the overall data acquisition
system.
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(a)

(b)
(d)

(c)
(e)

Figure II.2.5: Black and white images holding LIPA grids generated by the optical system.
(a) The reference grid (light enters the cylinder wall on the right, and can be
seen coming out of the other side of the quartz valve -- near the center of the
picture).
(b - e) Four independent photos showing distortions in the laser grid larger
than useful for data acquisition (long delay time). Engine speed is 20 RPM.
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(a)

(b)
(d)

(c)
(e)

Figure II.2.6: Color images of LIPA grids showing a sequence of four data photos and the

calibration grid used with them from preliminary tests. (a) Calibration grid.
(b - e) Four successive data frames; these frames also reveal the flow pattern
of intake vortices because the LIPA - chemical irradiated in the previous laser
pulses is still glowing after it has been warped around the vortices (20 RPM).
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(b)

(c)

Figure II.2.7: Examples of the undistorted (a) and distorted (b, c) LIPA grids acquired

with the IIL/camcorder combination. To optimize the CCD format, the

camcorder was turned 90 ° so that the valve is on the right side of the

image, and the cylinder wall on the bottom.
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(b)

(a)

Figure III. 1.4: Depiction of an intersection area in
terms of pixel intensity; (a) shows the pixel
intensity distribution for an IA as it is delivered
at the output of the CCD camera, (b) exhibits the
same distribution after the image was conditioned.
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Figure 1II.3.3: Uncertainty about determination of initial positions in reference grids
for 20 RPM engine speed and 3 mm valve lift as encountered for the
close-up investigation grid;
(a) in z - direction, (b) in x - direction.
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Figure IV. 1.1: Flow visualization of the intake stroke using photochromic dye (color

change upon irradiation). The piston head is visible near the bottom of

each photo, and the cylinder head and intake valve are visible near the

top. It is interesting to note a spiral up-flow of fluid that has reached

the piston head exists throughout the sequence.
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(a)
12°

(c)
20"

28

(e)
32"

(t)
40"

Figure 1"E.2.1: Flow visualization of the intake stroke using a fluorescent dye in the
reservoir above the valve (MODE I). A laser sheet of 308 nm light is slicing
the cylinder both above and below the valve (the impurities in the quartz of
the piston head make it clearly visible). Results are at 20 RPM and 3 mm
valve lifL The numbers are in degrees crank-angle. By 40* CA the cylinder

is filled with dye and the experiment is stopped. Some air bubbles have
formed from a_r in the water and partly obscure the view.
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(h)
36°

(i)
44"

(k)
92*

Figure IV;.2.2: Flow visualization of the induction s_roke, where the inducted fluid is dye-

free and the fluid in the cylinder has been dyed (MODE 1/). En_inespeed
is 20 RPM and valve lit_ is 3 mm. The LIPA results for CAs 32,52, and
92 ° (see section V.5.1) are superimposed on the visualizations.
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Figure V. 1.1" Maps of ensemble averaged velocity vectors (over 42 ECs)
at selected crank-angle positions for 20 RPM engine speed
and 3 mm valve lift illustrating the development of intake flow.
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Figure V.2.4: Mechanism of vortex ring
ingestion
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Figure V.2.5: Schematic decomposition of an axisymmetric jet flow field
into two characteristic regions of flow. [Source: Yule 1978]
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Figure V.5.1: EA velocity vectors depicting the
intake jet as close-up for 20 RPM
and 3 mm VL; time delay: 0.34 ms.
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Figure V. 5.3: Fields of ensemble averaged velocity vectors depicting the intake jet
as close-up for 20 RPM engine speed and 9 mm valve lift at selected
crank-angle positions; time delay: 0.51 ms.
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Figure V.5.4: Maps of instantaneous velocity vectors from one individual engine cycle
illustrating the dynamics of the intake jet at selected CAs for 20 RPM
engine speed and 3 mm valve lift; time delay: 0.34 ms.
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at 132 ° CA for 20 and 30 RPM engine speed and 3 and 9 mm valve lift.
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